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The Buccaneer is designed to perpetuate the 
happy memories of the collegiate experiences 
of the students. of East Tennessee State College. 
The Buccaneer Staff presents to the students of 
East Tennessee State College a pictorial account 
of a typical year on our campus. It is w ith 
pride that we present to you progressive, happy 
and objective experiences in The 1959 Buccaneer. 
2 
What lies ahead? This mystery is 
an ever-present query in the minds of a 
collegian. 
The freshman expresses his con-
cern about his future through innumer-
able questions about his new world of 
endless registration lines, long involved 
placement tes.ts, early eight o'clock 
classes, Greek rush parties, and mid-




For a whole week, the freshman is 
recognized as King and Queen of the 
campus. However, with the moving in 
of the upperclassmen, his enviable 
status loses its stature. He must now 
explore this new world of his and seek 
out his own destiny. 
Since destiny demands that suc-
cess be an ever-sought after goal, the 
freshman must always be in search of 
the ultimate. He now turns his atten-
tion to the campus around him and 
searches ardentiy for his place among 
a larger group. Suddenly there begins 
the molding of his personality which is 
influenced, in the main, by the new 
spirit of fair competition, which is the 
true spirit of East Tennessee State Col-
lege. At last, he is selected to be a 
member of the various campus groups. 
Greek life plays an important role in 
the freshman's life: dramatic inclina-
tions are appealed to; dormitory life 
offers its varied and luring appeals. 
Along the way, he finds he must 
frequent the grill, participate in extra-
curricular activities, enjoy the excite-
ment of a football weekend, be among 
the Greek party groups, or spend a 
quiet evening with a good book by the 
record player. Truly he has launched 
his ship of destiny. 
Then, from out of the blue, Home-
coming makes a triumphant entry on 
the campus. Industry, ingenuity, and 
originality reign supreme. As if by 
magic, artistic themes appear as if to 
say to the world that this is to be East 
Tennessee State College's mos.t excit-
ing week end. 
Old grads, friends, families, and 
students combine their spirit of enthusi-
asm throughout the week end. Yes, it 
is Homecoming week end at State, and 
all is gay, happy, and reminiscent. 
The events of the week end are. 
climaxed by the exciting football game 
of the day. Sixty minutes of excitement 
and a singular opportunity for all alum-
nae and students to forget their cares 
and enjoy collegiate freedom to the 
fullest are experienced. 


The freshman's coming to the 




The orientation period for the 
freshman ends following the conclu-
sion of the first academic quarter. He 
now belongs to his college home. He 
has established a workable rapport 
among his associates and himself, and 
work and fun alike are his possessions; 
but he now recognizes that he is meet-
ing constantly challenging competition, 
and he is a part of an inclusive whole. 
Cheers are given for fraternity and 
sorority activities; The Collegian honors 
those to whom honor is due; All Sing is 
a "grand night"; Potpourri lends oppor-
tunity fo r special talent to be displayed 
in its most superlative manner; thri I l-
ing competition is enjoyed by all Greek 
groups during the days of the building 
of the floats for the Christmas parade, 
and college life now is a joy for all. 
Spring has come. Yes, the fresh-
man with veteran awareness., has found 
the cool, unsequestered alcoves where 
the natural beauty of our camp.us lends 
itself to a perfect college moment. 
Each new name he has now at-
tached to an individual , and the day 
for campus elections has arrived. Oh, 
yes, the freshman is now introduced to 
"pure" campus politics. He soon learns 
that he now possesses an almost un-
believable loyalty for a cause and a 
candidate! 
How often he hears the facilities 
of the new student center edifice re-









Honors Day ends the freshman's 
year which has been filled with oppor-
tunities to succeed. The day belongs 
to each student who has received a col-
lege honor. The gay music of the new 
Glenn Mi Iler Orchestra ends this day 
set aside in honor of those who have 
achieved collegiate recognition. 
The year draws to a c lose, and dis-
tinguished visitors come to our campus. 
Members of the State Board of Educa-
tion sing our praises during their vis.it 
on our campus for our phenomenal 
growth. 
The traditional daisy chain pre-
cedes the long academic procession 
which announces that it is Commence-
14 
men.t Day. The College is honored by 
the presence of Honorable Frank 
Ahlgren for the guest speaker. 
In retrospect, the freshman recalls 
his hours of anxiety, his hours of fun, 
and his hours of indecision; however, 
no one who has been a pa rt of East 
Tennessee State College during the 
year 1959 will be deprived of happy 
memories, challenging experiences, 




Coach Star Wood, Head Coach of football, East 
Tennessee Stale College, has added another victory 
to his many recorded ones of the past years. It 
is with pride, respect, and affection that the stu-
dent body of East Tennessee State College dedicates 
the 1959 Buccaneer to Coach Star Wood. 
The life of a football coach is not a lways an 
easy one. However, the tenor of his regime is 
often judged by the personal reaction of the coach 
to his many pres$ure situations. It is the ability of 
Coach Wood to always accept the situation of less 
excellency with as much objectivity as he accepts 
the situation of excellency that has endeared him 
to our student body of East Tennessee State College. 
Coach Wood has had an outstanding career in 
his chosen profession. He came to East Tennessee 
State College in 1952 with extensive experience 
in both coaching an.d education. These experiences 
have included Chairman of the English Department, 
Milligan College; Assistant Footbal l Coach, Appa-
lachian State College; End Coach, North Carolina 
State; and Head Coach, Tennesee Tech. In addition 
to, his A.B. degree from Mil ligan College., he re-
ceived his M.A. degree in English from the Uni-
versity of Tennessee. 
Coach Wood has represented his profession with 
dignity, ability, and understanding. Only when one 
possesses the innate gift of the "milk of human 
kindness" can he achieve an enviable position 
among his fellowmen. Coach Wood has achieved 
this position of high excellency among his asso-
ciates. It is with a feel ing of gratitude, respect, 
and sincere admiration that the student body of 
East Tennessee State Col lege has dedicated the 
Buccaneer of 1959 to our coach, Star Wood. 
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ADMINISTRATION & FACULTY 
17 

The State & ETSC 
Fi rst row: Hon. J . Howard Warf, Mrs. Sam Wilson, Commissioner Joe 
Morgan, Mrs. Ferd inand Powe ll . Second row: Hon. Clarence Holwyck, Dr. 
19 
Joe Morgan 
Commissioner of Education 
Norman Frost, Hon. James Williams, Ernest C. Ball, Judge W. R. 
Landrum, Hon. Edward J. Jennings. 
I 
The President of ETSC 
Since com ing to East Tennessee State College in 1949, President Burgin 
E. Dossett has brought us here at State an increased enrollment, many new bu ild-
ings, and most important of all, the trust and admiration that is so necessary 
·to a college president. President Dossett always is w i ll ing to ta lk with any stu-
dent- no matter how sma!I his problem may be. President Dossett is always 
willing to stop and give a hearty handshake and winning smile. For these 
and so much more all we can humbly say is, "Thank you." 
President Dossett's home on the campus. 
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Dr. Mack P. Davis 
Dean of Faculty 
The 
Miss Ella V. Ross 
Dean of Women 
Deans 
Director of Personnel Services 
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Mr. Calvin Mercer 
Acting Dean of Men 
Mr. John A. Cl~ck 
Bursar 
Administrators 
Miss Flora Marie Mere d ith 
Director of Plecement 
Mr. William M. Beasle y 
Dean of Admissi6ns and Records 
Miss l ouise McBe e 
Assistant Dean of Women 
Director of Housing 
Dr. P. W. Alexande r 
Dean 
f/lr. Drury Cargill 
Director of Public Information 
Mr. Solon Gentry 
Assistant to Dean of A dmissions 
Above: Dr. Frank Barclay points out an important featu re of the plant. 
Arts and Science 
24 
Dr. George N. Dove 
Director 
SOCIOLOGY 
Top to bottom: Mr. George E. Fox, Dr. Louis E. Nelson, Dr. William 
Rigel!, Mr. Enim~tt Sawyer, Dr. Dorman Stout. 
BIOLOGY 
First row: Mr. J ohn Bailey, Dr. Frank Barclay, Mr. T. P. Copeland. 
Second row: Mr. Eric Herrin, Dr. Herman O'Dell, Mrs. Elizabeth Owings. 
Third row: Mrs. Hilde A. Roese!, Dr. Richard Stevenson. 
First row: Dr. John D. Allen, Mr. Charles E. Beasley, Mrs. Louise H. 
Beasley, Mr. Wil lis B. Bible, Miss Christine Burleson, Dr. George N. 
Dove, Miss Margaret Dugger. Second row: Mrs. Anne Gentry, Mrs. Allie 
ENGLISH 
Right: Mrs. Gilbreath demonstrates to a 
student the uses of a reading machine. 
Lou Gilb reath, Miss Mahala Hays, Dr. James R. Hodges, Mrs. Phyllis 
Holmes, Miss Grace Leab, Mr. David McClellan. Third row: Dr. Jewel l 
McCracken, Mr. Ambrose Manning, Mrs. Mary Manning. 
2S 
Right: Mr. Frank points out the importance of hand 
props. 
Below: Mr. Edward G. lodter uses a tape recorder 
w ith an advanced French class. 
26 
SPEECH AND DRAMA 
Left to right: Mr. Richard C. Brand, Mr, Harold E. 
Frank, Dr. Chase S. Winfrey. 
MODERN LANGUAGE 
Top to bottom: 
Miss Elaine Ehrhardt 
Mr. Edward G. lodter 
GEOGRAPHY 
HISTORY 
Top to bottom: 
Mr. Robert W. Darling 
Dr. George W. Webb 
Mr. Malone Young 
Above: Mr. Malone Young points out our new forty-ninth state- Alaska. 
Below: "This is where it really happened." 
First row: Dr. Morton A. Brown, Dr. Robert G. Crawford. 
Second row: Dr. Harold H. Dugger, Miss Evange line Hartsook. 
Third row: Mr. W. F. Rogers, Dr. Frank B. Williams. 
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Above : Math students find the slide rule inva luable. 
MATHEMATICS 
PHYSICAL SCIENCE 
Top row: Boyd, Graybeal, Hurley. Second row: Manley, Nicholson, 
Woodward. Third row: Whitehead, Young. 
Top row: Miss Sa llie P. Carson, Mr. T. C. Carson, Miss 
Ve lma Cloyd. Second ro w : Dr. Lester C. Hartsel l, Mr. 
Ellison C. Jenkins, Mr. Stanford H. J ohnson. Third row: 
Colonel Henry Linsert, Mrs. Lora D. McCormick, Mr. Robert 
W. Murdock. 
Be low : It ta kes long hours of lab to complete science cred its. 
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Right: Mr. Gambrell ma kes an 
important point in the ana lysis 
of the art picture. 
e 
I 
Right: Mr. Snyder illustrates a 
musical factor to a student. 
Top to bottom: Or. John Benz, Miss Ruth E. Harris, Miss 




First row: Or. Mande l E. Butterfield, Miss Rhea Hunter. Second 
row: Miss Anita Roddey, Mrs. Virg il Se lf . 
Business and Economics 
ECONOMICS 
Left to right: Mr. Clinton S. Ferguson, Dr. Lloyd Pierce, Dr. 
Kenneth C. Spaulding, Mr. Will iam L. Wilbur. 
Below: Dr. Spaulding makes a comparison between the 
United States and England and emphasizes the " Triangu lar 
Exchange." 
TRIANGULAR 
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Dr. Travis Kirkland 
Director 
.... 
Above: Calcu lating the problems of business. 
BUSINESS 
First row: Dr. Clyde H. Farnsworth, Mrs. Mary Gray, 
Dr. Edna L. Gregg. Second row: Mr. Ray L. Jackson, 
Mr. Ha rold K. Johnson, Dr. Travis Kirk land. Third 
row: . Mr. Harold H. Margason, Mr. Calvin Mercer, 
Mr. George G. Myers. Foutrh row: Mr. Glenn H. 
Spanabel, Miss Margaret N. Stewart, Dr. Samuel 
Thompson. 
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Top row: Mrs. Elise Barrette, Dr. Clayton L. Carpente r, Mr. Ralph W. Clark, Dr. Reuben H. Eliassen, 
Dr. Emma L. Farrel l. Second row: Dr. Woodrow Flanary, Dr. S. W. Grise, Miss Gretchen Hyder, Dr. 
Fred McCune, Miss Flora Marie Meredith. Th ird row. Mr. Walter, M. Mitche ll, Dr. Leslie K. Patton, Chair• 
man, Mr. Russell Peckens, Dr. Gem Ka te Taylor. 
LIBRARY 
Top row: Mr. Pau l A. Barrette, Mrs. Ne lda 
N. Brooks. Second row: Miss Edith E. 
Keys, Miss Eva Leonard. Third row: Mr. 
Hal Smith. 
This is where we're supposed to study! 
Dr. Mack P. Davis 
Director 
Below: Ready! Aim! Which way? 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
To~ row: Mr. Madison Brooks, Mr. Jul ian D. Crocker, Miss 
Fay~ Flanijgan, Mr. Calvin Frey. Second row: Miss Dorothy E. 
Hicks, Dr. Scott Honaker, Miss Kay Kent, Mr. Hal Morrison. 
Third row: Dr. Constance Mynatt, Mr. Loyd T. Roberts Cha ir-
man, Mr. Star J . Wood. 
HEA LTH 
Top row: Dr. Sol Adler, Mrs. Louise Carmack. Second row: 
Mrs. Vera Clack, Mrs. Mary V. Dickerson. Third row: Miss Mary 
Louise Gladish, Mrs. Ei leen Johnson. Fourth row: Dr. John 
Lamb, Chairmanl Miss Jessie E. Moore. 
Mrs. Harryet A. Blackwell 
Miss Vivian V. Rockwood, 
Chairman 
HOME ECONOMICS 
Above, left: Sewing is a talent acquired in Home 
Economics. 
Left: Education maiors pract ice t each at the train-
ing school. 
TRAINING SCHOOL 
Top row: Mr. John H. Arrants, Miss Eva K. Boga rt, Mr. George A. Finchum, Mrs. Irene B. France, Miss 
Evelyn Francis. Second row: Mrs. Glenn Hendrix, Mrs. Fred McCune, Miss Isabe l Martin, Mr. Russel l L. 
Shadoan, Mr. Joe B. Sh ipley. Third row: Miss Vella NI. Smith, Miss Ada Strong, Mr. John B. Tallent, 
Mr. Phil M. Thomas, Mrs. Agnes R. Yates. 
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ROTC 
Top row : SFC Atchley, Ma jor Blocker, Ma jo r Conway, Captain Cooper, MSgt. Davis. Second row: 
MSgt. Hanselman, Captain Hunnicutt, Captain Kinghorn, Lt. Col. Pedersen, SFC Reeves. 
Right: A Physica l Education stu• 
dent fires on the ROTC Rifle 
range. 
INDUSTRIAL ARTS 
Top row; Mr. Glenn C. Jordan, Mr. James 
Mooney. Second row: Mr. George S. Roe, Mr. 
John M. Waller. Bottom row: Mr. L. D. Wallis. 
Below: Mr. Wallis instructs a student in the use of a lathe. 
IN MEMORIAM 
J AMES MARVIN LINDLEY, Associate Professor of Music, East T ennes-
see State College, completed his invaluable services to our college and 
his community on Dece,nber 31, 195 8. His sudden death marked the 
end of a man's life which had touched both personally and indirectly 
innumerable lives on. our campus and within the city of Johnson City. 
Mr. Lindley's entire life was spent in service to his fellowmen. 
He was graduated from Guilford College and Columbia University. 
H e served his country during World War II as Music Director Over-
seas and was stationed at U. S. Naval Base, N arsarul, Greenland. Al-
though Mr. Lindley worked professionally as a teacher, he gave most 
generously of his talents to his church, his community, and his friends. 
He served as president of the East Tennessee Music Association and the 
East Tennessee Band and Orchestra Association. H e was a meniber of 
the Board of Control of the Tennessee Music Educators Association 
and the Munsey Memorial Methodist Church in Johnson City where 
he was choir director. 
As an educator, Mr. Lindley made a distinct contribution to our 
school, o·ur students, and our college community. As a gentleman, he 
will always be remembered as one who inflicted no pain on those with 
whom he came in contact. As a friend, he gave to his friends a bounty 
of kindness, a personality of endearment, and a spirit of tolerant loyalty. 
As a teacher, he possessed understanding, tolerance, industry, and love. 
Although Mr. Lindley's professional services have been concluded, 
the far-reaching influence of his good life and the indomitable spirit 
of his personalit~y will always be present among those whom he knew. 
J. Marvin Lindley 
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ETSC Staff 
Mrs. Edna Barnes 
Miss Lucylle Campbel l 
Mrs. Jessie Clayton 
Mrs. Myrtle Dulaney 
Mrs. Emma Lee Dyer 
Mrs. Irene Fox 
Mrs. Mancia Gentry 
Mrs. Ruth Haire 
Mrs. Velvia Hargis 
Mr. J. T. Hawkins 
Mrs. Ella Kate Hen ley 
Mrs. Georgia Jared 
Mrs. Ruth Jennings 
Mr. Herbert King 
Mrs. Mildred Kozsuch 
Mrs. Zella Kyte 
Miss Ruby Leach 
Miss Alt~ Ledford 
Miss Maurine Ledford 
Mr. Hyder Min ton 
Mrs. Reba Minton 
Mrs. Thelma Paradis 
Mrs. Patsy Pickle 
Miss Paula Reece 
Miss Rebecca Sanders 
Miss Virginia Shipley 
Mrs. June Smith 




Mr. and Miss 
;~i1~j\ 
MR. EAST TENNESSEE ST ATE COLLEGE 
"Little All American" Mickey Banyas 
was elected Mr. East Tennessee State 
College by the members of the student 
1:-ody of East Tennessee State for 1958-
59. 
Mickey's genial personal ity, enviable 
versatility, and admirable industry have 
warranted his having received this 
coveted honor, "Mr. East Tennessee State 
College." 
May the student body of East Tennes-
see State College present to you, Mickey 






MISS EAST TENNESSEE STATE COLLEGE 
Nancy Louise Denton, "Miss East Ten-
nessee State College," 1958-59, has been 
honored by the student body of E,nt 
Tennessee State College as being its 
most typical co-ed. 
This honor has been bestowed upon 
Nancy by her many contemporaries be-
cause of her kind personality, her un-
obtrusive manner and the very worthy 
objectives of her collegiate life. 
May the student body of East Tennes-
see State College present to you, Nancy 
Louise Denton, "Miss East Tennessee 
State College," 1958-59. 

Senior Beauty 
Mary Elizabeth Quarles 
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Senior Pin - Ups 
Nancy Denton I 
J 
Jane Heywood 












Polly Bax ter 
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Sophomore Pin - Ups 
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Clara Canary 
,.. .. ' 
,;a;;, 
Freshman Pin - Ups 
Linda Kelly 
Pr iscil la Peery 
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Hall of Fame 
Beverly Cox 
Most Athletic Senior Girl 
Buddy Hartsell 
Most A thlet ic Senior Boy 
Betty Edwards 
Friend I iest Senior Girl 
Bruce Hurley 
Friend liest Senior Boy 
Evelyn Quintrel l 
Most Intellectual Senior Girl 
Linda Rose 
Most Talented Senior Girl 
David Hatcher Bob Mooty 
Most I ntellectu a I Senior Boy Most Talented Senior Boy 
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Sadie Hawkins 
Anna Marie Watts 
Lil' Abner 
Ben jie Earnest 
53 
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Sigma Phi Epsi Ion 
Sweetheart 










Below, f rom left to right : The May 
Court. Bil l Holdway, Shirley Keyes, 
Charles Britt, Joan Honeycutt, Gene 
Brown, Mary Elizabeth Quarles, Nancy 
Denton, Bruce Hurley, Virginia Denton, 
Bil l Cutshaw, Scotty Beach, Bill 
HugheL • 
Sigma Phi Epsi lon 
" Swan Lake Bal let" 
Second Place 
Men's Division 








Pi Kappa Alpha 
"Japanese Sandman" 




All-Sing Executive Committee. Standing: Ronnie Perry, Wayne Johnson, John Kriener, Jim Talley, Jerry 
Edwards, Jim Beasley. Seated: Jerry Cole, Patsy Fie lds, Bob Mooty. 
Left: Small Group Winners of All-Sing-Kappa Delta and 
Pi Kappa Alpha. 
Above: Sigma Phi Epsi lon- Winner of 
/Men's Large Division. 
Left: Sigma Kappa-Winner of First Place 
Women's Division. 
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Election to Who's Who in 
A merican Col leges and Universi-
t ies is based upon participation 
in college extra-curricu lar act ivi-
ties, character, and scholarship. 
In order to be eligible, students 
must have mainta ined a quality 











Clyde Pa lmer Carroll Jane Compton Beverly Cox 
Who's Who In American Colleges 
Frank Day Nancy Denton Janice Easterly 
60 
Jon Eiche Betty Street Evans Carol Faber 
and Universities 
Joan Sma llwood Ford Ann Garst David Hatcher 
61 
Catherine Hillon Robert Hodges Ruth Hunley 
Who's Who In American Colleges and 
Jerry Jarnagin Felix Lowe Barbara Lucas 
67 
Phy I lis Merritt Robert Mooty Barbara Mumpower 
Universities 
Douglas Nolen Mary Elizabeth Quarles Mary Evelyn Qu intrell 
63 





Who's Who In American Colleges 
and Universities 




First Row: Beverly Cox, Alpha Delta Pi; Jerry Jarnag in, Alpha Delta Pi; 
1.:nda Rose, Alpha Delta Pi; Jane Cunningham, Alpha Omicron Pi; 
Evelyn Quintrell, Alpha Omicron Pi. Second Row: Paula Schroeder, Alpha 
Omicron Pi; J ane Compton, Alpha Xi Delta, Presiden t; Emi ly Easter ly, 
Alpha Xi Delta, Betty Evans, Alpha Xi Delta; Jan ice Easterly, Delta Zeta. 
Third Row: Barbura Mumpower, Delta Zeta; Pat Thompson, Delta Zeta; 
Betty Edwards, Kappa Delta; Mary Elizabeth Quarles, Kappa Delta; Anna 
Lee Bilka, Phi Mu. Fourth Row: Carol Jo Booth, Phi Mu; Betty Lou 
Medlin, Phi Mu; Carol Faber, Sigma Kappa; Barbara John, Sigma Kappa; 
Patti Smith, Sigma Kappa. 
Panhellenic Council 
The Panhellenic Council of East Tennessee State College is com-
posed of the president of each sorority on the campus as wel l as tw o 
elected representat ives from the seven nationa l sororities. The officers 
of Panhellenic are e lected from the group. Th is year Jane Compton 
served as president, Betty Edwards as first vice-president, Paula 
Schroeder as second v ice-president, Jerry Jarnagin as record ing secre-
tary, Scotty Beach as corresponding secretary, Jane Cunningham as 
treasurer and Anha Lee Bi lka as senator. 
Dean El la V . Ross is the facul ty sponsor for the Panhel lenic 
Counci l and each sorority also has a facu lty sponsor as a member 
of Panheilenic. Thr; facu lt, · sponsors are Alpha Delta Pi, Miss Ada 
Stron9; A lpha Omicron P1, M iss Margaret Dugger; A lpha X i Delta, 
Miss Jessie Moore; Delta Zeta, Dr. Constance Mynatt; Kappa Delta, Miss 
Louise McBee; Phi Mu, Mrs. Star Wood; Sigma Kappa, Mrs. S. G. 
Gi lb reath. 
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Dean Ella V. Ross 
Sponsor 
Dean Calvin Mercer 
Sponsor 
Inter - Fraternity Council 
67 
The Inter-Fraternity Council of East Tennessee State 
Col lege is the governing board for the four national 
social fraternities on this campus. 
The Council is composed of two members of each 
fraternity, one being the president of the fraternity. 
This year N. A. Barnes served as president, Raymond 
Thomas as vice-president, Tom Garland as secretary 
and Gene Brown as treasurer. The faculty sponsor 
for the Inter-Fraternity Counci l is Dean Calvin Mercer. 
First Row : Rona ld Perry, Lambda Chi Alpha; Raymond Thomas, 
Lambda Chi Alpha; Gene Brown, Phi Sigma Kappa. Second Row: 
Sam Kinch~loe, Ph i Sigma Kappa; Torn Garland, Pi Kappa Alpha; 
Bill Jones, Pi Kappa Alpha . Third Row: Jon Earl Bel l, Sigma Phi 







A sheaf of fragrant, purple violets . .. an adelphean b lue nestled close 
to a glowing white . .. a sacred trust ... "No standard too high fo r A lpha 
Delta Pi" ... True sister love ... Its founder, Eugenia Tucker Fitzgerald . . . 
The f irst secret society for college women .. . clasped hands . . . 
All of these spell Alpha Delta Pi-but there are no symbols, thoughts o r 
words that can capture the fee ling of pride that the members of Gamma Phi 
Chapter have for their sorority. II can best be explained through our motto, 
with greatest sincerity-"We live for each other." 
Pledges coke party for al l Greek pledges. Annual Christmas Pa rty. 
J 
First Row: Bel inda Baker, Sandra Bridwell, Caro l Chesney, Mary Gordon 
Cowan, Bevedy Cox, Susan Cross1 Linda Denton1 Nancy Denton. Second 
Row: Virgin ia Denton, Carolyn Farmer, Myrna Fisher, Carolyn Fowler, 
Donna Frank;, Carol Ann Geisler, Carolyn Henry, Eloise Hines. Third Row: 
Judy J ackson, Jerry Jarnagin, Mary Carol Jesse, Martha Kegley, Shi rley 
The housepart, held d uring the Spring Quarter. 
Keyes, Karen Kay Knight, Joan Lewallen, Barbara lingo. Fourth Row: 
Betty Lyle, Sandra Pace , Sharon Ponder, Linda Rose, Sandra Sa lyer, Eve 
Scutt, Linda Skipworth, Alice Steele . Fifth Row: Jenny Steffey, Suzanne 
Sudde rth, Sara Lyn Treadway, J ean Thompson, Emi ly Kay Wel ls, Sharon 
White, Sue Williams, Frieda Woodard. 





Epsilon Zeta Chapter o f Pi Kappa Alpha was chartered on the East Ten-
nessee State College campus on May 15, 1955, making it the youngest national 
fraternity on the campus. 
Pi Kappa A lpha's short history on the State campus has been very eventful. 
The fraternity is active in al l school events. They won first p lace in "Potpourri" 
last spring quarter with a skit entitled "Japanese Sandman." They also captured 
first place in the Lambda Chi Alpha sponsored All Sing. 
Pi Kappa A lpha held for the third time, "Pikes Peak." This combination 
of track events, beauty contests, and dance routines will be an annual event 
open to all sororities. 
Highl ighting the Spring Quarter is the annual dinner dance at which 
time the Pi Kappa Alpha Dream Girl is announced. The present Dream Girl 
is M iss Virginia Denton. 
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First row: James Barnette, 
Eugene Bass. Second row: Steve 
Cla iborne, Gene Cowan. Third 
row: -A rron Larkins, Marvin 
Lemons. Fourth row: T. H. 
Spencer, Harry Steele. 
First row: Hal N. Blumenthol, Joe Ward Booth, John W. Brazeal, James 
Anthony Brown, Earl Buchanan, Joe Cardwell, Billy S. Carico, Buddy 
Carroll. Second row: Bill Cutshaw, Frederick Ellis, Bill Fleenor, John C. 
Fletcher, Richard G. Hammett, William G. Hughes, Bruce Hurley, Wil liam 
Below: The judges of Pike's Peak. 
Jones. Third row: Bil l R. Lester, Bob Moretz, Richard Morton, Jerry M. 
Parsons, Jerry L. Pease, Joe Ratliff, Burgen Revel l, Charles Warren. 
Fourth row: Samuel F. Vesser, Charles Shockley, Scott Watson, David 
Webb. 













Alpha Omicron Pi was founded at Barnard Col lege of Columbia Uni-
versity on January 2, 1897. The fraternity now has 64 chapters throughout 
the United States and Canada. 
The act ivities of the A lpha Omicron Pi Sorority include local and nat iona l 
philanthropic projects, participation in all campus activities, and wholesome socia l 
activities. 
Members of Alpha Omicron Pi have received representative campus 
honors during the past year. Among these honors are members of Who's Who 
in American Colleges and Universities, campus beauties, Kappa Delta Pi Barn-
warming Queen, Christmas Parade Float f irst p lace honor, Buccaneer Business 
Manager, ROTC Sponsors, and Hon. Cadet Colonel of the ROTC Sponsors. 
The sorority flower is the Jacqueminot Rose and the sorority color is 
cardinal. 
The Alumnae Advisor is Miss Margaret Dugger and facu lty sponsor Mrs. 
Virgil Self. 
AOPi Tea for Mothers. AOPi Red Cross work. 
First Row: Barbara Baskette, Illa Jane Brown, Nancy Bruce, Nancy 
Burnett, Barba r~ Carmody, Maxine Cody, Jane Creasman, Jane Cunn-
ingham. Second Row: Gwen Delozier, Carol Deneen, Patti Freeman, 
Penny Galloway, Mary Gibbs, Ruth Gillenwater, Carolyn Gregory, Judy 
Griffin. Third. Row: Charlotte Holzer, Shirlene Huffine, Ann Johnson, 
1958 Pledge Class p resents chapter w it h T. v: Set. 
Elizabeth Johnson, Carolyn King, Carolyn Leatherwood, Phyllis Ma rlowe. 
Fourth Row: Priscilla Onks, Patsy Payne, Priscilla Perry, Evelyn Quintrell, 
Margaret Sanders, Mary Joyce Schroeder, Paula Schroeder. Fifth Row: 
Sue Shuffle, Martha Nell Smith, Rochel le Taylor, Gem Thompson, Linda 
Wester, Gail Williams, Jane Williams. 
Pledge Class, Fall 1958. 
Raymond Thomas 
President 





Lambda Chi Alpha, largest international social fraterni ty in the world, was 
founded at Boston University, 1909 . Our local chapter, Iota Omicron, was 
founded March 26, 1955. The local chapter was the Phi Beta Chi Fraternity 
before its initiation into Lambd a Chi Alpha. 
Lambda Chi Alpha annually sponsors the Starlight Ba ll at which the 
Crescent G irl is chosen. Miss Janie May Jones complete d her reign in November, 
and Miss Patsy Fields was chosen to take her p lace as the fraternity sweetheart. 
The highl ight of the winter quarter is the Lambda Chi Alpha All-Sing, which 
p romotes compet ition among the Greeks in musical selections. 
This past year Iota Omicron Zeta retired the Inter-Fraternity Cup which 
denotes the most outstanding fra ternity on campus for the past three years. 
This award is based on scholarship, lead ership, and service. Also, Lambda Chi 
Alpha was awarded first p lace in the Homecoming decorations in the fa ll 
quarter. • 
Lambda Chi Alpha is the first fraternity at E.T.S.C. to obtain a fratern ity 
house, and has as its housemother, Mrs. Ellen Tjersland from Oslo, Norway. 
The very lovely three-story brick house will house 30 actives and pledges. 
Lambda Chi Alpha has been active in parties for orphans, programs for 
churches and civic clubs, and different off-campus activit ies. 
The chapter is greatly benefited by an active a lumni association and 
their facu lty sponsor, Mr. Robert Darling. 
First row: James Beasley, 
Harlan Booth. Second row: 
John B. Edens Ill, Jerry Ed· 
wards. Third row: Wil liam S. 
Guinn, David Hatcher. Fourth 
row: Millard R. Mauk, Bob 
Mooty. Fifth row: Larry Wexler, 
J im Wi lson. 
Below: First p lace Homecoming decorations. Below: Lambda Chi Alpha Housemother-Mrs. El len Tiersland. 
E'RE PULL\N. r·o~ 
1 STA E 
.. 
First row : Gene Boswell, Roger Bowers, Tom Brickey, Jack Butcher, 
Kennith M. Clarke , Jerry Cole, Gary Cooper, Frank Day. Second row: 
Eddie Esser, Sill Furches, Bob Furches, Buford Goins, J im Good, Farris 
Gordon, Pau l Green, Ronnie Lee Grubbs. Third row: Mike Huddle, 
Below : Open House. 
Keith Hill, Wi lliam L. Hunt, Wayne Johnson, John E. Kriener, William 
H. Laws, Max McCarter, Sam McReynolds. Fourth row: Rona ld Perry, 
w;lliam Phillips, William Rambo, Gene Steele, J im Stevens, J ames N. 
Talley, Raymond Thomas, Robert Welch. Fifth row: Charles Wood. 
Below: Rush Party. 
1958 Pledge Class 




The golden qui ll- the colors, double blue and gold- the pink Killarney 
rose- these are the outward symbols of Alpha Xi Delta. These symbols bind 
the Alpha Xi Delta sisters into a circle of l ife long friends. 
A lpha Xi Delta teaches that friendship can best express itself through 
service for others. Gamma Theta Chapter participates in both national and local 
ph ilanthropic projects. 
A lpha Xi Deltas are we!I represented on the campus with the President 
of Panhellenic, Co-Membership chairman of Panhellenic, two members were 
selected for Who's Who in A:-nerican Col leges and Universities, "Collegian" as-
sistant editor, "Collegian" society editor, two ROTC Sponsors, a Class Pin-up, 
and some members of Kappa Delta Pi. 
House Parties, the annual Rose Forma l, a Christmas party, and severa l 
other formal and informal parties are among the many events making up the 
Alpha Xi Delta years. 
Ann ual Christmas for actives and pledges 
First Row: Betsy Bachman, Carolyn Bacon, Ruth Bailey, Barbara Booth, 
Ruth Byrd, Jeanette Carmichael, Pat Carmichael. Second Row: Jo Ann 
Carroll, J ane Compton, Barbara Duff, Emi ly Easterly, Betty Evans, Babs 
Frick, Betty Grubbs. Third Row: Lena Herrell, Sammy Keller, Janice Kidd, 
Joan Kinkaid , Betsy Lamons, Pat McSwain, Evelyn Maddux. Fourth Row: 
Chloe Myers, Sharon O'Dell, Rowena Robinson, Harriett Swan, Mary 
Nel l Wal lace, Deanna Weems. 






Phi Sigma Kappa became a National Fraternity in 1873 and was 
founded at Massachusetts Agricu lture College in Boston, Massachusetts. 
The Zeta Tetetron Chapter was initiated on December 12, 1954 at East 
Tennessee State. 
Phi Sigma Kappa was the second fraternity on campus to purchase 
a fraternity house. The house is conven iently located at 715 West 
Maple Street. At p resent it wil l house twenty-five men, but p lans are 
underway to excavate the basement to provide more dormitory space. 
The fraternity's activities include various services to the student 
body, co-operation with local civic groups, and an annual Christmas 
Party for underprivileged children. Participation in campus activities 
included winn ing the Bikathon and Wheelbarrow Derby in Homecoming. 
The "Phi Sigs" hold two dances annually, the " Chateau de Jois" 
and the "Moonlight Ball." The Moonl ight Girl is chosen at the Moon-
light Bal l each year. The present Moonlight Girl is Miss Sharon W hite. 
First Row: Robert M. Berry, David E. Berry, Charles 
Brett. Second Row: Don C. Ford, James Ben Forest, 
Charles Fraley. Third Row: Ceci l Hopper, Richard 
Keesling, Samuel E. Kincheloe. fourth Row: Gene 
Moore, Bryan Mowery, Buddy R. Osborne. Fifth 
Row: Walter Trotter, Gorman Waddell, John D. 
Wallis. 
Work begins on a 20-foot pledge paddle to be hung in front of the 
h aternity House . Relaxation a t the " Seven-Up Bar" in the future Carnation Ball Room. 
First Row: Patty E. Brown, Frank Bryant, Arlan Burdine, Kenny Cole, 
Ronald F. Cox, Phil Coll is, Don Crowe, Lynn Crowe. Second Row: 
Richard E. Gir. son, Bi!I Gillis, Jerry Green, Bil ly J. Hammond, Buddy 
Hartsell, David Hawkins, Robert Howell, · Jerry Hounshel l. Third Row: 
Wayne Koppcwita, Bill Lacy, Wendell Lewis, Felix Lowe, Joe McCormick, 
Gorman Waddell, Felix Lowe and J im Ross ta lking to the fraternity 
housemother Mrs. Ehel Johnson. 
David R. Mauk. Calvin Ronnie Miller, Robe rt Milton. Fourth Row: Sidney 
Painter, Ronald Pearson, Kenne th Riggs, James Ross, Heram R. Rubel, 
Joe Thomas, Judson Thorton, Frank Tittle . Fifth Row: Eddie Waters, 
David Will iam,;, Clifton Wil lis, C. Douglas Zimmerman. 
Judson Thornton, Joe McCormick, and J im Ross add t he finishing 
to uches lo the Ph i Sig crest for display at the "Carnat ion Ball." 




Gamma Delta Chapter of Kappa Delta Sorority was the first national 
sorority on the East Tennessee State College campus. It was instal led November 
13, 1954. 
Kappa Delta was founded at Longwood College, Fa rmvi l le, Virginia on 
October 23, 1897. Our nationa l phi lanthropic work is w ith the Crippled Chil-
dren's Hospital in Richmond, Virginia . 
For the year of 1957-58 Kappa Delta was presented the Panhel lenic Cup 
for her outstanding leadership, scholarship, and service. 
Our activities this year have included Barnwarming, keeping a nursery 
for a local church, leading a Gi rl Scout Troop, th ird p lace in Pike's Peak, first 
place in "500 Bike Race." 
Our A lumnae Advisory Board: President, Mrs. W. A. Starritt, Jr.; M rs. 
Ethel Rigel!, Mrs. Hugh Mohler, Mrs. George McDowel l, Faculty Advisors; M iss 
Louise McBee and Miss Dorothy Hicks. 
The sorority flower is the White Rose and the colors are Ol ive Green 
and Peace White. The motto is Ta Kala Diokomea- "Let us strive for that which 
is honorable, beautiful, and highest. 
The Annua l Kappa Delta Barnwarming. 1958 Pledge Class. 
-------
Firs! Row: Polly Baxter, Mitzi Bitner, Carolyn Boatwright, Linda Boyd, 
Vivian Bul lington, Marthanne Bullock, Patsy Burleson, Ann Carpenter, 
Rosa lind Casteel. Second Row: Ann Cooke, Judy Duncan, Ann Duke, 
Betty Edwards, Patsy FiP.lds, Lydia Fulkerson, Neta Fuller, Susan Givens, 
Suzy Gutherie. Third Row: Janie Mae Jones, Elaine Justice, Li nda Kelly, 
Ca rolyn McC.racken, Sandra Meade, Linda Manley, Selwa Mire, Janet 
Mi lle r, Jenny Miskell. Fourth Row: Sandra Nidiffe r, Mary El izabeth 
Quarles, Carolyne Si ler, Natalie Sizemore, Ann Steadman, Sharon Smith, 
Jo Tallman, Cecelia Thomas, Elizabeth Washburn. Fifth Row: Joyce Ann 
Waylond, Ann,, Marie Watts, Betty Jane Webster, Patricia Wheeler, 
Mary Ann Wolfe, Linda Woolford, J ane Wooten. 






Sigma Phi Epsilon Fraternity was founded on November l, 1901, at 
Richmond Col lege, Richmond, Virg in ia. Tennessee Gamma Chapter was founded 
on April 10, 1954, from the loca! Nu Sigma Alpha Fraternity, becoming the 
first national fraternity at East 'Tennessee State College. 
Major events of the year are: the Sweetheart Bal l; Diamond Princess 
Dinner Dance; Hearts and Diamond Banquet, held jointly with Kappa Delta 
Sorority; and the Christmas Party for underprivileged chi ldren. 
The "Sig Eps" p laced second in last spr ing's Potpourr i, won first place 
with their skit in Pirate's Shipwreck at Homecoming, and received second p lace 
in the Christmas Float Parade. 
The Sigma Phi Epsilon Sweetheart is Polly Baxter. 
Sigma Phi Epsilon, Second Place Winner Potpourri, 1958, "Behind the Scene." 
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First Row: N. A. Barnes, Fred Begley, Jon Earl Bell, Ted Cooke, Alan 
Cooter, Ge ne Dishner, Benjamin Earnest, Jr., Jon Eiche. Second Row: 
Tom Max Fiskus, Richard Lee Haulsee, Robert Hessenauer, Bil l Holdway, 
Polly Baxter being presented as the new "Sig Ep Sweetheart." 
Lyndon Holloman, Charles Leonard, Bob Moore, Jimmy Peake. Third 
Row: Don Reid, Edward Ryon, Wa lter Baker, Mack Barnes, Thomas L. 
Elliott, Clyde H. Farnsworth, John Price, Richard Quillen. 





Delta Zeta, the second largest sorority in the nation, was founded on 
October 24, 1902, at Miami University, Oxford Ohio. Three of the six founders 
have lived to see their sorority grow to the number of 125 active chapters. 
The Delta Eta Chapter was instal led at East Tennessee State College on January 
28, 1956. 
Delta Zetas are active in all school activities. Among their activities this 
year were: a dinner dance at which the Delta Zeta Dream Man of the year was 
chosen, Founder's Day Banquet, dinner for pledges, annua l Christmas party, 
houseparty, and local and national philanthropies. Loca l philanthropies included 
giving a Christmas basket to a needy family. National philanthropies included 
providing hearing aids for deaf mutes and furniture for the library at Galludet 
College, Washington, D. C. 
. In addition, Delta Zetas are ROTC sponsors and members of Who's Who 
in A merican Colleges and Universities. 
The sorority colors are old rose and vieux green; the flower is the Killarney 
rose; and the jewel is the diamond. 
Pledge class, 1958. Active members of Delta Zeta. 
First Row: Linda Cook, Becky Crawford, J anice Easterly, Cynthia Fox, 
Gai l Harmon, Brenda McQueen, Janice McQueen. Second Row : Barbara 
Mumpower, Norma Osborne, Pat Thompson, Fyae Vallrath, Patsy Whitson, 
Delta Zeta float in the Christmas Parade. 
Rita Sue Bell . Ann Browning . Third Row: Julia Ann Harmon, Martha 
Honaker, Barbara Rhea, Ga il Suffridge. 





Kappa Kappa Chapter of Phi Mu was installed at East Tennessee 
State Col lege on March 4 , 1955. The fraternity is the second o ldest 
women's fraternity, being founded at Wesleyan Woman's Col lege in 
1852. 
Campus activities of the sorority include the annual Sadie Hawkins 
Day Dance, a Fraternity-Sorority Tea, informal parties, the Spring Dinner 
Dance, and the annual house party. The group sponsors a Baby-Sitting 
Service d uring the Homecoming football game. 
Flower: Enchantress Carnation. Colors: Rose and White. 
Advisory Co,Jncil: Mrs. Ralph Cross, Mrs. Stan ley Black, Mrs. Buddy 
Price, Mrs. Gene Martin, Mrs. Mel Smith, and Mrs. Star Wood. 
Mu. 
Below: Phi Mu's admire the first place trophy won in Pikes Peak. Below: The three winners of Pike's Peak. 
First row: Joan Marlene Bacon, Rosalyn Bible, Joan Smal lwood Ford, 
Sandra Hilman, Jane Nave, Mary Olinger, Anna Lee Bilka. Second row: 
Carol Jo Booth, Nancy Brooks, Sally Craft, Myrna Davis, Margaret 
Below: "Founder's Day." 
Huddle, Barbara Kindernay, Freddie Jean Matthews. Third row: Betty 
Lou Medlin, Helen Monroe, Margaret Robinette, Linda Sherer, Betty C. 
Street, Janel le Walker, Roma Yankee. 






Sigma Kappa was founded at Colby College, Watervi lle, Ma ine, on 
November 9, 1874. The sorcrity is unique in her New England origin and 
ancestry and her unswerving purpose as a college organization, promoting high 
scholarship and intellectual life in its women. 
Gamma Lambda Chapter was insta lled on East Tennessee State College 
campus on March 24 and 25, 1956. Interested area alumnae brought the group 
together through colonization. 
Sigma Kappas are active in almost all campus organizations. Five were 
chosen for " Who's Who" among other honors. They participate in "Al l Sing," 
"Potpourri" and other activities. Among their service projects are such things 
as providing entertainment for a convalescent home, giving a Christmas party 
for the patients of the Speech and Hearing Cl in ic and usher ing for various civic 
programs. They also take part in their nationa l phiianthropic projects. 
Sigma Kappa sponsors on our campus include: Mrs. S. G . Gilbreath, Miss 
Velma Cloyd, Miss Rachel Eatherly, Miss Margaret Hayes, Miss Evangeline 
Hartsook, and Mrs. Nel le Taylor. 
The sorority colors are maroon and lavender. The flower is t he v iolet 
and the jewel is the pearl. 
Entertainment a t the V.A. Center. 
r 
First Row : Jo Blanchard, Ann Bradford, Fredie Bradford, Martha Agnes 
Ca rter, Margaret Sue Cox, Jo Ann Cress, Anne De Vault. Second Row : 
Mary Ruth Gilly, Sheila Graybeal, Dorothy Hami lton, Dianne Helms, J udy 
Hilton, Annabell Huffman, Nancy Humphreys. Third Row: Barbara Lucas, 
Mary Ruth McClure, Phyllis Merritt, Sonia Miller, Mary Helen Patton, 
Joann Perrin. Peggy Jean Scott. Fourth Row : Doris Stout, Nancy 
Thomas, Patric ia Thompson, Stephanie Treacy, Becky May Alderson, 
Drendagail Berry, Gwen Eads. Fifth Row: Carol Faber, Barbara John, 
Mary Ann Lowe, Judy Shepherd, Patti Smith. 
Founder's Day Banquet. 
Bill Jones, President 
Delta 
Sigma Pi 
Delta Sigma Pi was founded at New York University, School of Commerce, 
Accounts and Finance, on November 7, 1907. De!ta Xi Chapter was installed 
at East Tennessee State Col lege on May 17, 1958, making the l 00th chapter. 
The International Fraternity of Delta Sigma Pi was founded to foster the 
study of business in universities; to encourage scholarship, socia l activity, and 
the association of students for their mutua l advancement by research and prac-
tice; to promote closer affi liation between the commercial world and students 
of commerce; and to further a higher standard of commercial ethics and culture 
and the civic and commercial welfare of the community. 
Among the year's activities are a Rose Ball, at which the Rose of Delta 
Sig is chosen, and tours of surrounding industries, including Eastman, Mead, 
and Oak Ridge Atomic Plant. 
The fraternity flower is the red rose and the colors are old gold and 
royal purple. 
Ch.arler members of Delta Xi Chapter of Delta Sigma Pi. Pledge Class- Fal l, 1958. 
Finl Row: Elden M. Cooke, Jack D. Danie ls, Dr. Farnsworth- Sponsor, 
John D. Fudge, Jack Hensley, Joseph R. Hessman n, Bobby Hilton, Coy 
T. Holmes, Jr. Second Row: William J. Jones, Stua rt B. Larkey, Wil liam 
R. lewis, Will iam C. McAmis, James ·E. McEwen, Edward B. McMil lan, 
Rodney K. McMillon, Mr. Harold Margason- Sponsor. Third Row: Mr. 
Officers, 1958-1959. 
George Myers-Sponsor, Alvin C. Parish, Malcolm Rambo, Bobby G. 
Ratliff, Bobby Salyer, Bill Schaeffer, Gerald E. Steele, Ronald P. Tol liver. 
Fourth row: Billy J. Artrip, John W. Brazeal, Gene Holt, Bruce Hurley, 
Joe W. Morley, Walter Lee Morris, Ronald F. Wayland. Not Pictured: Dr. 
Travis Kirkland- Sponsor and Dr. Ke nneth Spaulding-Sponsor. 
Initiation Banquet. 




Mu Del ta Kappa was organized on the East Tennessee State campus in 
1948. The fraternity was organized here for the purpose of promoting pro-
fessional interest in the field of Industrial Arts, lasting friendships among the 
members of the fraternity, leadership and responsibility. 
The primary contributions of Mu Delta Kappa is service to school and 
community. Although Mu Delta Kappa is a service fratern ity, it does not forget 
the other aspects of college life. Socials and banquets are held each quarter 
for the members and their guests. The h ighlights of the year are the initiation 
banquet and the spring banquet. An annual event sponsored by the fraternity 
is Open House. This is in the spring quarter. 
This year Mu Delta Kappa t ied for first place in t he Christmas Float Parade. 
The faculty sponsor is Professor L. D. Wallis, cha irman of the Industrial 
Arts Department. 
Below: Welding plays an important part in Industrial Arts. 
First row: Edward Bethea, Robert Boragine, Robert Fleming, Tom L. 
Griifith, William Roberts, Roy Scroggins, Jr., William Bowman, Charles 
Brooks. Second row: Richard Church, Don Crowe, Hugh Davis, James 
Below: Taking care of the tools for students' use is wise. 
r 
Himes, Ronald King, Felix Lowe, Harley Marsha l, Billy Jo Morrison. 
Third row: Don Tucker, Fred Wagner, Hugh Waller, Ray Ward, Paul 
Whitlock. 
Below: Mr. Wallis helps a student to perfect his work. 
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Alpha Phi Omega 
Lambda A lpha Chapter of Alpha Phi Omega, the first national 
fratern ity on the campus, is p ri marily a service fraternity, but has social 
activities well mixed into its calendar, with an annual spring dinner 
dance as the highlight. Service to the school and brotherhood to its 
members are the two main objectives of the fraternity. Ushering for 
school events and assisting at High School Day are two of the many 
projects. 
The A lpha Phi Omega Ugly Man Contest, held during the winter 
quarter with p roceeds going to charity, is looked forward to yearly by 
the entire campus. 
The officers of the fraternity are: President, Bob Hodges; V ice-
President, Jim Hopkins; Secretary, Wayne Cox; Treasurer, Frank Barham; 
and Senator, Royce Parman . 
Below: Getting set for a d inner meeting. Below : Sponsors at a coke party. 
First row: Frank Barham, Wayne Cox. 
Second row: Bob Hodges, James Hopkins. 
Third row: James Norris, Royce E. Par-
man. 
ORGANIZATIONS 
Robert Hodges.- President 




The students are organized for the purpose of carry-
ing on the general activities of the school. Officers are 
~lected in the Spring Q uarter to take office in the fol-
lowing quarter. 
The Student Senate is made up of the officers of 
the United Student Body and the senators (representa-
tives of the various organizations). The Senate meets 
twice monthly, discusses school politics, and acts as a 
governmental board. At the beginning of the Fall Quar-
ter, the United Student Body Officers sponsor a Leaqer-
ship Conference for all organization senators. At that 
time plans for the year, as well as a yearly ca lendar 
of activities, is formulated. 
Nancy Dento11, Secretary-Treasurer 
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Above: EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE: Stan Johnson, Tom 
Garland, Mary Elizabeth Quarles, Nancy Denton, 
Benjamin Earnest, Bob Hodges, N. A. Barnes, 
Evelyn Quintre ll, Linda Rose. 
Below: Leadership Conference, Fal l 1958 
LAKE STREET COTTAGE, l eft to Right: Wendell lewis, President; Mack 
Barnes, Vice-President; Donald Davis, Senator. 
I 
■ 
RITTER HALL, First Row: Howard Brook, Second Vice-President; Ivan 
Hall, First Vic<,-President; Harold Phi llips, Dorm Council. Second Row : 
Charles Helbert, Dorm Council; Jack Fannon, President; Tom Goodin, 
Senator. 
Dormitory 
Student government in the dormitories-a link be-
tween the administration and the students. Floor repre-
sentatives help to keep an uproar to a mi ld hum. Each 
dormitory having their own governing body develops 
a cooperative spirit, better fellowship, and student com-
BROWNING HALL, Left to Right: Donald McDonald, Dorm Council; 
O'Neal Quarles, Senator; Joe Dixson, Vice-President; Lyle Sandridge, 
Treasurer; Doyle Christian, Dorm Council; Wallace Ketron, President. 
STONE HALL, Seated: Sandra Hillman, Senator; Carolyn Fowle r, Secre-
tary; Hel911 Monroe, First Vice-President. Standing: Polly Baxter, Second 
Vice-Presiden t; Maxine Cody, President; Jane Turner, Reporter. 
Government 
patibility. The dormitories sponsor an open house dur-
ing High School Day and Homecoming . Varying from 
cleaning up for room check, to all night bul l sessions-
dorm life is a great part of college life. 
YOA KLEY HALL, Seated: Mary Knecht, President; Kathryne Helvy, Treas-
urer; Ceci la Thomas, Dorm Council; Rosalind Casteel, Dorm Council; 
Betty Edwards, First Vice-President; Dor is Jane Bolton, Secretary. Stand-
ing: Nancy Thomas, Second Vcie-President; Mary Lo u Owens, Reporter. 
CARTER HALL, Seated: Mary Ellen Thoml inson, Senator; Polly Bax ter, 
President; Rochelle Taylor, First Vice-President. Standing: Mary Hitch, 
Dorm Counci l; Maxine Cody, Second Vice-President. 
11 , ~ ' ' 1, 
r . .,, 
COOPER HALL, Left to Right: Evelyn Quintrell, Senator; Wanda Mendes, 
\/ice-President; Sa lly Craft, President. 
The 1959 BUCCANEER Staff 
It has been said many times that a yearbook is a year's 
activities caught between two covers. This is true. But to us, 
the staff of the 1959 BUCCANEER, our yearbook is more. It is 
something that we have watched grow out of a stack of pictures 
and a pile of rosters. It is our talents, thoughts and inspirations. 
It is also our mistakes and faults. Now we give it to you and 
we hope you l ike it. 
Linda Rose 
Editor 
Eve lyn Quintrell 
Business Manager 
Editor ················-·····------················· Linda Rose 
Business Manager ···-····· ··········-·············· Evelyn Quintrell 
Assistant to the Editor .....•.......................... Maxine Cody 
Organizations Editor ···- ············----···· Nanci Brown 
Typist ············-···········-· Martha Couch 










THE COLLEGIAN is the student newspaper of the 
college. The paper, written and edited entirely by 
a studen1 staff, is published weekly during the fall, 
winter, and sp ring quarters. 
The purpose of the paper is to get the facts about 
ideas and events wh ich would be of interest to the 
student body. 
Jane Compton, Manag ing Editor 
COLLEGIAN STAFF MEMBERS 
Editor•in•Chief ....... ................................................. . ........... ... David Hatcher 
Managing Editor .................................................................... Jane Compto n 
Business Manager ................................................................... Frank Vesser 
Sports Editor ...................................................................... Ch ico Genovese 
Copy Edito r .................................. ............................................ Tom Garland 
Socie ty Editor ........................................................................ Emily Easterly 
Art Ed itor .................................................................................. Jim Banner 
Circulation Manager .............................................................. Gene Dishner 
Sports Reporter ........... ......................................................... Charles Searcy 
Feature Writers ............................................ Felix Lowe and Dale Starnes 
Re porters . ...... ................. ................................................. .... Gary Cooper, 
Ron Coleman, Bill Jennings, Bob Surber, Bob Hodges, John Price, 
Mike Bolus, Jo Blanchard, Joan Kinkead. 
Photographer ...................................... .. ................................ Millard Mauk 
Cartoonists ............................................ Ron Rickman and Bucky Buchanan 
Circulation Staff .. .. .. ..... . .......................... ........ Rowena Robinson, 
Alvin Evans, Nanci Brown, Don Stanley. 
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David Hatcher, Editor•in.Chief 
Tom Garland, Copy Editor 
Chico Genovese, Sports Editor 
Felix Lowe, Feature Writer 
Gene Dishner, Circulation Manager 
Frank Vesser, Business Manager 
Circulation Staff-First row: Rowena Robinson, Nanci Brown, 
Bill Cartwright. Second row: Gene Dishner, Alvin Evans. 
The ETSC Band 
The East Tennessee State College Band aided 
the spirit of footbal! with their colorfu l forma-
tions at home and away. They supported the 
school at pep ra llies, parades, and at basketba ll 
games. 
At the close of the marching season, the 
concert band was organized and during the 
spring quarter this group made a three day 
tour of several cities. 
--
OFFICERS, Left to Right: Donald Davis, Captain; 
Polly Baxter, Senator; Reuben Pierce, Second Lieu• 
tenant; Charles Humpston, Reporter; Jerry Cole, 
First Lieutenant. 
1 
1958 Marching Band. 
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MAJORETTES, Left to Right: Nancy Dockery, Mary 
Carole J essee, Polly Baxter, Shirley Keys, Patricia 
Fields, Frances Francisco. 
-1959 Concert Band. 
FLAG TW IRLERS, Left to Right: Sharon Smith, Neta 
Fuller, Ru th Hunley, Barbara Cutshaw, Carolyn 




Delta Omicron, nation a I pro-
fessional music fraternity, has 
for its purpose to create and 
foster fellowship among musi-
cians during their studeni• days. 
Selections are made on the basis 
of the prospective member's 
scholastic standing, musicianship, 
performance, and social quali-
t ies. 
Seated: Anne Garst, President; Katherine 
Byrd Pierce, Choriste r. Standing: Doris 
Jane Bolton, Secretary-Treasurer; Jan ice 
Easterly, Vice-President; Carol Faber, Mrs. 
Mary Ha rt Self, Mrs. Margaret Haynes, 
Miss Anita Rodney, Sponsor. 
Organ 
Guild 
The O rgan Guild was organ-
ized at East Tennessee State Col-
lege in the fall of 1955 and is 
an affi I iate of the American 
Guild of Organists. The Guild is 
open to students of organ on 
the college level who are not 
employed as teachers. Activi-
ties include participation in stu-
dent and senior recitals, present-
ing programs and tours of vari-
ous churches. 
Left to right: Shirley McKee, reporter; 
Jay Martin, Patty Salyor, Vice-President; 
Janice Kidd, Senator; Mrs. Margaret 
Haynes, Sponsor; Charles Humpston, 
President; Carol Faber, Secretary-Treas-
urer. 
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First row: S. Mi ller, J. Broo ks, S. Moore, 
J. Cress, A. Huffman, P. Clark, W. Mc-
Mann, B. Carmody, K. Smith, J. Calfee. 
Second row: B. Berry, H. Begley, R. 
Dalton, M. N. Wa llace, G. Thompson, R. 
Pierce, R. Soloman, N. Snodgrass, D. 
Cuffman, P. McSwain, S. McKee. Third 
row: S. Will iams, J. Helfer, Mario n Fl ynn, 
J. Grubb, C. Knecht, D. Jennings, D. 
Lawson, S. Clark, E. Welles, M. Bullock, 
P. Merritt, C. Faber. Fourth row: H. 
Marshall, K. Bang, C. Thomas, A. Marshall, 
S. Keys, B. Russell, R. Bowman, W. Mul ky, 
T. Coze, H. Hood, J. Hopkins, L. Lyle, M. 
Knecht, B. Frick. Fifth row: S. Nidd iffer, 
J. Jones, P. Saylor, G. Byrd, E. Wash-
burn, B. Goodman, J. Stout, S. Johnson, 
B. Mooty, J. Carico, M. Markum, J. Ben-
fie ld, A. Bradford, A. Mays, Helen Mays. 
left to right: Carol Faber, Accompanist; 
Mrs. Elsworth J. Snyder, Director; Bob 
Goodman, Sena to r; Charles Knecht, Presi• 
dent; Marion Flynn, Librarian; Phyllis 
Merritt, Vice-Preside nt; Barbara Frick, 
Treasurer; Annabe ll Huffman, Secretary. 
Glee Club 
The College Glee Club, one of the largest organizations on campus, is 
open to any student with an acceptable sing ing voice. It is not even necessary 
to have a t rained voice or to be able to read music. In the Spring Quarter, the 
Glee Club gave its annual concert and tours of the Tri-Cities Area. This year, for 
the first t ime, the Glee Club provided the f inale for "All-Sing" with selections 
from Carousel. 
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First Row: Don Stanley, Senator; Brendagail Berry, Secretary-Treasurer; Reuben Pierce, Vice-President; 
Mrs. Mary Hart Self, Sponsor. Second Row: Doris Jane Bolton, Shirley McKee, Gene Lee. Third Row : 
Polly Baxter, Nancy Russell, J udy He lfer. Fourth Row: Anne Garst, Cha rles Humpston, Dona ld Davis. 
Fifth Row : Gary Jones, Robert Smalling. 
First Row: Jane McMasters, Yuvonne Berry, Bill Phillips, Ray Bowman. Second Row: Sandra 
Smith, Patti Smith, Volana Fry, The lma Simerly, Alan Jones, Wanda Wright. Third Row: 
Jim Peop les, Willis Smith, Phyllis Stu !:: b lefield, Gail Wil liams, Gai l Harmon, Gail Sufferage. 
Fourth Row: Bil l Morgan, Alvin Evans, Bob Hessenauer, Bill Moorhouse, Kirby Brock, Ida White, Priscil la 
Bailey. Fifth Row: Barbara Rhea, Jo Blanchard, Shirley Bolton, Louise Miller, Carolyn Oliver, Earnestine 
Ross, Ann Browning, Betty Brown, Sam Miller, Sara Smith, Ann Carter, Linda Denton. Sixth Row: 
Fred Witty, Director, Stan Johnson, Dee Lawson, Lucille Wilkerson, Larry Shahan, Nancy Campbell, 
J immy Bowman, Linda Kelly, Gail Will iams, Marguarite Lynn, Maxine Cody, Emily Bight, Dot Huntsman, 
Patricia Freeman. 
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M. E. N. C. 
The loca l student chapter of 
the Music Educators National 
Conference sponsors receptions 
after Senior recitals. The purpose 
of this organ ization is to advance 
music education and member-
ship. All students majoring _in 





The Baptist Student Union in-
cludes al l students of Baptist 
preference. B.S.U. meets weekly 
for Christian fellowship and in-
spiration. 
First Row: J . Mays, D. J. Bolton, D. Reece, Treasurer; C. Hillon, President; N. Shell, Secretary; L. 
Wexler, P. Baxter, P. fields, W. Johnson. Second Row: N. Osborne, L. Dawson, C. Lehman, L. Miller, 
L. Nelson, J. Beasley, C. Wagner, A. Anderson, B. Medlin, L. Graham, G. Harmon, M. Couch, J. Ramey, 
Don Hughes, Director. Third Row: J. NeSmith, R. Byrd, J. Walker, N. McMasters, N. Thomas, M. Gilly, 
A. DeVault, ·R. Buchannan, J. Gibbs, G. Warren, A. Garst, M. Hughes. Fourth Row : W. Holdway, R. 
Hale, B. Hessenauer, G. Maines. 
The Wesley Foundation is an organization consisting of Methodist stu-
dents, organized for Christian fellowship and inspiration . Wesley meets weekly 
and its purpose is to establish a better relationship between students and loca l 
churches. 
The Christian Youth Fellowship is an organization of st udents of Christian 
affi liations on the campus. Their program is aimed at inspiration, church-campus 
relationship, fellowship and friend liness. 
Seated: C. Sane, President; C. Booth, Secretary-Treasurer; M. Bullock, M. Mitchell, Reporter; M. Jones, 
Senator; B. Carmody. Standing: T. Gibson, G. Maines, Vice-President; J . Ball, D. Bolton, Dr. Kenneth 










Alpha Psi Omega 
Alpha Psi Omega, honor fratern ity in dramatics, 
works in conjunct ion w ith the Patchwork Players. Mem-
bership is by invitat ion upon outstanding dramatic 
achievements. 
First Row: Marilyn Barnh ill, Vice-President; Montess Byrd, President; 
Mr. Harold Frank, Sponsor. Second Row : Merton Gates, Senator; Wayne 
Davis, Na ncy Campbell, Secretary-Treasurer; Patricia Winebarger. 
Patchwork Players hold the development of dramatic abi lity and ap-
preciat ion among students as its purpose. .The organization has made d ramatic 
departures during the 1958-59 season. "Cry Havoc," w ith an all-woman cast, 
w as the group's Fal l Quarter three-act play. In February, "The Si x O'Clock 
Theatre" began a b i-weekly series of one-act plays. In Apri l, the group gave 
its p remier performance of "theatre-in-the-round" by its joint production of "The 
Taming of The Shrew" w ith the Johnson City Little Theatre. 
First Row : G. Moore, Senator; C. Helbert, I/'/. Mitchell, N. Brown, S. Ba iley, K. Bump, S. Hendricks, 
8. McCloud, Vice-President. Se cond Row: P. Hall, S. Nidiffer, M. Bu ll ock, C. Kelley, N. Wagner, J . 
Helford, C. Fox, S. Poe. Third Row: N. Campbell , Secretary; J. Campbell, C. Maddox, R. Coleman, 
L. Rose, M. Byrd, M. Gates, President; Mr. Harold Frank, Sponsor. Fourth Row: F. Bailey, L. Brown, 
N. Davis, 8. Wallace, Business Manager; J . Hopkins, J . Greene. 
Seated, Left to Right: Don Strickland, Sales Manager; Sandra Hendricks, Mr. Harold Frank, Sponsor; 
Ray Stockard, Manager; Stokes Bailey, Chi~f Announcer; Katherine Bump, Traffic Director. Standing: 
Joy Camp'.::ell, Merton Gates, Jerry Greene, Larry Brown, Senator; Marthanne Bullock, Wade Holder, 
Sandy Nidiffer, Nancy Russel l, Record Librarian; Ronald Coleman, Charles Helbert, Phyllis Brotherton. 
WETS, the campus radio station, was organized for the purpose of bring-
ing to the students on campus radio entertainment. WETS is also designed to 
offer training to all students who are interested in radio and television or merely 
interested in working on the $taff as a hobby. Thf facilities of the station are 
available to all instructors on campus for use witt-1 their classes. There are no 
requirements placed upon persons joining the staff, except that they have an 




The Young Republicans Club 
is an organization dedicated to 
students and faculty members 
who are interested in the Re-
publican party. Their purpose is 
to create interest in politics and 
government. One of the out-
standing events of this year was 
the First Congressional District 
Lincoln's Day Dinner which was 
held at East Tennessee State 
during the Winter Quarter. 
Left to Right: Mary Alice Kel ley, Senator; 
Bruce W. Hurley, President; Mr. Herbert 
King, Sponsor; Congressman B. Carroll 
Reece, John Charles, Vice-President; Dallas 







Alpha Psi Omega 
A lpha Psi Omega, honor fraternity in dramatics, 
works in conjunction with the Patchwork Players. Mem-
bership is by invitation upon outstanding dramatic 
achievements. 
First Row: Mari lyn Barnhill, Vice-President; Montess Byrd, President; 
Mr. Harold Frank, Sponsor. Second Row: Merton Gates, Senator; Wayne 
Davis, Nancv Campbell, Secretary-Treasurer; Patricia Winebarger. 
Patchwork Players hold the development of dramatic ability and ap-
preciation among students as its purpose. Jhe organization has made dramatic 
departures during the 1958-59 season. " Cry Havoc," with an al l-woman cast, 
was the group's Fa l l Quarte1· three-act play. In February, "The Six O'Clock 
Theatre" began a bi-weekly series of one-act plays. In April, the group gave 
its premier performance of "theatre-in-the-round" by its joint production of "The 
Taming of The Shrew" with the Johnson City Little Theatre. 
First Row: G. Moore, Senator; C. Helbert, W. Mitchell, N. Brown, S. Bailey, K. Bump, S. Hendricks, 
B. McCloud, Vice-President. Second Row: P. Hall, S. Nidiffer, M. Bullock, C. Kelley, N. Wagner, J. 
Helford, C. Fox, S. Poe. Third Row: N. Campbell, Secretary; J. Campbell, C. Maddox, R. Coleman, 
L. Rose, M. Byrd, M. Gates, President; Mr. Harold Frank, Sponsor. Fourth Row: F. Bailey, L. Brown, 
N. Davis, B. Wallace, Business Manager; J. Hopkins, J. Greene. 
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Seated, left to Right: Don Strickland, Sa les Manager; Sandra Hendricks, Mr. Harold Frank, Sponsor; 
Ray Stockard, Manager; Stokes Bailey, Chi<>f Announcer; Katherine Bump, Traffic Director. Standing: 
Joy Campbell, Merton Gates, J erry Greene, Larry Brown, Senator; Marthanne Bullock, Wade Holder, 
Sandy Nidiffer, Nancy Russell, Record Librarian; Ronald Coleman, Charles Helbert, Phyllis Brotherton. 
WETS, the campus radio station, was organized for the purpose of bring-
ing to the students on campus radio entertainment. WETS is also designed to 
offer training to all students who are interested in radio and television or merely 
interested in working on the $taff as a hobby. Thf facilities of the station are 
ava ilable to all instructors on campus for use witK their classes. There are no 
requirements placed upon persons joining the staff, except that they have an 




The Young Republicans Club 
is an organization dedicated to 
students and faculty members 
who are interested in the Re-
publican party. Their purpose is 
to create interest in politics and 
government. One of the out-
standing events of this year was 
the First Congressional District 
Lincoln's Day Dinner which was 
held at East Tennessee State 
during the Winter Quarter. 
Left to Right: Mary Alice Kelley, Senator; 
Bruce W. Hurley, President; Mr. Herbert 
King, Sponsor; Congressman B. Carrol l 
Reece, John Charles, Vice-President; Dallas 







Seated: Miss Dorothy Hicks, Miss Flora Marie Meredith, Miss Louise McBee, Miss Isabel Martin, 
Carolyn Siler, Janice Hoar, Nancy Humphries. Standing : Dr. Fred McCune, Eevelyn Quintrell, Mr. 
Ralph Clark, Nell Arp, Miss Gem Kate Taylor, Charlotte Holtzer, Margaret Williams. 
One of the most stimulating organizations on the campus is Kappa Delta 
Pi, a national fraternity of educators and futu re educators. Persons in this 
organization have been '1onored through a scholastic achievement. The aim of 
the fraternity is to foster high standards for preparation for teaching. 
Association of 
Child Education 
The Association of Child Edu-
cation is an affiliate of the As-
sociation of Childhood Educa-
tional International. Membership 
is open to all prospective 
teachers. Meetings provide pro-
spective teachers with many 
experiences through the use of 
films, lectures, and discussions. 
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Seated: Ina Joyce Ray, Treasurer; Montess 
Byrd, President; Dr. Gem Kate Taylor, 
Sponsor; Barbara John, Vice-President; 
Jean Ward. Standing: Nancy Balance, 
Senator; Mary Knecht , Trixie Rupert, June 
.Grubb, Janelle Walker, Darleen Ray. 
..... 
First Row: Charles Carroll, Senator; Barbara Lucas, Treasurer; Emily Bight, Vice-President; George 
Daniels, President; Miss Elaine Ehrhardt, Sponsor. Second Row: Lela Neufer, Margie Johnson, Wanda 
Mendes, Billy J. Hammond, David Berry. Third Row: Minnie Vinson, Catherine Hillon, M. T. Morgan, 
Richard Hardin. 
Club Cervantes, the Spa!lish Club at East Tennessee State, is an organiza-
tion designed to furnish opportunities for speaking and hearing Spanish, and 
to acquaint members of the club with the culture and civil izat ion of Spain and 
the Spanish A merican countries. Its purpose is to promote better relations be-
tween students from the United States and those from Spanish speaking 
countries. 
Home Economics 
The Home Economics Club was 
one of the first clubs organized 
on the campus. It is open to 
majors and minors in the field 
and is affil iated w ith the Ameri-
can Home Economics· Associa-
tion. As one of their projects, 
they served as hostesses to the 
students visiting the campus on 
the annual High School Day. 
First Row: Miss Vivian Rockwood, Spon-
sor; Linda Woolford, Patsy Fields. Second 
Row: Mae Belle Mitchell, Vice-President; 
Peggy Whitson, Mary Elizabeth Quarles, 






Biologia First Row: Dr. Fran k Barclay, Sponsor; James Perry, Vice-President; Walter Helton, Publicity; Patsy Morelock, Secretary-Treasurer; Kyle Ripley, Pres;dent. Second Row: Lewis Waddell, Call ie Davis, Emily Bight, Adema Sanjad, Nelle Arp, Joe Anderson. Third Row: Lulu Toh, Yvonne Berry, Mary Preston 
Gray, Marga ret Jones, William Martin, Tom Goodin Ill, Herman O'Dell. Fourth Row: Bob Welch, Andy 
Francis, Allen O'Dell, J im Carico, G. T. Teilmann, Speaker. 
Biologia members are those students and facu lty members interested in 
t he field of sciences. Fam il iarizing students with the field and developing pro-
fessional interests are purposes of the c!ub. Their meetings include a variety 
of lectures, films, slides, and discussions. 
The Pre-Medica l Society was organized to promote fellowship and interest 
in the medical profession among its members. This organization is open to all 
students planning to go into the medica l profession. 
First Row: Charles Carroll, President; Peggy Kiser, Vice-President; Winifred Reeves, Secretary-Treasurer; 
Norma Osborne, Senator. Second Row: Carolyn Whitener, Sharon White, Mitzi Brink, Fern Roberts, 
Mary Alice Testerman. Third Row: Vivian Bullington, Pat Wheeler, Kay Flora, Phyllis Lowe, Elizabeth 
Owings, J im Ross, Dr. Herman O'Del l, Sponsor. Fourth Row: David Hol lingsworth, Lindell Henderson, 
Dorothy Vandergriff, Cecil Hopper, David Berry, Thomas Goodin, Ill, James Holder, Jim Castle, Matt 
E. Isbell, Dean R. Peake, Carl King. 
Geography 
Club 
Membership in the Geography 
Club is open to anyone w ishing 
to learn more about the earth; 
its inhabitants, climatic regions, 
divisions, natural resources, and 
the economic acti vities as in-
fluenced by geography. The ma-
jor objective of the club is to 
promote interest in geography. 
f irst Row: Lesl ie Wilson, Secretary; Joyce 
Fields, President; Kay Boll ing, Margaret 
Story. Second Row: Larry Rogers, Lloyd 
Young, Kenneth Williamson, Mr. Malone 
Young, Sponsor. 
The Geology Club is an organization open to all students interested in 
Geology. Field trips are made each quarter to various areas where col lect ions 
of fossils are made. 
Seated: "George" Khanbahador, President; Walter Helton, Vice-President; Nancie Garland, Secretary-
Treasurer; Larry Shahan, Senator; Don Helton. Reporter. Standing: Kays AI-Dabbeah, Nasser Goudarzi, 





The East Tennessee State College chapter of the 
SNEA was formerly the Student Teachers Association 
and became a member of the national organization in 
1958. Th is organization is designed to familiarize stu-
dent members with the teaching profession. The activi-
First row : Scott Watson, Miss Gretchen Hyder, George Harbo, John 
Arrants. Second row : Nell Jessie, Geraldine Adams, Helen Mays, Barbara 
J ohn, J oe Ward Booth, Sandra Proffitt. Third row : J anel Moore, Fern 
Newman, Huretta Gibson, Thelma Cates, Ol izene Cates, Edna Moore. 






Left to .Right : Joyce Fields,· Vice-Presi-
dent; Clyde Palmer Carroll, President; 
Janette J imeson, Treasurer; Barbara John, 
Secretary; Charles Shockley, Senator; Miss 
Gretchen Hyder, Sponsor. 
t ies of this group include forming chapters in local h igh 
schools, observing National Educat ion Week, attending 
the state convention in Nashville, and enterta in ing visit-
ing educators. 
Mr. Hal Smith, Ga il Suffridge, Dr. S. W. Grise, Jane lle Walker, Janice 
Knipp. Fifth row : Wanda Fitch, Joyce Fields, Freddie Matthews, Carol 
Jo Booth, Nancy Shel l, Peggy Shelton, Betty Waddel l, Dr. Flanary. 
Sixth row: Clyde Carrol l, Wendell Smith, James Johnson, Billy Carroll, 
Leo Robinson. 
Math Club 
l eft to Right: Bob McConnell, Vice-Presi-
dent; Anne Devault, Secretary-Treasurer; 
Mrs. Lora McCormick, Sponsor; Catherine 
Hillon, Reporter; Bill Dickev., President. 
First Row: B. Dickey, A. DeVault, J. Knipp, C. Hillon, B. Hale, W. Grim, Mrs. McCormick, R. Parman, 
Dr. Hartzell. Second Row: L. Waddel l, C. Davis, J. Davis, Mr. Carson, Col. Linsert, B. McConnell, F. 
Horne, A. Francis, A. O'Dell, S. Morefield, C. Allen, K. Cress. 
The Math Club was organized in the fall of 1953 for the purpose of 
st imulating interest and promoting fellowship among majors and m inors in 
mathemat ics. The club meets twice monthly for business and program meet-
ings. Several social events have been held during the year. 
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IAbove: Check Presentation. 
Finl row: Donald Barnette, Bill Parsons, Lowell Hurst, Bruce Hurley, 
Scott Watson, Hale Vance, J im Barnette. Second row: Carl Perrish, John 
Annis, Charles Cole, Charles Shockley, Martha Foote, John Lee. Third row: 
Fel ix Lowe, Jack Crumb, Wayne Snodgrass, Dick Houston, Jim Harris, 
Veterans' Club 
The Veterans' Club, composed of former members 
of the various armed services, is one of the largest and 
most active organizations on State's campus. It scored 
notable fi rst, by being the first non-Greek organiza-
tion to enter Potpourri, and this year marked its second 
participating year. 
The club wholeheartedly and d il igently worked the 
past year for charitable events and they annually sup-
port the Kingswood School Orphanage and other 
equa I ly notable organizations. 
The Veterans' Club was instrumental in promoting 
the extension of G.I. Benefits by sending out more 
than 1,000 letters to Universities and Colleges through-
out the nation. 
Doug Livesay, Jim Banner, Hugh Wallen, Gene Nunn. Fourth row: 
Charles Britt, James Pyne, Lerty Burnette, Don Landrum, Warren 
Koplowitz. 
Above: 1958 Potpourri Skit. 
Officers: Scott Watson, President; Bruce 
Hurley, Vice-President; Jim Barnette, 
Secretary; Charles Weems, Treasurer; Jim 
Harris, Public Relations; Martha Foote, 
Historian; Dick Houston, Chapla in; Lowell 
Hurst, Sergeant-at-Arms; Warren Koplo-
witz, Sergeant-at-Arms; Donald Barnette, 
Senator. 
Aquatic Club 
The Aquatic Club was organized for tho~e who enjoy participation in 
swimming, diving, and water bal let. During the Winter Quarter the club pre-
sented "Around the World." This year's show had an international theme. The 
show featured an imaginative tour of the world through a number of colorfu l 
swimming routines, each of which presented symbols appropriate to the country 
visited. Elaborate costumes, appropriate music, picturesque posters and a huge 
globe, provided colorful bacl<ground for the performances. 
First row: Jim Mays, Eddie Carter, John 
Wright, Bob Hessenour, Bill Sims, Ken 
Hughes, Larry Milhorn, J im Peoples, 
Jerry Jones, Bill Hall, Charles Wysor. 
Second row: Joyce Leeper, Scotty Beach, 
Jane Harrison, Jere Wagner, Carolyn 
Boatwright, Rosalind Casteel, Katherine 
Little, Sue Shuffle, Jeanette Carmichael, 
Sharon Smith, Judy Harlan, Eleanor 
Muenzer. Third .. row: Patsy Waters, 
Jeanette Harwood, Ceceilia Thomas, 
Nancy Crumley, Nata lie Sizemore, Alice 
Steele, Sue McReynolds, Betsy Lamons, 
Suzanne Sudderth, Susie Wilson, Susan 
Givens, Ann Duke. Fourth row: Volana 
Fry, Anna Marie Watts, Carol Deneen, 
Winnie Gillespie, Yvonne Fisher, Janet 
Miller, Carol Chesney, Jane Creasman, 
Reta Bel l, Gwen Cornwell, Helen Smith, 














First row: Winnie Gillespie, Ann Browning, Dr. Mynatt, Sponsor; Peggi Stallcup, President; Dot Gragg, 
Secretary; Evelyn Maddux, Treasu rer; Barbara Duff, Reporter; June Grubb, Mary Elizabeth Chambers. 
Second row: Mary Lones, Gerre White, Judy Noblin, Janie Bracken, Aileen Hatmaker, Faye Flanagan, 
Tanya Millsaps, Pat Coulter, Martha Nell Smith, Barbara Cutshaw, Thelma Simerly, Virginia Denton, 
Beverly Cox. 
Phi Eta Tau is a p rofessional organizat ion for women students who are 
majoring or minoring in health and physica l education. It promotes correct health 
concepts and fosters sportsmanship and leadership. 
Beta Epsilon is the local representative of the Future Business Leaders of 
America. The club is open to all students in business education and seeks to 
foster closer relationships among students on campus and to better the business 
department at State. 
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Seated : Maxine Cody, Secretary; Mary 
Ruth Gilley, Treasurer; Bob Sluder, Presi-
dent. Standing: Bud Anderson, Peggy 
Scott, Reporter; Margaret Robinette, Betty 




Back row: Joyce Leeper, Scotty Beach, 
Mary Elizabeth Chambers. Front to back: 
Winnie Gillespie, Judy Noblin, Rhetta 
Belle Lyle. 
Below: Scotty Beach 
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First Row: Carl Bel l, Gilbert Hartsell, Bob Hodges, Gene Cowan, Doug 
Nolan, Dorman Place, Gordon Nidiffer, Bob Sluder. Second Row: Ronald 
Brooks, Ben Thompson, Jim Williams, Micke y Banyas, Tom Chilton, Wayne 
Peters, Kenneth Cole, Doug Kern, Tom Elliot, Joe Dixson, Burgan Revell, 
Bob Mullins, Tom Goforth, Bil l Snodgrass, Charles Webb. Third Row: 
Sam Burnette, Don Cameron, Ron Johnson, Jim Krause, Bob Wallen, Ted 
i:lean, Maynard Pate, Tom Rasnic, Tim Sowders, Tom Ramey. 
The 'T' Club is composed of al l men lettering in athletics. Aside from 
their athletic achievements, members of this organization take part in various 
projects. This year the club so!d f lowers and shakers for the Homecoming Week-
end. The Club's major project was the painting of the " Buccaneer" sign on the 
press box. Promotion of good sportsmanship and good fellowship between 
coaches and athletes are the two objectives of the club. 
The ''T'' 
Club 
Left to Right: Chico Genovese, Secreta ry; 
John Dewey Wallace, Treasurer; Bob Le• 
Sueur, President; George Litton, Vice-
President; Larry Ledford, Sergeant-at· 
Arms; Coach Hal Morrison, Sponsor. 
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The Buccaneers - -
The 1958 footba ll season was a truly successful year 
for the Buccaneers coached by Star Wood and his team 
of assistants. 
In their first fu ll year in the strong Oh io Va lley 
Conference, the Bucs placed second w ith a 4-3 which 
Below: Co-Capta in Mickey Banyas, Head Coach Star Wood, Co-Capta in 
George Litton. 
ovc Runners-up 
was a tribute to Head Coach Star Wood and the veteran 
mentor was rewarded by the league by being named 
"OVC Coach of the Year." Wood transformed a band 
of youthful, light and inexperienced players into a team 
of fierce power which consistently shocked much 
heavier OVC competition. 
Front row: Paul Brewster, Freshman Coach; Henry Lowe, Freshman 
Coach. Back row: Calvin C. " Shorty" Frey, Line Coach; Hal Morrison, 
End Coach; Star Wood, Head Coach and Athletic Director; Julian D. 
Crocker, Backfield Coach. 
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Front row: D. Place, J. Krause, T. McClanahan, B. Kiser, D. Cameron, 
J. Day, M. Banyas, G. Linon, R. Quillen, R. James, T. Dean, D. B. Smith, 
T. Rasnick. Second row: H. Morrison, L. Ledford, T. Sowders, B. Revel l, 
D. Evans, R. Johnson, T. Ramey, B. Mull ins, B. Wallen, D. Bridges, M. 
Pate, S. Burnette, R. Moss, C. McGraw, P. Phil lips. Third row: J . 


































Jenkins, R. Jenkins, R. Brooks, R. Pectol, J. Crigger, W. Peters, T. 
Goforth, D. McDonald, R. Umberger, B. Nolen, D. Frey. Fourth row: 
J. McCraney, K. Horton, T. House, S. Honaker, J. McCormick, T. Wrig ht, 
B. Tipton, J. Southern, E. Nelson, B. Belcher, J . Cochran, S. Dan ie ls, B. 
Snodgrass, J. Dixon, P. Brewster, H. Lowe. 
MICKEY BANYAS 
Mickey Banyas, a senior co-captain from Lynch, Kentucky, 
was selected on the Little All-America Second Team for his 
standout linebacking and offensive centering. The 190-pound 
Banyas completed four years of meritorious work on the 
ETSC football field in fitting fashion. 











ESTC 0- APPALACHIAN 12 
A determined Appa lachian State aggregation 
stopped the Bucs cold in ETSC's 1958 footbal l 
opener, 12-0. 
ESTC 12- MURRA Y 6 
In the Buc's f i rst Ohio Valley Conference 
championship game, Ronnie Quil len and Piggy 
Nolen pushed over t he vital scores in a thril ling 





ETSC 8- WESTERN KENTUCKY 0 
Larry Ledford scored the only touchdown of 
the contest but that was all the Bucs needed as 
the w inner copped their second league game 
without a loss, 8 -0 over Western Kentucky. Don 
Evans passed to Quillen for the extra two points. 
ETSC 25-TPI 14 
The amazing ETSC Buccaneers, young, inex-
perienced, but spiri ted, smashed past TPI, 25-14, 
for their third stra ight conference win without 
a loss as George Litton, Ledford and Ray James 
scored for the victors. Quarterback Ti m Sowders 
passed for one of the touchdowns and a lso 
kicked an extra point. 
JIM KRAUSE 
J im Krause, fullback and graduat ing senior on !he 1958 
Buccaneer squad is a four year man. He contributed much 
to the team's tota l success with his booming punts and 
pow~r. 
j 
ETSC 6-EASTERN KENTUCKY 1 3 
A much heavier Eastern Kentucky eleven took 
their tol I of the visiting Bucs with a 13-6 end 
result and consequently, the Bucs first conference 
loss at Richmond, Kentucky. Jim Krause tall ied 
for the Pirates. 
ETSC 24-WOFFORD 20 
At Spartanburg the Bucs dropped a much 
heavier Wofford contingent, coming from be-
hind to gain the longer end of a 24-20 score. 
Larry Ledford smashed over for two touchdowns 
while Jim Krause and Tim Sowders scored one 
each. 
GEORGE LITTON 
George Litton, a senior end from Big Stone Gap, Virginia, 
was the other co-captain of the 1958 Bucs. The 185-pound 
Litton also completed four years at ETSC w ith some f ine 
pass-catching and tremendous defensiye tactics. 
"PIGGY" NOLEN 
Above: Miss Carolyn Turpin, Homecoming Queen. 
HOMECOMING ETSC 19- MOREHEAD 3 
The afternoon was dark and the field was damp but 
the Buccaneers were spark!ing as they trounced Morehead 
State, 19-3, before a happy throng of Homecoming a lumni 
at college stadium. The win was ETSC's fourth in the OVC 
against one loss. Don Cameron scored twice and Piggy 
Nolen, once for the winners. Ledford added the point. The 
Bucs trailed at the ha lf, 3-0, but came back to sound ly 
thump the Eag les. 
Douglas " Piggy" Nolan, halfback, is the rema,n ,ng graduate 
of the senior quartet on the 1958 Buccaneer squad. "Piggy" 
is a four year man who contributed much to the team's total 
success with his speed and scoring punch. 
ETSC 19- AUSTIN PEAY 
Austin Peay spoi led the Bucs' chances for 
a tie in the loop as the Genera ls pinned a 25-19 
loss on the Pirates in Clarks vii le. Krause, Sam 
Burnette and Don Evans scored for the Bucs as 
the extra point was added by Sowders. 
ETSC 20-MTSC 27 
The powerfu l league champions, Middle 
Tennessee State, were cut down to size by the 
Bucs but not enough to grab the big one as 
MTSC won the OVC title in a 27-20 score at 
college stadium. Piggy Nolen closed out a 





First row: Coach Brooks, Tom Wright, Charles Kelley, Buddy Hartsell, 
Tom Chi lton, Columbus Anderson, Steve Danko, Carl Bell. Second 
Coach Madison Brooks 
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row: Jimmy Williams, Kenneth Cole, Jimmy Brown, Doug Kern, Hugh 





Ha I Morrison 
SUMM'ARY OF YEAR 
We Opponent 
77 Appalach ian State 
60 McNeese State 
76 Southwestern Louisiana 
68 Aust in Peay 
85 Morehead 
77 Morehead 
80 Tennessee Tech 
93 Murray State 
68 Middle Tennessee 
62 Middle Tennessee 
95 Eastern Kentucky 
64 Western Kentucky 
s ;· Milligan 
94 Austin Peay 
82 Mississippi Southern 
72 Eastern Kentucky 
84 Western Kentucky 
62 Murray State 





























The college's 1958-1959 basketball season opened early in December 
in an atmosphere characterized by clouds of uncerta inty and doubt. As 
the newest members of the nationally prominent Ohio Valley Conference, 
Head Coach Madison Brooks' basketball Buccaneers were faced with possibly 
the most formidable and cha llenging schedule in the history of the school's 
basketball campaigns. Membership in the OVC placed on the schedule of 
the Bucs a number of the toughest le.ams in the nation and a number of 
high-powered non-conference opponents also were on the worksheet. 
The hopes of the Buccaneers for success in this challenging campaign, 
however, rested on the shoulders of a squad largely dominated by sopho-
mores who were untried by previous varsity action. The extent of the 
Buccaneer's lack of experience was indicated by the presence of only two 






But the actual results of t he Buccanners' efforts dur-
ing the season went a considerable distance toward 
making unwarranted the uneasiness that prevailed on 
the eve of the campa ign. Refusing to be daunted by 
their lack of experience and their rugged schedule, 
Brooks' spirited charges developed so well throughout 
the course of the campaign that they emerged at season's 
end from 23 rugged contests with a record of 13 v ictories 
against only l O defeats. 
Included in their lengthy list of triumphs were five 
OVC v ictories against seven conference losses. While 
the deficit side of the OVC record overshadowed the 
v ictory slate, the conference port ion of the Buccaneers' 
campaign cou ld by no means be considered greatly un-
successfu l since despite the losses, the number of 
victories achieved was unusual for an inexperienced 
team making its OVC debut and since also the Bucs 
scored a sensational upset over conference champion 
Eastern Kentucky late in the season. The upset convinc-
ingly avenged a heavy Buccaneer foss to the Maroons 
earlier in the campaign, which loss itsel f was the only 
really severe one suffered by the ETSC quintet. 
The campaign also was marked by other highlights 
which were greatly to the Buccaneers' credit. Acting as 
host team to the second annual Watauga Invitational 
Tournament during the Christmas season, the Buccaneers 
banished highly-regarded Mississippi Southern College 
after getting off to a slow start and losing their first 
tournament game by a narrow margin to strong South-
western Louisiana. 
On the individual level, the Buccaneers' season was 
distinguished by the brilliant performances of Sopho-
more Forward Tom Ch ilton of Austin, Indiana, who set 
a sensational high-scoring pace throughout the campaign 
to lead the Bucs in amassing their v ictories and also to 
attract national and regional attention to the college 
through his prowess as a scorer and rebounder. 
Tom Chilton 
Charles Webb 
J immy Wil liam s 
Tom W right 
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Steve Danko 
Before the season was over, Chilton had attained 
a position in the upper echelons of the nation's top 
basketba ll scorers and also recognition as one of the 
most able performers in the entire conference. Chi lton 
ended the season w ith a total of 454 points and 280 
rebounds as team leader in both scoring and rebound-
ing. He had his best scorinq nights against Wofford 
with 35 points and against Eastern Kentucky in the up-
set victory with 31 points. 
Added to Chi lton's achievements in the field of 
Carl Bell Kenneth Cole 
individua l Bue honors was the impressive achievement 
of Sophomore Guard Charles Webb of LaFollette in the 
free throw department. Webb poured in 33 consecutive 
charity shots to set a new college record at the fou l 
line, breaking a previous 20 shot record estab lished in 
i 955-1956 by former ETSC star Herb Weaver. Webb 
also compiled an outstanding over-a ll free throw record 
for the season of 51 goals out of 58 attempts for an 
average of 87.7. 
Other ind ividuals who distinguished themselves as 
team leaders were Forward Jim Brown of Chattanooga, 
Guard Buddy Hartsell of Johnson City, Center Doug 
Kern of Coeburn, Center Hughie Jenkins of Knoxville, 
Hugh Jenkins Charles Kelley 
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and Guard Tommy Wright of Holston Inst itute. Since a 
large ma iority of the notable individuals were only 
sophomores this year, the outlook for the 1959-1960 
season should be unusua l ly bright. 
Columbus Anderson 




First row: Edward Ryan, Doug Zimmerman, Walter Stooksbury, Roger Owens. Second row: Johnny 
Crouch, Mike Morrison, Adrian Coulter, John La il, Dennis Crumley, George Herron, Earl Pierce. 
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Left to right: Hank Lowe, Ben Wilson, J ohn Brazeal, Charles Gass, Buddy Hartse ll, Coach Scott Honaker. 
Coach Scott Honaker's 1958 Tennis team, although 
spasmod ic, was very impressive and featured several 
bright prospects for the following year by their sparkling 
p lay and form. 
Henry (Hank) I.owe was the most v ictorious netman 
with n ine wins to his credit. John Brazea l copped seven 
wins w hile Buddy Hartsell, Ben Wi lson, and Clyde 
Williamson ·each tall ied six v ictories. A ll these netters 
plus Charles Gass lettered for ETSC. 
The Buc:s got off to a bad· start losing thei r f irst 
three matches in succession. However, all these losses 
were by one point , 4-5. 
Then State t r ipped M iddle Tennessee State, T.P.I., 
Tennis 
Maryville, and Milligan in order to push past t he .500 
mark. 
State lost to U.T. twice with Carson-Newman sand-
wiched in between. In the last three contests of the 
season Milligan and King Colleges were both defeated 
by the Bucs, but Carson-Newman again intervened with 
a setback . 
In the much-publicized OVC tournament, the compe-
tent State College Bucs cast a third p lace f inish in a 
fie ld of seven to cap a fairly successful season. 
The Bucs fin ished the season w ith a worksheet of 
6 wins and 7 losses. 
Baseball 
Coach James Mooney's diamond aggre-
,gation experienced a mediocre season in 
that the potential of the squad far outweighed 
the \,v ins for the season. In twelve outings 
the Sues won five times. 
Earl Bryant, slugging outfielder-catcher for 
the Buccaneers, copped the club batting title 
with a whoppinq .388 to climax a bri ll iant 
three-year career · a1" ETSC. Charles "Red" Eng-
land was the leading pitcher with three w ins 
and no losses. Eng 'and a!so posted a .250 
batting mark . 
A t remendous close to the 1958 season 
was bestowed upon the Bue worksheet for 
the Pirates clouted T.P. I. 8-1, Mi!ligan, in a 
double-header, 7-4, and 10-0, to finish on 
the crest of a three-game winning streak. 
Seniors on the squad were Charles Pope, 
Jerry W i lhoit and Bil l Maddux, all .300 plus 
h itters. 
Gene Cowan, Colden Burgamy, an infield 
flash from Miami, Florida, and Aubrey Powell 















First row: Aubrey Powell, Buddy Pope, Charles England, Tom Bryant, 
Gene Cowan, J ake Sells, Bil l Maddux. Second row: Bill Lewis, Colden 





























Coach James Mooney 
Ron McNutt, Coach James Mooney. Third row: Charles Kelley, J im Brown, 
Tom Chilton, Jack Tunnell , Jerry Wi lhoit, Ted Maiden, Al Col ley. 
Above Catchers- Jack Campbel l, Earl 
Bryant, Jake Sells. 
Right: Outfielders- Gene Cowan, Tom 
Chi lton, Aubrey Powell, Buddy Pope. 
Right: Infielders-J erry Wilhoit, Jack Tun-
nel l, Colden Burgamy, Bil l Maddux, 
Chico Genovese, Charles Kel ley. 
Below: Pitchers-Charles England, Al Colley, Ron McNutt, Jim Brown, Ted Maiden, Ken Deskins, Lloyd 
King, Bil l Lewis. 
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Track 
Coach Julian D. Crocker 
First row: Carl Bell, Buddy Hartsell, Harry Steele, John Brooks, Bruce Perrazelli, Spike 
Edgar. Second row: Coach Julian D. Crocker, Paul Brewster, Ollan Cassell, Bob LeSeur, 
Hugh Byrd. 
Coach Julian D. Crocker's 1958 track squad, hampered in a 
major way by the complete loss of Ollan Cassell, performed at a 
definite disadvantage throughout the year but were commendable 
in their f inish in thei r first year as Ohio Valley Conference par-
ticipant. 
Cassell, a cand idate for the world's 100-yard dash and 220-
yard dash record, suffered a pu lled leg muscle early in the year 
and as a resu lt did not perform in any major events for the year 
1958. 
The Bue cindermen opened the season against some stiff 
competit ion in the Furman Relays at Greenville, South Carolina to 
emerge fourth in a field of seven entries. The Buccaneers chalked 
up their first w in of the season by tripping the Emory University 
thine/ads of Atlanta, Georgia. It was by far their most impressive 
w in of the season for the ETSC brigade totaled 80 points to the 
oppositions 51 . 
In the final meet of the season the bucs encountered their 
first taste of Ohio Valley competition and emerged third in a 
form idable field of five, aspiring Tennessee and Kentucky teams. 
Ken Osborne, indefatigable marathon man from Kingsport, 
Tennessee, grabbed the only first place medals for State. Osborne 
won the mi le run and placed first in the two-mile run. 
This was the first year for t he Bucs in the Ohio Valley Con-
ference and the trackmen performed we/! despite a great handicap, 
but the prospects are brighter in the following seasons with a re-
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ROTC at ETSC 
The primary m1ss1on of the R.O.T.C. is to develop 
qualified Reserve Officers for the Army and for our 
Nation's defense. The program of instruction requires 
four years to complete, with the first two years, or the 
Basic Course, being mandatory for all t he male students 
of the College. Those Cadets who posses essential leader-
ship potential and the highest menta l, physical and 
moral qualities, are offered the opportunity to pursue 
the two-year Advanced Course. Upon completion of the 
Advanced Course requirements and graduation from the 
College the senior Cadets are commissioned as Second 
Lieutenants in the United States Army Reserve. 
The Corps is organized into one regiment of two 
battalions, each with five companies. Portrayed on 
these pages are varied activities sponsored by the 
Corps. 
The classroom instruction periods, weekly drill and 
attendance at summer camp for si x weeks at the end 
of the third year, serve to develop the required officer 
qualities, in the student. 
The uniformed Cadets serve to enrich and make 
more colorful, t he campus lif e of the College. 
MILITARY FACULTY AND STAFF-Seated: Captain Ralph G . Cooper, 
Captain Alan ·Kinghorn, Major Daniel J. Blocker, Lt.-Col. Robert W. 
Pederson, Major Marion L. Conway, Capta in G eorge S. Hunnicutt, Captain 
Du rward F. W illiams. Standing: M/ Sgt. Roy Davis, Jr., SFC Charles D. 
Reeves, SFC Ralph J. Atchley, SFC Owen P. Moore, Sgt. Elwood K. 
Paley, M/ Sgt. Wayne E. Hanselman, SFC Henry A. Bohanan, SP-2 Flency 
Medley. 
Below: Honorary Colonel Ma ry Evelyn Quintrell, 
Honorary Lt.-Col. Mary Elizabeth Quarles, Honor-
ary Lt.-Col. Carole Siler. 
Military Faculty 
and Staff 
CADET REGIMENTAL COMMANDER, BATTALION COMMANDERS, AND STAFF: First row: Cadet 
Colonel Marion C. Winebarger, Regimental Commander; Cadet Lt.-Col. James S. Emery, 
Regimental Execut ive Officer; Cadet Major William G . McCartt, Regt. S-1; Cadet Major Patty 
E. Brown, Regt. S-3; Cadet Captain Carl E. Bell, Regt. A. & R. Officer. Second row: Cadet 
Lt.-Col. John J. Eiche, 1st Battalion Commander; Cadet Major Robert W. Hodges, 1st Battal ion 
Executive Officer; Cadet Lt.-Col. Don F. Crowe, 2nd Battalion Commander; Cadet Maior 






Left: Student Cadet Thomas L. Ell io tt is wel-
come to Summer Camp by Capta in Ralph C. 
Cooper. 
Left: Dean Davis firing a few rounds from t he 
M-1 rifle during his visit to Fort Benning ROTC 
Camp. 
Below: Dean Davis visits ROTC cadets at Sum-
mer Camp held a t Fort Benning ROTC Camp. 
Above: President Burgin E. Dossett inspects the 
Cadet Officers. 
Right: Colonel Pedersen presents Cadet Colonel 
Marion C. Winebarger with his insignia. 
ROTC 
Activities 
Below: ROTC Sponsor Corps marching at a 








Cadet Captain Thomas L. Ellio tt, Commanding 
Honorary Captain Betty Jane Webster 
Honorary 1st Lt. Nancy Campbel l 
Ho norary 2nd Lt. Belinda Baker 
Honorary Captain Virginia Denton 
Honorary 1st Lt. Ela ine Justice 
Honorary 2nd Lt. Pol ly Baxter 
Cadet Captain Gi lbert E. Hartse!, 
Cadet Captain Michea l Banyas, Commanding 
Honorary Captain Nancy Denton 
Honorary 1st Lt. Rosalind Casteel 
Honorary 2nd Lt. Joan Brooks 
Honorary Captain Ruth Gillenwater 
Honorary l s t Lt. Betsy Bachman 
Honorary 2nd Lt. Illa Jane Brown 





,Cadet Capta in Bobby V. Salyer, Commanding 
Honorary Captain Louis McKinney 
Honorary l st Lt . Nancy Thomas 
Honorary 2nd Lt. Max ine Cody 
Honorary Captain Barbara Carmody 
Honorary 2nd Lt. Jerry Jarnagin 
Honorary 2nd Lt. Scotty Beach 
Cadet Captain Sam Morefield, Commanding 
Cadet Capta in John H. Sell, Commanding 
Honorary Captain Cecel ia Thomas 
Honorary 2nd Lt. Patricia Fields 
Honorary 2nd Lt. Lydia Fulkerson 
.Honorary Captain Jane Cunningham 
Honorary 2nd Lt. Brendagail Berry 
Honorary 2nd Lt. Carolyn King 










Cadet Captain Tom L. Griffith, Commanding 
Honora ry Captain Charlotte Holtzer 
Honorary 2nd Lt. Janie Mae Jones 
Honorary 2nd Lt. Janice Kidd 
Honorary Captain Judy Duncan 
Honorary 2nd Lt . Jean Thompson 
Honorary 2nd Lt. Linda Manley 
Cadet Capta in Robert D. Reece, Commanding 
First row: William Holtzsclaw, Javan De loach, John Se ll , James Williams, Carlos 
Carver. Second row: Charles Milhorn, Roger Bowers, Robert Hodges, Dorris 
Frazie r, George Fredricks. Third row: Capta in Alan Kinghorn, Gordon Walsh, Phi lip 
Rust, John Slaughter, J ohn Hisel, Joe Stacy, Jon Setzer, Sergeant Ra lph Atch ley. ROTC 
Rifle Team 
Honorary Captain Betty Edwards Cadet Officers Club 
First row: Lt .-Col. Don F. Crowe, Captain Thomas L. Ell iott, Captain Jackie D. Fannon, Lt.-Col. Patty E. 
Brown, Captain Gene H. Lee. Second row: Captain Robert D. Reece, Captain James T. Mays, l st Lt. 
Fred L. Wagner, Captain Samuel Moorefield, 1st Lt. Cha rl ie ·J. Allen, 1st l.t. David L. Hau l see, Colonel 
Ma rio n C. Winebarger. Third row: Ma jor Douglas B. Nolen, 1st Lt. Lynon E. Hollowman, Capta in Tom L. 
Griffi th, Captain Samuel E. Kincholoe, Captain Gilbert E. Hartse!, 1st Lt. Royce E. Parman, Captain 
John D. Wallace. Fourth row: Captain Carl E. Bell, Lt.-Col. Jon J. Eiche, 1st Lt. James D. Wi lson, Captain 
Bo bby V. Salyer, 1st Lt. James S. Wi lliams, Major Robert W . Hodges, 1st Lt. Clement C. Brown. Fifth 
row: Lt.-Col. James S. Emery, Lt.-Col. Ivan W. Ha ll, Lt.-Col. Howard F. Brook, 1st Lt. Ronald P. Tolliver, 




Cadet Captain Gene H. lee, 
Commanding 
Cadet M/ Sgt. Kyle Wills, 
1st Sergeant 
Cadet SFC Ben Hatfie ld, 
Drum Major 
Honorary Captain Nancy Bruce 
Honorary Capta in Patti Smith 







Seated: Edd,e Waters, Senator; Linda Ke lley, Secretary. Standing: Bob 
Kassem, Vice-President; Lynn Crowe, President; Joe Thomas, Treasurer. 




Abdul Hadi Abayachi 
Hosen Bashir 0. Aboul 
Robert Claude Adams 
William Wayne Akard 
Al Kuraishi lhsan Al 
Becky May Alderson 
J immy Lloyd Ambrose 
Anna Bess Anderson 
Calvin Anderson 
G lenn P. Anderson 
James Cordel Andrews 
Tommy Blue Armitage 
Vivian Leigh Arnett 
Lee Roy Arwood 
Anita Carol Asquith 
Annie Margaret Ayers 
Becky Sue Bacon 
Dorvin Harold Bailey 
Priscilla Ann Bailey 
Wa lter C larence Baker 
Kenneth Wayne Baker 
Nancy Leannor Baker 
Larry Wade Bales 
Margaret C. Ball 
Ivan Waldean Barnes 
Sondra Lee Barron 
Margaret Carol Barry 
Jerry Wayne Baskette 
Colin Frank Baxter 
Laura Jenne tte Baxte r 
Biil Seldon Bayne 
Benny Ed. Bean 
Rollins Britt Beaver 
Pau l M. Beckner 
Sarah France Bedwell 
Helen Kathlee Begley 
Rita Sue Bell 
Marian Elaine Benn&~I 
Shelby Jean Bennett 
Roy Elmer Bernard 
Pamela Erwin Berube 
James William Bettis 
Phillip Earl Be ttis 
Clyde Tony Bible 
Mary Dell Bingham 
Curtis Blane Bitner 
Frank Adrian Black 
James Taylor Blackb•;m 
David Blackwell 
Judith Carol Blakley 
Jo Annette Blanchard 
Kenith Blankenbeckler 
Willis Eugene Blevins 
Shirley Ela ine Bolden 
Louis Raymond Bondy 
Daniel Delano Booher 
Helen Joyce Boone 
Barbara Ann Booth 
Harlen Dean Booth 
Patsy Jean Bowling 
Carolyn Sue Bowman 
Robert Booth 
Joseph Eugene Boswe:I 
Frosh 
Charlis Ed Bowman 
Linda Ruth Boyd 
Jerry Layfette Boyer 
Edward William Brakus 
Walter T. Brickey 
Sandra Kay Bridwell 
Barbara Ann Briggs 
Richard C. Brookshire 
Phyll is J. Brotherton 
Kennith Eugene Brown 
Dorris Anne Browning 
Jehu Broyles 
Daphana M. Bruner 
John Frank Bryant 
James Frost Buchanan· 
Joe Bond Buchanan 
Berty Jean Buck 
Patsy Jay Buck les 
Mary Lucille Buckner 
Marthanne Bullock 
Arlan Duane Burdine 
Kenneth W. Burnette 
Carl Jackson Butcher 
Ruth Byrd 
J oe Wilson Ca ldwe ll 
John C. Ca lhoun 
Billy Joe Campbell 
Clyde J. Campbell 
Connie Gay Campbell 
Richa rd D. Campbell 
Sid Allen Campbe ll 
Will iam Campbell 
Clara Virginia Canary 
Robert Mike Cani.er 
Carolyn Sue Carder 
Kenneth Lee Carder 
Leatha Ann Carpenter 
Johnny L. Carrico 
George Cla rk Carrier 
Glen Patrick Ca rroll 
Dona ld R. Carter 
Ina Kate Carter 
William S. Cartw right 
J immy Castle 
Doris J une Cates 
Larry O'Neil Chandler 
Val Dean Chand ler 
Bock Soon Chang 
Linda Gayle Charles 
Leonard D. Chase 
Ca role Lee Chesney 
Cha rles W. Chi ldress 
Gordon L. Christopher 
Steve Lan Cla iborne 
Ma rtha Dale Clark 
Sammy Dean Clark 
Kenneth McWay Clark 
Tony Leon Cl ift 
Claude Henry Close, Jr. 
Danny Hal Cob ble 
Billy Edward Cole 
Eric Coeburn Cole 




Rubye P. Constable 
Alan Doyle Cooter 
Calvin Eugene Copp 
Gwynne F. Cornwell 
Adrian Delan Coulter 
Patricia Ann Coulter 
Mary Gordon Cowan 
Sandra Lee Cowan 
Jimmy Melborn Cox 
Mary Elizabeth Cox 
Edna Joan Cress 
Robert Jerry Crigger 
Benny Lemuel Crosby 
Kenneth Earl Cross 
Doris Jean Crosswhite 
John Robert Crouch 
Lynn Malcolm Crowe 
Carl Jeff Crumley 
Nancy Kathy Crumley 
Arthur B. Cummings 
Dorothy Jean Curtis 
Barbara Ann Cutshaw 
Regina Carol Dalton 
Scott Daniel 
John Pau l Danko 
Stephen Michel Danko 
John David Davenport 
Diane Blair David 
Samuel A. Davidson 
Henry Charles Davis 
Myrna Lou Davis 
Norman Ray Davis 
Tessie Lil lian Davis 
Zetta Wayne Deel 
Alice Omeria Deere 
Larry Craig Del oach 
Hilda Nease Denton 
Linda Ruth Denton 
Carl Leslie DeVault 
Charlotte Jan Dingus 
Matthew Sky Dixon 
Nancy H. Dockery 
J ames T. Dougherty 
Billy Jack Douthat 
Carl Morris Drinnon 
Billie France Dugger 
Bethany Anne Duke 
Ben Lee Dunavent 
Mary K. Duncan 
Bonnie Elizabeth Durham 
Steve11 Dyer 
Billy Joe Dykes 
Neisha Ann Eads 
Peggy Sue Earhart 
Arby Edwards 
Richard Farre ll Edwards 
James W. Elkins 
Jackie Ray Ellio tt 
Glenn Moyer Ellis 
Sandra Jean Ellis 
William Henry Elswick, Jr. 
Edward Milton Esser 
Mildred Marie Ervin 
Frosh 
Judy Kaye Estep 
Richard W. Estes 
Vernon F. Fair, Jr. 
Amy Elizabeth Farmer 
Barbara Lou Farmer 
Carolyn Joyce Farmer 
Betry Sue Farris 
Gordon Ray Farris 
Nancy Wood Ferguson 
Sheridan E. Ferguson 
Maudie C. Fleenor 
Randell Lee Fleenor 
John Child ress Fletcher 
Kay Flora 
David Carl Ford 
Donald Charles Ford 
James Ben Forrest 
Ho:Oerl Roland Foust 
Frances F. Francisco 
John Henry Frankli n 
Benny C. Frazier 
Warren Grey Frye 
Neta Carole Fuller 
Sherrell Boyd Gage 
Penelope Galloway 
Cecil Fred Gammon 
Carl Thomas Garner 
Mary Lane Garland 
James Lynn Garrett 
Jarvis Roger Garrett 
Robert Franklin Garrett 
Fred Garver 
Wilma Chestin Gentry 
Mary Jean Gibbs 
Mary Lill ian Gibbs 
Lnida Faye Gibson 
Richard E. Gibson 
Jack McCormick Giles 
Patricia Louise Gillenwater 
Bonnie Carole Gilley 
William Sidney Gilmer 
Susan Givens 
Buford Marsha l Goins 
Ann H. Goode 
Bobby Allen Goodwin 
Jean Goodwin 
Jean Goodwin 
James Harrell Gose 
Dona ld Edwin Gott 
Carl N. Gouge 
Albert Maurice Graham 
Linda Jean Graham 
Maurice Kegley Graves 
Bill Dugan Gray 
Carolyn Ann Gray 
Mary Gray 
Sheila L. Graybe~I 
Doris Loretta Green 
Edward Lynn Green 
Thomas Green 111 
Douglas Greene 
Harriet L. Greene 
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James H. Griffitts 
Bill Allen Grindstaff 
Ronn ie Lee Grubbs 
Franklin Keith Guinn 
Margaret Susan Gutherie 
Joh n Ed Hackworth 
Wil la Jean Hale 
W illiam Anthony Ha ll 
Mickey Ray Hamed 
James L. Hamilton 
Freeda Ann Hammond 
Mary Anne Harnp:on 
John Will iam Hann<>h 
Gary Joe Hardin 
Vernon W. Hardin 
James Rogers Hargis 
Judith Elaine Harlan 
Edwena Ga il Ha rmon 
Marvin Hal Harmon 
Robert Bax ter Harris 
Terry Charles Harris 
Vi rg inia Marie Hartsook 
Lela Janette Harwood 
Bradley T. Haskins 
Aileen Hatmak,n 
Ray G. Hatmaker 
David Everet Hawkins 
Judith Kay Hawkins 
Ronald Elmer Haynes 
Allen C. Heatherly 
Jerry Stephen Helfer 
Judith M. Helfer 
Patric ia Dianne Helms 
Bobby Gene Helton 
J udy Carolyn Helton 
Billy Wayne Hemby 
Jerry S. Henderson 
Lena Sue Herrell 
George Edward Herron 
Harold R. Hessenauer 
Jerry Raymond Higdon 
Lawrence D. Higgins 
Joseph Pau l Hill 
Wa lter J. Hilton, Jr. 
Glenda Kay Hoard 
Josephine Holden 
Dorothy Ann Holdren 
Don Allan Holt 
Kenneth M. Holtsclaw 
John David Honaker 
Martha Elizabeth Honaker 
Wallace D. Honeycutt 
Herman Clay Hood 
Jerry Edwin Hooper 
Richard Edwin Hopson 
Thomas Martin Hord 
Anita Ruth Hou k 
Jerry Clifton Hounshel l 
Richa rd E. Howell 
Robert Michael Hudd ie 
Shirlene Sue Huffine 
Daryl Lee Hughes 
Martin Gera ld Hunley 
Frosh 
Kathryn Lous Ikerd 
Jmimy Max Ingram 
Fran k Logan Jackson 
Harold Lee James 
Donna Marie Jarnag in 
Eckl e R. J en kins 
Mary Carole J essee 
Ann Craft Johnson 
Charles R. Johnson 
Fred Warren Johnson 
Jack Ray J ohnson 
James D. Johnson 
Margie Ann Johnson 
Mary Johnson 
Wayne J ohnson 
Eugene B. Jones 
Gerald Donald Jones 
Joyce Moore J ones 
Will iam Curt is Jones, Jr. 
Ralph Robert Kassem 
Gai l Martin Keebler 
Ralph Edward Keffer 
Linda Kathy Kell y 
Sandra Jean Kel ly 
Jasper A. Kern 
Nancy Jewel Kirby 
Norma Frances Kiser 
Maurice D. Kistner 
Karen K. Kn ight 
Jan ice Marlene Kn ipp 
Anne Nata lie Koscok 
Dickie Lynn Kyker 
Richard Lee Lacy 
James W. Lafollette 
Lowell M. LaFor~e 
Lloyd Edwin Lambert 
Betsy Al len Lamons 
Mack L. Larkins, J r. 
Clark Jan Laugh ru n 
Gerald Alton Lawson 
Patricia Lee Lawson 
Billie Marie Laykins 
Carolyn Louise Leath 
Donald Edward Lee 
John H. Lee 
Carol Ann Lehman 
Charles Leonard 
Sandra Leona rd 
Margaret Joan Lewal len 
Donna Mae Lewis 
David Kent Light 
Prisci ll a Lee Light 
Jimmy Ken Lilley 
Will iam Bettis Line 
Ronnie Lingerfelter 
Barbara Eve Lingo 
Marguerite Ann Linn 
George M. Litt le, J r 
Janey Sue Lloyd 
Dorothy Faye Long 
Howard B. Love land 
Martha Etru la Lowe 
Mary Ann Lowe 
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Phyllis Ann Lowe 
Bobby Lee Luttrell 
Jimmie B. Luttrell 
Laretta Bell Lyle 
Barbara Ann MacMillan 
Max Dale McCarter 
Edna Louise McCarthy 
Rebecca Y. McClellan 
Will iam Stone McClister 
Derl Harry McCloud 
Mary Ruth McClure 
Eugene M. McConnell, Jr. 
Will iam Elmer McCu rry 
Clarence Ed McKenny 
Joe H. McKinney 
Linda Lou McKinney 
Paul James McPher~on 
Brenda Jayne McQueen 
Sarah Sue McReynolds 
Parker G. Ma in 
Betty France Markham 
Charlorre A. Marshall 
Wi lma Ruth Mart in 
Nancy Faye Masters 
Roy David Mauk 
Charlo tte Ann Mays 
Martha Mays 
Sandra Ga il Meade 
Wanda Mendes 
Martha Ann Meredith 
Gaylor Ruse Milhorn 
Ella Jane Millard 
Eddie Jack Miller 
Jacky E. Miller 
J anet Marie Miller 
Joyce Miller 
Joyce Miller 
Louise M. Mille r 
Ralph Jackson Miller 
Ruth Louise Miller 
Bruce Gayle Millsap 
Tanya Kay Millsaps 
Richard Couley Minnick 
Linda France Minnick 
Jen ivee M. Miskell 
Margaret Sue Moody 
Roy C. Moody 
Edna Moore 
Robert Will is Moore 
Harold Moore 
Dianne Monroe 
Bob L. Moretz 
Brenda Joyce Morrell 
Mike Ted Morrison 
Carolyn M. Morrison 
Anna Lee Morgan 
Monroe Ta lton Morgan 
Wi lliam Henry Morgan 
John William Morton 
Ralph Brian Mowrey 
Eleanor Joyce l\\uenzer 
Carns W. Mullins 
Patricia Ann Mu llins 
Frosh 
Sidney Wayne Mulkey 
Elizabeth J. Murray 
Phyllis Joy Murray 
Joy Belle Nance 
Betty Carol Nash 
Anna Ruth Nelson 
Linda Mcfee Nelson 
Leona rd Thomas Newbern 
George Lonzo Nichols 
Isaac Lincoln Nidiffer 
Mary S. Nidiffer 
Judy Gayle Noblin 
Sherrell Annette Noel 
Helen C. Norris 
James Sheler Norris 
Samuel Robert O'Del l 
Sharon O'Dell 
Wilma Sue Odom 
Mary Innis Olinger 
Nancy Carolyn Oliver 
Marguerite L. Olson 
Priscilla S. Onks 
Royal Ray Ousley 
Buddy Ray Osborne 
Barbara Caryl Owens 
Mary Owens 
Roger Max Owens 
William Harold Pace 
Edwin Sidney Painter 
Robert Lynn Pa lmer 
James Robert Paris• 
Mary Elizabeth Payne 
Priscil la Jane Peery 
James R. Peoples 
Joseph C. Perkins 
Sandra Lenore Peters 
Gerald S. Patterson 
Walter Lee Peterson 
Ha l Preston Phi ll ips 




Janice Ann Pitts 
Truett O. Pleasant 
Joe Douglas Pless 
Barbara Ruth Potter 
Carolyn Ann Potter 
Gail J une Pritchard 
Sandra Ann Profitt 
Nancy Key Query 
Norman Rader 
William Arthur Rambo 
Janice Sue Rakes 
James Ronald Ramey 
Bernard V. Randolph 
Eben Gerald Ratliff 
Reba Annette Ray 
Carolyn J. Rector 
Jack Eugene Reece 
William Leroy Reece 
Dona ld Reed 




Donna Lee Riddle 
Warren W. Riggs 
Robert Wayne Robbins 
Joseph L. Roberson 
Betty Ruth Roberts 
Betty Ruth Roberts 
Johnny A. Robertson 
Roy Lee Robertson 
Rowena C. Robinson 
George Lee Roden 
Margaret Sue Rodifer 
Jerry Mack Rogers 
Ronnie Dale Roge rs 
Wayne Doug las Romines 
Clarius Ernestine Ross 
James M. Ross 
Brooks Morris Rowe 
Caralyn M. Row land 
Judith Lee Russell 
Nancy Irene Russell 
Mary Jane Rutherford 
Wa I lace E. Rutledge 
Glenn Hardy Sams 
Steve Jackson Sams 
Margaret C. Sanders 
Ro~ert Lee Sanders 
Earley Wi Iii am Sawyers 
Irby Conrad Saylo r 
James H. Schreeder 
Mitchell Wayne Scott 
Evelyn Elizabeth Scutt 
Charlotte Ann Seay 
John Wesley Seivers 
Dan Eddie Self 
Jerry Wayne Senter 
Barbara Gene Sharpe 
Helen Lorra ine Shaw 
Roma Jean Shaw 
Betty Jean Shell 
James F. Shell 
Peggy Lynn Shelton 
Frances E. Shepherd 
Carolyn Jane Shields 
Ca rolett a L. Shipley 
Gary Lynn Shipley 
Sue Marie Shuffle 
Ines Vera Simenauer 
Mary Jane Simerly 
Mary Simmons 
Phillip Vernon Simmons 
Richard Vernon Simms 
William Joseph Sims 
Freddie Dean Sisk 
Natalie Yvonne Sizemore 
Carolyn Sue Skelton 
Jerry Astra Skelton 
Linda Lee Skipworth 
Le la Jane Slagle 
Linda Donnell Slagle 
James Dona ld Slaughter 
John Wayne Slaughter 
Weymouth Ha rold Sluss 
Donald Wray Smith 
Frosh 
Helen Patricia Smith 
Hubert Gordon Smith 
Janel Louise Smith 
Judith Marilyn Smith 
Nancy Sharon Smith 
Mary Ann Snapp 
Fran k E. Snodgrass 
Roger Allen Soloman 
Martha Jean Sowders 
Arthur Eugene Sparks 
Floyd David Sparks 
Ta lbert D. Spencer 
Cornelious Carl Sproles 
Bobby Lynn Stalcup 
James A. Stanin 
Alice Cathy Steele 
Craige Allen Steele 
James D. Stevens 
Judy Arlene Stitt 
Brenda Carol Stone 
Walter E. Stooksbury 
J ack Smith Stout 
Mary Doris Stout 
Nancy J. Stratton 
R. C. Street 
Daniel 0 . Strickler 
Patricia Ann Strunk 
Phyll is Stubblefield 
Suzanne E. Sudderth 
Sandra Ga ii Suffridge 
Sally Beth Sulton 
Harriet Camiele Swan 
William Hayden Swartz 
Terry Eugene Swink 
Charles Taylor 
Guy Thomas Taylor 
Helen Sue Taylor 
Leighton H. Thetford 
Joseph W illiam Thomas 
Belly Lou Thompson 
J ames Henry Thompson 
Patricia Thompson 
Nancy Jo Thornburg 
James Glenn Tilson 
Thomas Allen Tipton 
lu lu Toh 
Stephanie F. Treacy 
Zella Marie Treadway 
Walter Lynn Trotter 
Ada Tucker 
Jerry Lee Updyke 
Benjamin F. Valley 
Nancy Doris VanHuss 
Gary Winford Vicars 
M innie M. V inson 
Betty Sue Waddell 
Nancy Louise Wagner 
Donald Earl Walker 
Jimmy Walker 
Sarah Kay Wal l 
Dix ie Fay Walls 
Gerald Arnold Ward 




Elizabeth A. Washburn 
William Edmond Waters 
Elizabeth A. Watkins 
Anna Marie Watts 
Joyce Ann Wayland 
Owen Agee Way 
Erma Lee Waye 
Alice Sandra Webb 
Deanna Carolyn Weems 
Andrea Marie Welliver 
Emily Kay Wells 
George Lawrence Wexler 
Patricia Ann Whee ler 
Sara H. Whitaker 
Ada Ruth White 
Carolyn Sue White 
Kenneth Gera ld White 
Mary Ann White 
Mary Frances White 
Robert Lynn White 
John C. Wh itehead 
Peggy Whitehead 
Albert Spald ing W ilks 
Clifton Fayne Willis 
John Rex Wil lis 
Charles E. Williams 
C lyde S. Wi lliams 
Curtis Don Williams 
Elaine Williams 
Jack Willaims 
Lani Gail Wi ll iams 
Mary Jane Williams 
Tom D. Williams, Jr. 
Bob Johnson W ilson 
Suzanne Wilson 
Charles Court land Witcher 
Harold Wolfe 
John Preston Wolfe 
C. L. Worman 
Charles H. Wood 
Frieda Lynn Woodard 
Richard Allen Woods 
Margaret Ann Woody 
Carolyn Lou Wright 
Keith Hubert Wykle 
Roma Jean Yankee 
Sandra Jean Yates 
Robert Clifton York 
John Young 
Johnny Walter Young 
Larry Dale Young 
Sonia Faye Young 
Paul Emerson Zeigler 
Carl Doug Zimmerman 
Leonard E. Richardson 
Left to right: Bill Lacy, Vice-Presdient; Scotty Beach, Senator; Ma rgaret 
Huddle, Treasurer; Bill Holdway, President; Lydia Fulkerson, Secretary. 




Aley Jane Adams 
Barbara J. Addington 
David Sylvester Albert 
Lewis F. Alexander 
Columbus Anderson 
Roy Joe Anderson 
G. B. Archer 
Peggy Ann Archer 
Nancy Will Armstrong 
Doris G. Arnold 
Bobby Gale Bacon 
Caro lyn Jo Bacon 
William Thomas Bacon 
Fred Wil liam Bailey 
Alice Belinda Baker 
Helen Frances Bare 
Rosa Lee Ba re 
David Wright Barnes 
Mack Nath Barnes 
Vernon Michael Barnes 
Dona ld Ray Barnette 
James Thomas Barnette 
Charles M. Barry 
Eugene D. Bass 
Polly Ann Baxter 
David F. Bau tista 
Kathleen Scotty Beach 
Hargis Bell 
Brendagail Berry 
Anna Lee Bilka 
Ray E. Birchfield 
Mit2i Jane Bitner 
Dona Id Ray Blackburn 
Carolyn H. Boatright 
J oe Ward .Sooth 
Paul Kelly Bowen 
Bobbie E. Bowers 
Roger Lynn Bowers 
Barbara Ann Bowman 
Samuel Ray Bowman 
George Edwa rd Boy 
David l ewis Brand 
Barbara Sue Brandon 
Mi12i Lynn Brink 
James B. Brinkley 
Nancy Sue Brooks 
Nann ie K. Brooks 
Rona ld E. Brooks 
Sophs 
I Ila Jane Brown 
Jimmy Brown 
Nanci Ellen Brown 
Patricia Mae Brown 
Janelle Broyles 
Charles R. Brummett 
Lanny Wayne Bryan 
Edward Lee Bryant 
Rebecca M. Buchanan 
Phillip H. Buchen 
Vivian R. Bullington 
Kathryn Jean Bump 
Colden R. Burgamy 
Charles E. Burnes 
Josephine A. Ca lfee 
Jack E. Campbell 
Paul E. Campbell 
Billy S. Carico 
Jeanette Carmichael 
Patricia Carmichael 
Betty Ann Carrier 
Jo Ann Carroll 
Doris Anne Carter 
Bo!:iby Carroll Carver 
Carlos Eugene Carver 
Margaret Ruth Cavin 
John Robert Charles 
Garland T. Chi lton 
Loretta J. Christian 
Phy llis Ann C layman 
Margaret Ann Cleek 
G loria Maxine Cody 
Delmer Hardin Coffey 
Deanna Sue Coffman 
Hugh Artemus Coffman 
Charles D. Cole 
Benny Fain ComptoA 
Jay Franklin Combs 
James F. Cooper 
Martha Louise Couch 
Donna Lou Cox 
Margaret Lynn Cox 
Larry Monroe Crigger 
Margaret Sue Cox 
Kay Kiser Culberson 
Shirley Mae Cutler 
Pau l R. Davidson 





Nora Kay Davis 
Libby Jane Dawson 
David Michael Deans 
James David Deaton 
Arlene Marie Dockery 
Brenda A. Dugger 
Hubert Ray Dugger 
Robert W. Earley 
Emily E. Easterly 
Judy Hope Elliott 
Frederick D. Ellis 
George Mark Ellis 
Robert Lee Ellis 
Jimmie Marvin Ensley 
Charles L. Estep 
Dona ld Duane Evans 
Toy Alvi n Evans 
Wayne Wayland Fal lin 
Patric ia Ann Fields 
Wyatt Donald Fincher 
Yvonne Fisher 
Tom Max Fiskus 
Charles L. Flanary 
Marion David Fleenor 
Mary Lynne Foore 
Ruth Anna Bel le Forbes 
David Grant Ford 
Gai l Deane Ford 
Joe Preston Ford 
Ann Ca rolyn Fowler 
Scottie Kaye Fowler 
Jeanette Ba iley Fox 
Melba Jean Foxx 
Charlie E. Fra ley 
Dorris D. Frazier 
Patricia Ann Freeman 
Barbara Lou Fric k 
Sandra Volena Frye 
Johnny David Fudge 
Lydia H. Fulkerson 
Ro=ert Louis Furchess 
Joel Wade Garber 
Carol Ann Geis ler 
Wil liam H. Ge isler 
Jack G illent ine 
Winnie L. Gillespie 
Dorothy Gi llis 
Marcella Faye Glenn 
Sophs 
Morris Ferrel l Glenn 
Thomas E. Goodin 
Allen Dean Gouge 
Odel l W. G ray 
Willis Lorain Gregg 
Gilmer K. Greer 
Mary Carolyn Gregory 
Judith Pamela Griffin 
Willis Grim 
June Frances Grubb 
Betty Jean Grubbs 
Robert J. Hale 
Thomas Alle n Hal l 
Robert Eugene Hamby 
Mickey Ray Hamed 
Carl Edward Ham il ton 
George E. Harber 
Glenda Harris 
Clarissa Jane Harrison 
Blaine l. Hartsock 
Benny D. Hatfield 
Joe C. Hathaway 
Richard W. Ha ulsee 
Claude Samuel Hawks 
Aliene J. Hayes 
Lindel l J . Hend e rson 
Sandra J. Hendric ks 
Jackie Lynn Hic ks 
Sandra Ellen Hillman 
Coy Donald Holder 
James Wilbert Holder 
Charles l. Holley 
William Ed Holdway 
James Edwin Hopkins 
James Michael Horton 
Frank Watson Howell 
Virginia G. Howe ll 
Margaret L. Huddle 
Michael David Hughes 
Wil liam G. Hughes 
lau ra J. Hunnicutt 
Wil liam T. Hunt, Jr. 
Richard C. Huston 
Luther H. Icenhour, Jr, 
Julia Ann Jackson 
James William Jaynes 
He len Irene Je nkins 




Joseph A. Johnson 
Ronald A. J ohnson 
Sandra Lou Johnson 
Berrie Jean Jones 
Donald W. Jones 
Earl Monroe Jones 
Fran k Leste r Jones 
Raymond Leslie Jones 
Larry James Julian 
Bil lie Neal Keasling 
Charles W. Kelley 
Carol Ann Kel ly 
Martha Bailey Kegley 
Louis T. Ketron 
Jan ice Jaye Kidd 
Barbara L. Kindcrnay 
Carolyn Elizabeth King 
Jack R. King 
Mariam Joan Kin kead 
Ronnie Eugene Kirk 
Peggy Jane Kiser 
Wil liam E. Lacy, Jr. 
Ronald Fred Landr•;n, 
William Hiram Lane 
Alice Jeannie Langsron 
Jeff James Laws 
Larry Ledford 
V ivian Joyce Leeper 
Bill Ray lester 
Billy Jo Lewis 
Loyd Ralph Lewis 
Van Gordon light 
Gera ld Edward Lilley 
Sandra J . Livingston 
Mary Margaret Loocs 
Agnes Jolene Long 
Margaret Ann Love 
Edith Alean Lowe 
Wi lliam K. Lyle 
Tyson N. McClanahan 
Sarah B. McClcll,rnd 
Barbara Ann McC lo ud 
Joseph P. McConnid 
Terrell H. M cCrc'ld,1.."n 
Dale E. McCr,1y, Jr. 
Donald D. McDonald 
Bill McEwen 
Shitlcy Arm McKtJc 
Sophs 
Nancy Jane McMaster 
Linda Kay Manley 
Jerry Vann Manuel 
Dale Anthony Marion 
Mary Ann Markham 
Kenneth Wayne Martin 
James Scott Massey 
Carroll R. Meredith 
Linda M. Meredith 
Joan Braddye Metheny 
Charles L. Mi lhorn 
She lbie Jean Miller 
Sonia Sue Miller 
Gene Paul Moore 
Sallie Kate Moore 
William J. Moorhouse 
Shirley Ann Morrell 
Frank P. Morton 
John Will iam Morton 
Richard T. Morton 
Sherman G. Mumpower 
David Russel l Munday 
James C. Murray 
Johnny D. Musick 
Chloe Roma ine Myers 
Margaret Jane Nave 
Ida Carolyn Neas 
Armeta Bennett Nease 
Paul Edward Nichols 
John Theodore Osborne 
Norma Jane Osborne 
Martha J ane Overcey 
Sandra Ann Pace 
Sandra Jones Painter 
Samuel H. Payne, Jr. 
Ronald Edward Pearson 
Jo Ann Perrin 
Ronald Joseph Perry 
Wayne Arley Peters 
Elmer H. Phillips 
Earl Paul Pierce 
Robert Eugene Pie rce 
Sharon Anne Ponder 
Johnny Cross Price 
Alice Carolyn Price 
Ronald E. Quillen 
Betty Jane Quinley 




Phyllis J . Raulston 
Charles Benny Reed 
Winifred Reeves 
Larene W. Reynolds 
Abner David Richards 
David Elbert Ritchie 
Peggy Ann Roark 
Naom i fern Roberts 
Rachel M. Robinette 
Frank Rob inson 
Leo Shults Robinson 
Jerry Rogers 
O lin Daniel Rogers 
Gwendolyn R. Russel l 
Thomas H. Russel l 
Phillip Roger Rust 
Sandra Gayle Salye r 
Charles Wm. Samples 
Earlyn Reeves Sams 
Robert Lewis Sams 
Linda Ann Saul 
Mary Joyce Schroeder 
Peggy Jean Scott 
Dorothy A. Schreeder 
J immy L. Seal 
Hi lton A. Seay 
Larry Auston Shahan 
Joseph W. Sha ver 
Thomas H. Sheffield 
Al bert Will iam Shell 
Ba rbara Agnes Shell 
Li nda S. Shell 
Venton Bernie Shel l 
Nettie Lou Shelton 
Linda Cora Sherer 
Gary Lynn Shiple y 
Walter Ray Shipley 
Buford K. Shumate, Jr. 
Kenneth E. Simmons 
Wi lliam Mi llard Slagle 
James Harold Smith 
Lynda Ann Smith 
Martha Nell Smith 
Mirna Helen Smith 
Robert Aaron Smith 
Ta lulah Jean Snyder 
Timothy H. Sowders 
Alvin C. Sta rnes 
Sophs 
Shelby Steader 
Ann Vona Steadman 
Harry Wayne Steele 
Ira Buford Stone 
George B. Sulfridge 
James F. Swingle 
William Archie Swink 
Charles N. Taylor 
Dorothy Elizabeth Taylor 
Frances Roche lle Taylor 
G lenn Max Taylor 
Doris Jean Temple 
Michael F. Tennyson 
Mary Alice Testerman 
Trula Joh nson Thomas 
Nancy L. Thomason 
Mari lyn Crain Tucker 
Banner Wayne Turner 
Rodney Leon Umberger 
Dorothy Vandergriff 
Patsy Ryburn Vernon 
Faye Marilyn Voll rath 
Geneva Nadine Wal len 
Reginald D. Ward 
Wanda Lou Ward 
Scott Pike Watson 
Mary Ruth Watts 
David Ca lvin Webb 
Linda Marie Wester 
Be ttye Ann Wh ite 
Sharo n Diane Wh ite 
Will iam David White 
Kay Carolyn Whitener 
Carolyn Rose Whitson 
Patsy Ann Whitson 
Wayne Whitson 
Ray Wilborn 
Billy Ray Will iams 
Clyde S. Wil liam s 
David Frank Williams 
Lester Ross Wilson 
Elizabe th P. Wolfe 
Stuart Edmund Wood 
Peggy Sasser Woody 
Linda Carol Woolford 
Garland W. Yon tz 
William D. You ng 
182 
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Leslie Clyde Adams 
Bobby Joe Allen 
Robert B. Al len 
Alfred R. Anderson 
Eva Nelle Arp 
Liza be th Ann Bachman 
Marlene Bacon 
Nancy Ballance 
N. A. Barnes 
James S. Beasley 
Jon Ea rl Bell 
Yvonne Berry 
Harold W. Billings 
George W. Blankenship 
W. B. Bledsoe 
R. Dean Blev ins 
Dona ld Bain 
Betty Jean Bohanan 
Doris Jane Bolton 
James Bowery 
Georgia Bowman 
Wil liam Dana Bowman 
Fredie M. Bradford 
John Larry Brown 
Margaret Ann Brown 
Ross W. Brown 
Buddy T. Broyles 
Nancy Bruce 
Lerty B. Burnette 
Nel l Burleson 
Polly Butler 
James Campbel l 
Nancy Louise Campbell 
Barbara Carmody 
Charles C. Carring ton 
Thelma Carter 






Mary Elizabeth Chambers 
James D. Chandler 
June Fay Chambers 
Patt i Lynn Clark 
Jerry William Cole 
Kenneth Wayne Cole 
Ronald T. Coleman 
Jane H. Compton 
Billy Rona ld Cook 
Gary Carlton Cooper 
Barbara Sue Copp 
Erika Maria Coulson 
Bill Carrol l Cox 
William Wayne Cox 
Albert Frank Crawford 
Rebecca Ann Crawford 
Jack Carlos Crum 
Ella Jane Cunningham 
Bil ly Wayne Cutshaw 
Malcolm A. Danner 
G lenda Joan Daugherty 
Robert Henry Davis 
Frank Louis Day 
Norvil le Lee Day 
Javan M. Deloach 
Gwendolyn Delozier 
Barbara V irginia Denton 
Anne K. DeVault 
La rry Gibson Deyton 
Douglas D. Dingus 
Cat i Warren Dugger 
Norma lee Dugger 
Judith Mae Duncan 
Jerry Jean Dy kes 
James Wilburn Edwards 
Charles E. England 
Jay D. Estep 
Clyde H. Farnsworth 
Carol Anne Faber 
Juniors 
Charles Rudolp h Farris 
Wanzie E. Fillers 
Myrna Delores Fisher 
Wanda Faye Fitch 
Eleanor Poe Fleenor 
William Fleenor 
Jimmy Lee Fleming 
Ma rian Ann Flynn 
Billie June Fox 
Martha Gail Fox 
Nancy Elizabeth Foxx 
Billy Jack Furches 
Eleanor Ann Garst 
John Warren Gi lbert 
Virginia Ruth Gi llenwater 
William Allen Gil lett 
Mary Ruth Gil ly 
Dorothy Anne Gragg 
James Pau l Graves 
Raymond Jack Haga 
James Lee Hal l 
Patsy Lou Ha ll 
Cha rles R. Hardin 
Joyce Ann Hardin 
J ane Y. Hartman 
Janice D. Heaton 
Wil liam C. Hedrick 
Edward Lee Hendrick 
David Allen Hensley 
Mau rice Lee Hill 
Randall Eugene Hill 
Wanda June Hi ll 
Catherine A. Hillen 
Dona ld Brown Hilton 
Charlotte Ann Hixon 
John Bernard Hi xon 
Robert Wayne Hobbs 
Carolyn J. Hodge 





Frances H. Horne 
George W. Horton 
A lfred A. Houston 
John W. Howel l 
Jerry R. Hubbard 
Annabell Huffman 
J. D. Hughes 
Charles A. Humpslon 
Nancy Ruth Hunley 
Billy Robert Hunze 
Elizabeth Ann Hyde: 
Jerry L. Jarnag in 
Rona Id Jack Jennings 
Melvin Johnson, J r. 
Thomas Crum Johnson 
Wayne Johnson 
Freddie J. Jones 
Jack Edward Jones 
Tommy Dene Jones 
Wi lliam Jones 
Sterling G. Kane 
Bobby W. Kaylor 
Hezekiah C. Kind le 
Norma Jean Ketron 
Rona ld Wade King 
Bil ly Ray Kiser 
Charles V. Knecht 
John Edward Kreiner 
Dana Willard Lamb 
George V. laughrun 
Arthur E. Laws 
Dee Reece Lawson 
Bud leach 
Carolyn Leatherwood 
Charles F. Lecher 
Thomas B. Leuty 
Bob Pau l Lilley 
Donna Stallard Lowe 
James B. Lowe 
J ames W. Luther 
Juniors 
James Edward McCamish 
Mary Cross McCracken 
Lois E. McKinney 
Wilda G. McMahan 
Patricia M. McSwain 
Carolyn F. Maddux 
Evelyn D. Maddux 
James Madison 
Edwin K. Matlock 
Roby Millard Mauk 
Larry M. Maust 
Robert Bruce May 
Helen D. Mayes 
Richard A. Meade 
Betty Lou Medlin 
Phyllis J . Merritt 
Selwa Mire 
He len E. Monroe 
Jerry Johnson Moore 
Richard Moore 
Charles N. Montgomery 
Patsy Lou Morelock 
J oe Wayne Morley 
Walter Lee Morris 
Edward Adam Morton 
Bobby Lynn Mulkey 
Bob Mullins 
Ja mes Caswell Murray 
Seth G. Nelson 
Eddie Max Nikazy 
Robert H. O'Bannon 
Norman O'Dell 
Ruth Orr 
Patricia A. Overholt 
Mary Louise Owens 
Thomas H. Pa lmer 
Hugh C. Parker 
John Gilbert Parker 





James H. Patton 
Jerry Lee Pease 
James D. Perry 
James B. Phi llips 
James R. Pierce 
Kathryn Ann Pierce 
Melvin D. Pin kston 
Darman Cleo Place 
Shirley J . Poe 
Jean Watkins Pollard 
Jimmy P. Porter 
Rowena Potter 
Sidney H. Powers 
Jo Ann Price 
Robert W. Pryor 
Clara Marie Puglis 
Vance B. Ramsey 
Teddy Lewis Rastall 
Bobby G. Ratliff 
Joe Harold Ratliff 
Phyllis Ann Ratl iff 
James Mack Ray, Jr. 
Edward K. Reedy 
Jane t F. Renfro 
Ol iver Burgan Re vel l 
Judith A. Rhodarmer 
James Richa rdson 
Norma S. Richardson 
Philman C. Riner 
Robert Dale Roberts 
Elizabeth A. Rodefer 
Ann King Rogers 
Joseph Rogers 
Sandra P. Roseberry 
Earl Kaye Rowland 
Trixie Rupert 
William H. Russel l 
Erby Eugene Sams 
Vera Charlene Sane 
Rex Byron Seal 
Juniors 
Jerry Arlin Semones 
Dorcas J . Sexton 
James Norman Shannon 
James E. Sharp 
Julia Ann Sharrett 
Nancy Sue Shatley 
Wayne D. Shaver 
Elizabeth E. Sheaff 
Nancy Carolyn Shell 
Melvin L. Showalter 
Fred Wayne Simerly 
The lma L. Simerly 
William H. Skalet 
Gerald B. Sloan 
Benjamin A. Smith 
Douglas E. Smith 
Nancy Smith 
Thomas C. Snapp 
Robert M. Snoderly 
Nancy F. Snodgrass 
Joseph Wil liam Stacy 
Dona ld G. Stanley 
Lawrence A. Stapleton 
Harlis Dale Starnes 
George G. Szabo 
Jo Ann Tallman 
Bobby Huston Taylor 
Buddy Dana Taylor 
Jackie Edwin Thomas 
Nancy Louise Thomas 
Barbara Jean Thompson 
Frankl in G. Tittle 
Vada Page Tomlinson 
Randall L. Trent 
Johnny F. Triplett 
James David Troutman 
Bobby Joe Tucker 
Jane K. Turner 
Wilkin E. Underwood 




Charlotte Waddel l 
Janelle M. Walker 
Alton Weaver Wallace 
Mary Nell Wal lace 
Patsy Ruth Walsh 
lewis Dean Watson 




Fred Allen White 
Gerre L. White 
John C. Whitehead 
Robert E. Whitson 
Clara Lou Willett 
Barbara Ann Wi lhoit 
Clarence G. Williams 
David Williams 
James E. Wil liams 
Jerry lee Williams 
Kenneth 0. Williamson 
Walter Kyle Wills 
Bobby Gene Wiseman 
Dorothy Raye Wolfe 
Mary Ann Wolfe 
John W. Wright 
Tommy C. Wright 
Wanda Sue Wright 
Charles N. Wysor 
J. R. Young 
Rona ld Kent Young 
Claudie Zimmerman 
Front row: . Tom Elliott, President; Patri Smith, Vice-President; Evelyn 
Quintrel l, Treasurer. Second row: Joan Ford, Senator; Belly Edwards, 
Secretary. 




Teacher t raining is the specific task of the School of 
Educat ion. 
Students enrolled in almost every department of the 
college may receive training for the teaching p rofession. The 
school strives to magnify the importance of the abundance 
of essential knowledge, both cultural and academic, in the 
minds of the students. Another desire is to encourage fu ll 
study in the prospective teachers' f ields of concentration . 
Both on the undergraduate and graduate levels, the School 
of Education endeavors to provide appropriate t raining and 
directed instructional experiences v ital to the backgrounds of 
fu tu re teachers. 
The East Tennessee State College Training School is one 
of the attractive features of the department. There, under 
the well-qual if ied supervising teachers, students spend twelve 
weeks observing, guiding, and teaching pupi ls iust as they 
wi ll find in their own school rooms in the years to come. 
East Tennessee State College, through the School of 
Education and with the cooperation o f the other schools, is 
p lanning and working seriously to ref ine the teacher prepara-
tion program in the hope that qua lity of all offerings wi ll 
be unmistakably excellent . 




Agnew, George W. 
Physica l Education 
Allen, Joe 
Engl ish 






Barnhill, Marilyn E. 
Johnson City, Tennessee 
Chucky, Tennessee 
Kingsport, Tennessee 
Johnson City, Tennessee 
Johnson City, Tennessee 
Elizabethton, Tennessee 
Business Oak Ridge, Tennessee 
Phi Eta Tau 55-56; Patchwork 55-59, Senator 57-5B; Radio 
Club 57-58; Alpha Psi Omega 56-59, President 57-58, Vice 
President 58-59; Kappa Delta Pi 57-59; BSU 55-56 . 
Bashor, Roberta P. 
Biology 
Baskette, Barbara Jean 
Elementary Education 
Elizabethton, Tennessee 
FT A 56-57; ACE 56-59; 
Pi 56-59. 
Morristown, Tennessee 
Westminster 57-59; Alpha Omicron 
Begley, Donald A. 
Physica l Education 
Bible, Rosalyn 
Elementary Education 
Bela Epsilon 57-58; 
57-58. 
Blumenthal, Harold N. 
Physica l Education 
Kingsport, Te nnessee 
Whitesburg, Tennessee 
FTA; Glee Club 55; BSU 54-58; Ph i Mu 
Pi Kappa Alpha; lntramura ls, 
58-59. 
Brooklyn, New York 
football, basketball, softball 
Bolus, Franklin R. 
Industria l Arts 
Bolling, Charlotte Day 
Johnson City, Tennessee 
Business Esserville, V irginia 
Gamma Theta Upsilon 58-59, Vice President 58-59. 
Booth, Carol Jo 
Elementary Education Bristol, Tennessee 
FTA 57-59; CYF 58-59; Phi Mu 55-59, Assistant Treasurer 






Industria l Arts New York, New York 
Mu Delta Kappa Reporter 58-59. 
Bowers, Howard A. 
Industrial Arts Elizabethton, Tennessee 
Bowman, Jill 
Phys ical Education Johnson City, Tennessee 
Bracken, Janie 
Physical Education Johnson City, Tennessee 
Bradford, Anne 
Education Kingsport, Tennessee 
Bristol, Nathaniel H., Jr. 
Industrial Arts Elizabethton, Tennessee 
Brooks, Charles William 
Industrial Arts Newport, Tennessee 
Mu Delta Kappa 58-59. 
Brown, Maxine Ballinger 
Biology Johnson City, Tennessee 
Orchestra 55-58, Secretary-Treasure r 55, Vice President 56; 
Biology Club 56-58; Patchwork 55; Newman Club 57, Presi-
dent 57; Sigma Kappa 55-58, Rush Chairman 55, 1st Vice 
President 57; Young Democrats 56. 
Brown, Clement 
Speech 
Buchanan, Samuel Pat 
Physical Education 
Burnett, Nancy K. 
Elementary Education 
FT A 57-58; ACE 57-58; Glee Club 
BSU 55-59; Alpha Omicron Pi 55-59. 
Byrd, Georgie l ee 
Education 
Johnson City, Tennessee 
Coeburn, Virgin ia 
De l Rio, Tennessee 
55-59; Patchwork 55-57; 
Jonesboro, Tennessee 
Byrd, Montess 
Elementary Education & Fine Arts Bakersvil le, N. C. 
FTA 56-57; ACE 57-59, Vice President 58-59; Patchwork 
56-59; Alpha Psi Omega 57-59, President 58-59; BSU 56-57; 
Young Republicans 56-57. 
Carico, Douglas 
Social Studies 





Carroll, Billy C. 
Education 
Carroll, Clyde Palmer (Buddy) 
Johnson City, Tennessee 
Education Bluefie ld, Virginia 
Buccaneer 55-57; Student National Education Assoc. 58-59, 
President 58-59; Collegian Staff 57-59; Pi Kappa Alpha 57-59, 
Pledge President 57, Historian 58-59; Student Senator 58-59; 
Bera Epsilon 57-59; Who's Who 58-59; Intramura l Basketball. 
Chapman, Ray 
Physical Education 
Chumbley, Robert Allen 
Physica l Education · 
Transfer from King College. 
Church, Richard A. 
Industria l Arts 
Pershing Rifles 54-56. 
Cook, Angeeta B. 
Johnson City, Tennessee 
Pulaski, Virgin ia 
Johnson City, Tennessee 
Socia l Studies Grundy, Virginia 
Transfer from Clinch Va lley College; Lambda Chi; Young 
Democrats; lntramurals. 
Cook, Mildred E. 
Education 
Cox, William Wayne 
Arr 
Craft, Hershel H. 
Speech and Hearing 
Craft, Sally 
Physical Education 
Crowe, Don F. 
Elizabethton, Tennessee 
Johnson City, Tennessee 
Kingsport, Tennessee 
Gate City, Virginia 
Industria l Arts Johnson City, Tennessee 
Phi Sigma Kappa 55-59, President 58; ROTC Officer 58-59. 
Crum, Paul Edward 
Physica l Education 
'T' Club 58-59. 
Cunningham, Ray. 
Health 
Davis, Callie Dora 
Greeneville, Tennessee 
Johnson City, Tennessee 
Mathematics Eidson, Tennessee 
Biology Club 58-59; Westminster 57-59; Math Club 57-59. 
Davis, Donald l . 
Music Bristol, Tennessee 
Transfer from Western Kentucky Stale; Glee Club 56-58; 








Mathematics Mountain City, Tennessee 
FTA 57; BSU 55•58; Young Republicans 57•58. 
Deel, Edward Wayne 
Health and Physical Education 
Delp, Lester C. 
Education 
Denton, Nancy Louise 
Honaker, Virginia 
Bristol, Tennessee 
Mathematics Indian Spring, Tennessee 
USS 55.59, Secretary·Treasurer 58•59; Kappa Delta Pi 58-59; 
Alpha Delta Pi 55·59, Treasurer 58·59; ROTC Sponsor 58·59, 
Hon. Cadet Captain; Class Officer; Senator 58·59; Student 
Advisor 57.59_ 
Dixon, Buddy 
Physical Education Kinsport, Tennessee 
Transfer from Emory and Henry College. 
Duff, Barbara 
Physical Education Milton, North Carolina 
Acq uatic Club 59; Phi Eta Tau 58•59; Alpha Xi Delta; 




Johnson City, Tennessee 
Music Midway, Tennessee 
Panhellenic 58•59, Parliamenta rian 58; Glee Club 57•58; 
Choir 58•59, Senator 58; Patchwork 57•58; Delta Omicron 
58•59, Vice President 58•59; BSU 56•59; De lta Zeta 55.59, 
President 58, Senator 57; Young Republicans 56·59. 
Edwards, Elizabeth 
Elementary Educat ion Shady Val ley, Te nnessee 
Panhellenic 58•59, 1st Vice President 58·59; FTA 55•59; 
ACE 55•59; Glee Club 56; Westminster 56•59, Socia l Service 
Chairman 58·59; Kappa Delta 58•59; ROTC Sponsor 57•59, 
Treasurer 58-59; Young Repub licans 57·59, President 57·58; 
Class Officer, Secretary Senior Class 58•59; Carter Hall Vice 
President 56·57; Yoakely Hal l Senator 57•58, Vice President 
58·59. 
Evans, Betty Street 
Elementary Education Elizabethton, Tennessee 
Panhe llenic 58•59; Club Cervantes 56•57; BSU 55•56; Alpha 
Xi Delta, President 58·59, Pledge Trai ner 57•58; ROTC Sponsor 
57·58; Commuters' Club 55·56. 
Evans, George E. 
Sociology Durham, North Carolina 
Glee Club 53•54; Physics Club 53•54; Sociology Club 56·58, 
President 56•57; Wesley 53•54; Veterans' Club 57•58. 
Ferguson, Bobby 
Sociology 
Fields, Joyce F. 
Bristol, Tennessee 
Social Studies Clinchport, Virginia 
FT A 55·59, Vice President 58·59; Gamma Theta Upsilon 
57.59, Senator 57·58, President 58•59; BSU 55•57; Young 
Democrats 56·57. 
Fleenor, Earl M. 
Industria l Arts Bristol, Tennessee 
Seniors 
Fleming, Bob R. 
Industrial Arts Johnson City, Tennessee 
Mu Delta Kappa 57-59; Veterans' Club 58-59. 
Foote, Martha 
Engl ish 
Ford, Joan Smallwood 
Fall Branch, Tennessee 
Education Bristol, Tennessee 
Panhellen ic 58-59; Band 55-57; Orchestra 55-57; MENC 
55-56; Wesley 55-58; Phi Mu 55-59, Pledge Director 56-57, 
Vice President 57-58, President 58-59; Young Republicans 
55-56; Senator 58-59; Class Officer 58-59. 
Garrett, Carolyn Rose 
Engl ish Salisbury, S. Rhodesia, Africa 
International Student Organization 57-58, Secretary 58-59. 
Gates, Merton L. 
Speech 
Greear, James Robert 
Johnson City, Tennessee 
English Clintwood, Virginia 
Transfer from Clinch Valley College. 
Gray, Charles H. 
Industrial Arts 
Gibson, Huretta 
Johnson City, Tennessee 
Elementary Educat ion Madisonville, Tennessee 
Transfer from Hiwassee Jr. Col lege. 
Gray, Mary McClellan 
Biology 
Dean's List 55. 
Griffith, Tom Lynn 
Industrial Arts 
Groseclose, Samuel 
Physica l Educat ion 
Hardin, Richard A . 
Johnson City, Tennessee 
Erwin, Tennessee 
Johnson City, Tennessee 
English Elizabethton, Tennessee 
USB Senator 56-57; Club Cervantes 56-57, Senator 56; Pi 
Kappa Delta 56-57; Veterans' Club 56-57; Col legian 57-58, 
Cartoonist, feature writer. 
Harris, Jimmy R. 
Mathematics 
Harrison, Charles 
Physica I Education 
Harl, Myrna 
Business 







Hartsell, Gilbert E. 
Physical Education Johnson City, Tennessee 
"T" Club 56-59; Biology Club 5B; CYF 59; Phi Sigma Kappa; 
ROTC Cadet Captain 58-59; Track 55-57; Basketbal l 55-59; 
Tennis 58-59. 
Hatcher, David E. 
English Erwin, Tennessee 
Band 53-54; Lambda Chi Alpha 57-59, Rush Chairman 58; 
Young Democrates 58-59, President 59; Buccaneer 59; Col legian 
58-59, Ed itor 59; Dean's List 57-58. 
Hay, Roosevelt C. 
History 
Hensley, Ralph W. 
Johnson City, Tennessee 
Physical Education Haysi, Virginia 
Transfer from Hiwassee College; lntramura ls. 
Hensley, Rosezell 
Elementary Education 
Herrell, Harold G. 
History 
Higgins, Hazel D. 
Elementary Education 
FTA 57-58. 
Himes, James H. 
Erwin, Tennessee 
Johnson City, Tennessee 
Erwin, Tennessee 
Engl ish Johnson City, Tennessee 
Mu Delta Kappa 57-58; Veterans' Club 55-58, Treasurer, 
Vice President; Collegian 57-58. 
Hogan, Nancy Kate 
Elementary Education 
FTA 57-58; ACE 57-58; Glee Club 
Westminster 57-58; lntramura ls 55. 
Holzer, Charlotte Ruth 
Pa rrollsvi lie, Tennessee 
57; Acquatic Club 56; 
Business Mill igan College, Tennessee 
Acquatic Club 57-58; Kappa Delta Pi 58-59, Senator 58-59; 
Alpha Omicron Pi 57-59, Historian 58-59; ROTC Sponsor 57-59, 
Hon. Cadet Captain 59. 
Honeycutt, Ralph D. 
Sociology Bristol, Tennessee 
Transfer from Carson-Newman College; BSU 55-59. 
Hord, Daniel R. 
Geography 
Hughes, Teddy R. 
Business 
Hunt, Fred l ew is 
Arts and Fine Arts 
Pershing Rifles 55-56. 
Huntsman, Dorothy 
Johnson City, Tennessee 
Elizabethton, Tennessee 
Johnson City, Tennessee 
Music Johnson City, Tennessee 
Band 55-58; Orchestra 55-56; MENC 55; Organ Guild 56; 
Sigma Kappa 55-58, Publ icity Chairman, Record ing Secretary. 
Seniors 
Humphreys, N ancy Lydia 
Elementary Education 




Jimeson, S. Jeanette 
Johnson City, Tennessee 
Pi 57-59, Treasurer 58; Sigma 
Johnson City, Tennesset 
Elementary Education Marion, North Caroli na 
Transfer from Appalachian State Teachers College; HA 
56-59, Treasurer 58-59; ACE 56-59, Vice President 58-59; 
Glee Club 55-57; Phi Eta Tau 58-59; BSU 55-59; Young 
Democrats 56-57; lntramura ls 55-59. 
Jones, Janie May 
Home Economics 
Kappa Delta; Crescent Girl 
Senator 57-58; Home Economics 
Newport, Tennessee 
Lambda Chi Alpha 57-58; 
Club. 









Johnson City, Tennessee 
Johnson City, Tennessee 
Johnson City, Tennessee 
Johnson City, Tennessee 
Education Greenevi lle, Tennessee 
Alpha Xi Delta 56-59, Corresponding Secretary 57-58; 
Scholarship Cha irman 58-59; SNEA 57-59; ACE 57-58; West-
minster Fellowship 58-59. 
Kelley, Mary Alice 
English Wise, Virginia 
Pi Kappa Delta 57-59, Historian 58-59; Young Republ icans 
57-59, Secretary-Treasurer 57-58, Senator 58-59. 
Kern, Fred 
Mathematics 
Knecht, Mary Josephine 
Elementary Ed.Jcation 
Transfer from Southeastern 
57-59; Choir 57-59. 
Knott, Billy L. 
Industria l Arts 
Lacy, Virginia Joyce 
Histo ry 
lane , Norma Jean 
Home Economics 
Home Economics Club 58-59. 
Johnson City, Tennessee 
Louisville, Kentucky 
Christian Col lege; Glee Club 
J ohnson City, Tennessee 
Johnson City, Tennessee 





Leonard, Sandra M . 
Home Economics 
l eSueur, Robert Edward 
Johnson City, Tennessee 
Physica l Educat ion Johnson City, Tennessee 
Acq .... atic Club 58-59; " T" Club 56-59, President 59; Lambda 
Mu 57-59; lntramurals 56-59; Track 56-59. 
lilly, Paddy Joe 
Industrial Arts 
Lindamood, Shirley 
Elementary Educat ion 
FTA 58-59. 
l inker, Rita 
Horne Economics 
Transfe r fro1n 
57-59; Dean's list 





Phi Eta Tau 57-58; BSU 56-58. 
Litton, Leonard George 
Elizabethton, Tennessee 
Bluff City, Tennessee 
Johnson City, Tennessee 
Home Economics Club 
Elizabethton, Tennessee 
Physica l Education Big Stone Gap, Virginia 
USB Senator 58-59; " T" Club 55-59, Vice President 58-59; 
ROTC Cadet Officer, 2nd Lt. 57, S-3 Major 58; Reg imental 
Staff 58; Scabbard and Blade 57-58, President 58; lntramurals 
55-59; Goat C!ub 58-59; Circle K 57-58, Secretary 57; Foot-
ball 55-59, Co-Captain 58-59; Baseball 55-59. 
Lockhart, Jess 
History Clintwood, Virginia 
Transfer from Hiwassee Jr. College. 
Lovelace, Clara 
Education Kingsport, Tennessee 
FT A 57-59; Kappa Delta Pi. 
Lowe, Felix C. 
Industrial Arts Johnson City, Tennessee 
i.;SB 57-58, Executive Committee; IFC 58-59; Mu Delta Kappa 
57-59, Presic'ent 57-58, Senator 58; Phi Sigma Kappa 57-59, 
President 58-59; Inductor 57-58; Veterans' Club 56-59, Dis• 
b~rsing ◊fficcr 57-58; Young Democrats 56-59, Vice Presi-
dent 58-59, Senator 57-58; Collegian 57-59, Feature Editor-
Writer; Student Publications Committee 58. · 
Lundstrom, Geraldine 
Health 
Lunsford, Margaret B. 
Education 
Lynwood, H. Hill 
Socia l Studies 




Johnson City, Tennessee 
Johnson City, Tennessee 
Johnson City, Tennessee 
Johnson City, 1 ennessec 
Mosheim, Tennessee 
Seniors 
McMillan, Ned D. 
Mathematics 






Johnson City, Tennessee 
Johnson City, Tennessee 
BSU; Veterans' Club; lntramura ls. 
Matthews, Freddie Jeane 
Elementary Education Alcoa, Tennessee 
Trans/er from Uni. of Tennessee; FT A 58-59; Band 55-56; 
BSU 58-59; Wesley 57-59; Phi Mu 57-59; Young Republicans 
58-59, 
Maxwell, Ted H. 
Physical Education 
Mercer, Hugh A. 
Industrial Arts 
Mercer, Helen Sims 
l anguages 
Menges, Dallas James 
languages 
Moody, G. C. 
Business 




Johnson City, Tennessee 
Jonesboro, Tennessee 
Music Johnson City, Tennessee 
USB, Vice President 57-58, Executive Committee 57-59; IFC, 
Vice President 59; Glee Club 58-59; Choir 57-59, Accompanist 
58-59; Band 56-59, 1st Lt. 57-58; Wesley Foundation 56-58, 
Music Director 56-58; Lambda Chi Alpha 56-59, Pledge Class 
President 56-57, Pledge Tra iner 58-59, Chairman of Al l-Sing 
57-59, President 59-60; Young Republicans 56-59; Who's Who 
57-59; Ha ll of Fame 58-59. 
Moore, Buddy K. 
•History 




Mullins, Ernest Ray 
Grundy, Virg inia 
Watauga, Tennessee 
Bl uff City, Tennessee 
Physical Education Johnson City, Tennessee 
Transfe r from Clinch Val ley Col lege. 
Musselman, Don 
Biology 
Biology Club 57-59; 
lntramura ls 57-59. 
l ynch, Kentucky 




Nelson, Patricia Christine 
English 




Norris, James L. 
History 
Oliver, James L. 
lndustria Arts 
Ouellette, J. Norman 
Industrial Arts 




Payne, Patsy Ann 
Johnson City, Tennessee 




Johnson City, Tennessee 
Johnson City, Tennessee 
Johnson City, Tennessee 
Bio logy Greeneville, Tennessee 
Alpha Omicron Pi 55-59, Vice President 58-59. 
Peake, Margaret Louise 
Physical Education 
Pope, Curtis W. 
Physical Education 
Powell, Aubrey 
Physica l Education 
Price, Wilma Jean 
Speech and Hearing 
Pyne, James E. 
Erwin, Tennessee 
Kingsport, Tennessee 
Johnson City, Tennessee 
Johnson City, Tennessee 
Industria l Arts Rogersvil le, Tennessee 
Mu Delta Kappa; Veterans' Club; Young Republicans. 
Quarles, Mary Elizabeth 
Home Economics White Pine, Tennessee 
USB 58-59, Liason Council 58-59; Panhellenic 57-59, Secre-
tary 58-59; Home Economics Club 57-59, President 57-58; 
Kappa Delta Pi 55-59, President 58-59; ROTC Sponsor Corps 
56-59, Hon. Cadet Lt. Colonel; Who's Who 58-59. 
Seniors 
Quintrell, Mary Evelyn 
Speech and Hearing Benton, Tennesse.e 
USB 55-59, Executive Committee 56-57, 5B-59; Panhellen,c 
56-59, Corres. Secy. 56-57, Treas. 57-58; Glee. Club 55-57; 
Choir 56-59, Treasurer 57-58; Kappa Delta P, 57-59; BSU 
55-56; Alpha Omicron Pi 55-59, President 58-59, Panhellenic 
Delega te 56-57, Vice President 57-58; ROTC Sponsor 56-59, 
Hon. Cadet Captain 57-58, Hon. Cadet Col~nel 58-59; Bucca-
neer 55-59, Asst. Business Mgr. 57-58, Business Mgr. 58-59; 
President Carter Ha ll 56-57; Senior Class Treasurer 58-~9; 
Who's Who 57-59; Activities Committee 56-58; Ho~ecoming 
Committee 56-59; Hall of Fame 58-59; Kappa Delta P, Scholar• 
ship Award 57-58. 
Rankin, Robert 
Mathematics 
Ray, Emily Darleen 
Elementary Education 
FTA 57-58; ACE 58-59. 
Ray, Ina Joyce 
Jonesboro, Tennessee 
Jonesboro, Tennessee 
Elementary Education Jonesboro, Tennessee 




Ind ustrial Arts 
Saxton, Wallace Gene 
Industria l Arts 
Saylor, Patty 
Musk 
Sheffield, Betty R. 
Johnson City, Tennessee 
Johnson City, Tennessee 
Jonesboro, Tennessee 
Jonesboro, Tennessee 
Business Kingsporc Tennessee 
Transfe r from Alabama Polytechnic Institute; FTA 58. 
Shepherd, Vance C. 
Hea lth and Physical Education J ohnson City, Tennessee 
Shockley, Charles E. 
Social Sciences Wytheville, Virginia 
Transfer from Tennessee Wesleyan; USB Senator 57-59, 
Homecoming Committee; FTA 57-59, Senator; Pi Kappa Alpha 
57-59, Pledge Class Treasu rer, Co-Rush Chairman, Assistant 
Pledge Master; Veterans' Cub 58-59. 
Siler, Carolyne Faye 
Sociology Elizabethton, Tennessee 
USS 57-58; Beta Epsilon 56-58, Vice President 56-57; Glee 
Club 56-57; Choir 56-59; Senator 57-58, Treasurer 58-59; Band 
56-57; Flag Twirler 56-57; Kappa Delta Pi 58-59, President 
58-59; BSU 55-58; Kappa De lta 55-59, Assistant Treasurer 
56-57, Treasurer 57-58; ROTC Sponsor 56-59, Hon. Cadet Lt. 
Colonel 58-59; Commuters' Club 55-56; lntramura ls 55-56. 
Simpson, Jimmy "Doc" 
Industrial Arts Knoxville, Tennessee 
Acq uatic Clu') 57-59; "T" Club 56-59, President 56-57; 
Mu De lta Kapp~ 58-59; Lambda Mu 57-59, President 59; 
Veterans' Club 55-56; lntramu rals 55-59. 
Smith, Jeanne M. 
Speech and Hearing Johnson City, Tenne ssee 
Alpha Xi Delta 55-58; Collegjan 55. 
Smith, Patricia 
Education Johnson City, Tennessee 
Sigma Kappa 55-59, President 59; Choir 55-59; Glee Club 
55-59; ROTC Sponsor 57-59, Hon. Cadet Captain 59; Senior 





Smith, Sylvia Sizemore 
Elementary Education Kingsport, Tennessee 
FTA 57-59; Signs-of-the-Times 55-56; Young Republ icans 
56-57; Buccaneer 56-57; Potpourri Committee 57. 
Snyder, Bobby l. 
Physical Education Johnson City, Tennessee 
ROTC Cadet Officer 57-58; lntramura ls 57-59. 




Stallcup, Peggi June 
Physical Education 
Phi Eta Tau 55-59; 
lntramurals 55-59. 
Story, Margaret E. 
History 
Johnson City, Tennessee 
Johnson City, Tennessee 
Loudon, Tennessee 
BSU 55-59; Young Republicans 57-58; 
Jonesboro, Tennessee 
Gamma Theta Upsi lon 58-59. 
Sweet, Novella Irene 
English 
Dean's List 58. 
Tate, Bobbie Jean 
Abingdon, Virginia 
Physical Education East Stone Gap, Virginia 
Phi Eta Tau 55-59, Secretary 57-58. 




Health and Physica l Education Bristol, Tennessee 
Glee Club 56-58; Acquatic Club 57-58, President, Secretary; 
Phi Eta Tau 57-58; Westminste r 56-57; Kappa Delta 55-59, 
Sergeant-a t-Arms and Secretary 58; ROTC Sponsor 57-58, Hon. 
Cadet Captain 58, Secretar\( 58-59; lntramurals. 
Thornton, Judson Dean 
History Dandridge, Tennessee 
Phi Sigma Kappa 54-59, House Manager 58-59; Veterans' 
Club 58. 
Toler, Bertie 
Mathematics J ohnson City, Tennessee 
Transfer from King College. 
Tucker, Don 
Industrial Arts Johnson City, Tennessee 
iurner, Alexandra 
Education Johnson City, Tennessee 
Underwood, Stanley l . 
English Strawberry Plains, Tennessee 
Seniors 
Vanhuss, Glenda Rhea 
Elementary Educat ion 
FT A 58-59; ACE 57-59. 
Wagner, Fred L. 
Elizabethton, Tennessee 
Industrial Arts Blountvil le, Tennessee 
Mu De lta Kappa 57-58, Treasurer 58-59. 
Wallen, Hugh 
Industria l Arts 
Wallis, John Dewey 
Johnson City, Tennessee 
Social Studies Johnson City, Tennessee 
" T" Club 56-59, Treasurer 58-59; Phi Sigma Kappa 57-59, 
Secretary 58; ROTC Officer 58-59, Cadet Capta in 58-59; Intra-
murals 56-59; Who's Who 58-59; Track 58-59; Goat Club 
58-59. 
W alpoole, Thomas 
Speech and Hearing 
Ward, Jean 
Kingsport, Tennessee 
Elementary Education J ohnson City, Tennessee 





Sociology Knoxville, Tennessee 
Transfe r from Un iversity of Tennessee. 
Whitlock, Paul 
Industrial Arts Waynesboro, Tennessee 





Widner, Connie D. 
Ed ucation 
Wilson, Leslie N. 
Geography 





Johnson City, Tennessee 
Johnson City, Tennessee 
Bristol, Tennessee 
Knoxville, Tennessee 
Church Hill, Tennessee 
Johnson City, Tennessee 
206 
Education 
Wooten, Jane Marie 
Elementary Ed ucation Elizabethto n, Tennessee 
Kappa Delta Pi 57-58, Vice President 57-58; Wesley 56-57; 
Kappa Delta 56-59, Editor 58-59; Freshman Class Secretary 
56-57, 
Wysor, Ann 




Industria l Arts 
Johnson City, Tennessee 
Formosa 
Cambria, Virginia 
Dr. George Dove, Di rector 
School of Arts 
and Sciences 
The training of the individual according to his interests so 
that he may develop into a well-ad justed, wel l-informed citizen 
who will contribute something to his communtiy, is the aim of 
the School of Arts and Sciences. 
The main objectives . of the school are: (1) to provide a 
good academ ic background for the training of teachers, (2) to 
give preprofessional training in Medicine, Dentistry, Pharmacy, 
Law, Engineering, and many other areas. (3) to g ive a well-
rounded liberal education to everyone. 
The Departments are: Art, Biological Science, Eng lish, 
Foreign Languages, Geography and Geology, History, Mathe-
matics, Music, Physical Science, Political Science, Sociology, and 
Speech and Drama. 
The School offers two degrees. The Bache lor of Arts de-
gree, w h ich requires a foreign language, is the standard degree, 
and the Bachelor of Science degree which does not requi re a 
language is offered . 
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Arts & Sciences 
Ausmus, Harry J. 
History 
Ball, James Riley 
History 
Johnson City, Tennessee 
Johnson City, Tennessee 





Lee's McRae College; Patchwork 57-59; 
'Begley, Clarence Carson 
Industrial Arts Church Hill, Tennessee 
Begley, Fred D. 
Chemistry Church Hill, Tennessee 
Sigma Phi Epsilon 56-59; American Chemical Society 59. 
Bell , Carl E. 
Mathematics Kingsport, Tennessee 
" T" Club 56-59; BSU 58-59; Pi Kappa Alpha 57-59; ROTC 
Officer 57-59, Regimenta l Officer, Cadet Capta in Scabbard 
& Blade 58-59; Math Club 56-57; Dean's List Fall 55, Winter 56, 
Spring 56; Goat Club 58-59; Track 56-57, 58-59; Basketball 
56-57, 58-59. 
Blevins, Steven T. 
Art 
Brown, Patty Eugene 
Jonesboro, Tennessee 
Industrial Arts Johnson City, Tennessee 
Phi Sigma Kappa 56, Sentinel Fa ll 57; ROTC Officer 58-59, 
Regimenta l S-3 Pershing Rifles 55-57, 2nd Lt. Fa ll 58. 






Clark, Ralph l. 
Mathematics 
Colley, Paul Wilson 
Biology 
Collis, Phillip l . 
Johnson City, Tennessee 
Johnson City, Tennessee 
Bristol, Tennessee 
Bristol, Tennessee 
Johnson City, Tennessee 
English Johnson City, Tennessee 
IFC Winter 58; Phi Sigma Kappa 55-59, Sentinel, Vice 
President 56-57, President 58; You11g Democrats 57; Intra-
mura ls 58; Buccaneer 56-57; Collegian 58; Potpourri Com-
mittee 57, Publicity Chairman 57; Homecoming Committee 57. 
Cooke, Ann Marie 
Art 
Kappa Delta 57-59, 
man 57-58; Signs of 
Greeneville, Tennessee 
Sergeant-at-Arms 58-59, Publicity Chair-
the Times 56. 
Seniors 
Cooke, Ted W . 
Sociology Johnson City, Tennessee 
Sigma Phi Epsilon, President 58-59. 
Cox, Beverly King 
Physica l Educarion Johnson Cily, Tennessee 
Panhellenic 57-59; Canterbury Club 56-59, Senator 56-57, 
Vice President 57-58; Phi Eta Tau 55-59; Alpha Delta Pi 
56-59, Scholarship Chairman 56-57, President 57-59; Intra-
mura ls 55-59, Assistant Manager 57-58, Manager 58-59; Bucca-
neer 55-57; Who's Who 57-59. 
Cox, Ronald F. 
Chemistry 
Transfer from Emory & Henry 
Theta Upsi lon 58, Senator 58; Phi 
Cox, Velma Joyce 
Fine Arts 
Dickey, William M. 
Engl ish 
Dickerson, Marvin H. 
Mathematics 
Duncan, Calvin M. 
Chemistry 
ASC 57-59. 
Earnest, Benjamin F. Jr. 
Marion, Virginib 
College; Band 57; Gamma 
Sigma Kappa 58. 
Johnson City, Tennessee 
Jonesboro, Tennessee 
Johnson City, Tennessee 
Kingsport, Tennessee 
Chemisrry Elizabethton, Tennessee 
USB 55-59, Vice President 58-59; Band, Drum Ma jor 56-58; 
Sigma Phi Epsi lon 55-59, Chaplain 57-58, Vice President 
58-.59; Class Officer, Sophomore Vice President 56-57; Goat 
Club 58-59. 
Easley, Wayne W . 
Chemistry 
Edwards, Jerry W . 
Morristown, Tennessee 
Mathematics Ki ngsport, Tennessee 
USB 55-59, Elections Committee 56-57; IFC 56-57; Physics 
Club 57-58; BSU Publicity Director, Executive Committee 
55-56; Lambda Chi Alpha 54-58, Vice President 57-58, His-
torian 56-57; Young Republicans, President 55-56, Vice Presi-
dent 56-57, Senator 56-57, 
Eiseman, Avery Q. 
Business 
Fisher, M. Ralph 
English 
Frances, Andrew A . 
Chemistry 
Garland, Thomas J. 




USB, Lia ison 
Delta 57-59; Pi 
Veterans' Club 
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 
Counci l 58-59, Secretary 58-59; Pi Kappa 
Kappa Alpha, Secretary 57, President 57-59; 
56-59; Collegian 58-59. 
Genovese, Casper J. 
English Scranton, Pennsylvania 
Transfer from East Srroudsburg S. T. C,; " T" Club 58-59, 
Secretary, Senator; Newman Club; Lambda Mu 58-59; Bucca-
neer 58; Collegian 58-59, Sports Writer; Baseball 57-59. 
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Green, Paul 
Chemistry Kingsport, Tennessee 
Transfer from United States Naval Academy, Annapolis, 
Maryland; lambda Chi Alpha 58-59; American Chemica l 
Society 58-59; Young Republicans 59. 
Hall, Ivan W. 
Che mistry Newport, Tennessee 
ROTC Officer 58-59; Scabbard & Blade 58-59. 
Harrison, John Michael 
Chemistry 
Haynes, Charles Wayne 
Chemistry 




Chemistry Elizabethton, Tennessee 
BSU 55-58; Phi Sigma Kappa 56-59, Sentinel 57-58; Pre-
Medica l Society 55-56; Young Democrats 55-58. 
Helton, Walter 
Biology Kingsport, Tennessee 
Geology Club 57-59; Biology Club 56-59, Publ ic Relations 
56-59. 
Hines, Grace Eloise 
Sociology Knoxville, Tennessee 
Transfer from Un iversity of Tennessee; Westminster 57-59, 
Vice President 57-58; Alpha Delta Pi 55-59. 
Hodges, Robert West 
English and Industria l Arts J ohnson City, Tennessee 
Transfer froon Georgia Tech; USB President 58-59; Acquatic 
Club 58-59; "T" Club 57-59; Goat Club 58-59; ROTC Officer, 
Cadet Major, Battalion Exec., Cadet Officers Club 58-59, 
Pershing R;fles 55-59; Alpha Phi Omega 56-59, Secretary 
57-58, President 58-59; Col legian 57-59; Who's Who 58-59; 
Rifle Team 55-59; Cross Country Team 55-58, Capta in 56-57; 
Track Team 55-59. 
Hopper, William Cecil 
Pre-Med 
Howson, Emily Dykes 
History 
Trans/er from U. I. 
Isaac, David L. 
Johnson City, Tennessee 
Fa ll Branch, Tennessee 
History Appalachia, Virginia 
Transfer from Clinch Valley; Newman Club 56-58, Vice 
President 57; Young Democrats 56-58, Treasurer 57. 
Ivey, Olin Marion 
History 
Jennings, William 0 . 
English 
Kindle, Dwight M. 
Pre-Dentistry 




Johnson City, Te11nessee 
Johnson City, Tennessee 
Seniors 
Lawson, Kenneth D. 
Chemistry Clinchport, Virginia 
ACS 57-59; Dean's List 56-58. 





Spanish Johnson City, Tennessee 
O rchestra 56-59, Vice President 57; MENC 56; Club 
Cervantes 57-59, Secretary 58; Canterbury Club 58-59; Sigma 
Kappa 56-59; Young Democrats 57. 
Lyle, Elizabeth Dawson 
Mathematics Johnson City, Tennessee 
Panhel lenic 57; Acquatic Club 56-57; Alpha Delta Pi 55-59; 
ROTC Sponsor 56-57; Class Officer, Secretary and Treasurer 
Freshman Class 55-56; Freshman Beauty 55-56; Homecoming 
Court, Freshman 55-56. 
McCartt, William G. 
Fine Arts Johnson City, Tennessee 
ROTC Officer, Major 58-59; Scabbard & Blade 58-59, Pledge 
Master 58-59; Pershing Rifles 55-58, Treasurer 57-58. 
McConnell, Bobby 
Chemistry Kingsport, Tennessee 
Veterans' Club 56-57; Math Club 57-59, Vice President 
58-59. 
McEwen, Lloyd W. 
Chemistry 
Miller, Harold J. 
Butler, Tennessee 
Mathematics Kyles Ford, Tennessee 
Math Club 58; Dean's List Spring 58. 
Moorefield, Sam 
Chemistry 
ASC 57-59, Westminster 
Scabbard & Blade 58. 
Morton, Bob J. 
Health 
Morton, Jack L. 
Kingsport, Tennessee 
55-57; ROTC Cadet Captain 58; 
Lafol lette, Tennessee 
Industrial Arts Bristol, Tennessee 
Band 56-57; Lambda Chi A lpha; Young Democrats 58-59, 
Publicity Chairman 58-59. 
Mumpower, Herbert W. 
Mathemat ics Appa lachia, Virgin ia 
Pi Kappa Alpha 55-59, Sergeant-at-Arms 57-58. 
N idiffer, Gordon Grey 
Chemistry Johnson City, Tennessee 
"T" Club 56-59; Varsity Track 57; Varsity Basketball 57-58. 
Nolen, Douglas B. 
Chemistry Rossville, Georgia 
"T" Club 56-59; ACS 58-59; Pi Kappa Alpha 55-59, Vice 
President 58; ROTC Cadet Battalion Exec. Major 58; Sopho-
more Class President 57; Juniqr Class President 58; Varsity 
Football 56-59. 
Norris, Edwin R. 
Pre-Med 




Arts & Sciences 
O'Dell, Roger Gene 
Biology 
Transfer from Clinch Valley College. 
Clincho, Virginia 
O'Dell, Thomas Allen 
Mathematics 
ACS 57-59; Biology 
murals 56-58. 
Bristol, Tennessee 
Club 58-59; Math Club 58-59; Int ra-
O sborne, Elmer Ray 
History 
Gamma Theta Upsilon 57-59. 
Parks, Jackie Edward 
Kingsport, Tennessee 
Biology Johnson City, Tennessee 
Biology Club 58-59; Pershing Rifles 55-56. 
Pressley, Robert C. 
Sociology 
Transfer from University of 
Quillin, Harold E. 
Sociology 




Chemist ry Chuckey, Tennessee 
ACS 55-59, Vice President 58-59; Biology Club 56-59, 
Senator 57-59; Wesley 55-59, Treasurer 58-59; ROTC Cadet 
2nd Lt. 57-58, Cadet Captain 58-59; Scabbard & Blade 58-59. 
Reeser, Robert John 
Engl ish 
Reeves, Marvin E. 
Bio logy 
Richmond, Edward 
Johnson City, Tennessee 
Fa lls Church, Virginia 
History Gate City, Virginia 
Transfer from Hampden Sydney; Sigma Chi. 
Rose, Henry H. 
Mathematics Johnson City, Tennessee 
Transfer from University of Tennessee. 
Rose, Linda Dianne 
English and Sociology Johnson City, Tennessee 
USB 56-57; Executive Committee 58-59; Publications Com-
mittee 58-59; Potpourri Committee 56-58; Student Senate 
Constitutional Revision Committee 57-58; Patchwork 58-59; 
Alpha Delta Pi 55-59, Reporter 56, Vice President 57, Pan-
he llenic Representative 58-59; Buccaneer 56-59, Assistant 
Editor 57-58, Editor 58-59; Collegian 56-59, Business Man-
ager 57-58; Who's Who 57-59; Freshman Counselor 58-59. 
Scroggins, R. E., Jr. 
Industria l Arts Jonesboro, Tennessee 
Mu Delta Kappa 57-59, Secretary 58-59. 
Sell, John Heyward 
Industrial Arts Johnson City, Te nnessee 
ROTC Cadet Officer 58-59. 
Simpson, Sarah M . 
English Kingsport, Tennessee 
Transfe r from Gui lford College. 
Seniors 
Sloan, Paul H. E. 
History 
Lambda Mu. 
Surber, Bob G. 
Sociology 
Thomas, William S. 
Chemistry 
ROTC Cadet Officer 57-58. 
Thompson, Gem Grove 
Covington, Tennessee 
Elizabethton, Tennessee 
Eliza bethton, Tennessee 
Home Economics Washington, D. C. 
Home Ee. Clu b 55-56; Glee Clu b 55-59; Patchwork 55-58, 
Reporter 57-58; Radio Club 57-58, Traffic Director 57-58; 
Canter:,ury Club 55-59, Senator 57-59; Alpha Omicron Pi 
55-59, Secretary 57-58, Philanthropic Chairman 58-59; ROTC 
Spons:>r 56-57, Hon. Cadet 2nd Lt. 57; Young Republ icans 
55-57; Buccaneer 58-59. 
Tre nt, Parker J . 
Chemistry Kingsport, Tennessee 
ACS 56-58, Secretary 56-57, Treasurer 57-58. 
Willingham, William l ewis 
Chemistry 
Willis, Harold E. 
Chemistry 
Winebarger, Marion Curtis 
Mathemat ics 
ROTC Officer 56-59, Cadet 
55-58, 1st Sergeant 57-58. 
Wood, Bobby 
Johnson City, Tennessee 
Spruce Pine, North Carolina 
Johnson City, Tennessee 
Colonel 58-59; Pershing Rifles 
English Greeneville, Tennessee 
"T" Club 55-57, Senator 56-57; Pi Kappa Delta 56-57; 
Veterans' Club 55-57; Collegian 57-58, Reporter. 
Williams, James S. 
Chemistry Johnson City, Tennessee 
Phi Sigma Kappa; ROTC Cadet Officer, Comp. Exec., 1st Lt. 
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School of Business 
Administration 
and Economics 
The School of Business Admin istration and Economics was 
organized to provide its students with an opportunity to ac-
quire a broad knowledge of the internal problems of business 
organization and control as wel l as understanding of how busi-
ness may be affected by the complex forces in the economic 
framework w ith in which it operates. For th is reason, emphasis 
is p laced on the development of a wel l-rounded know ledge of 
business fundamentals and an appreciation of the structure and 
processes of the American economy. 
In addition to the regu lar program of instruction, confer-
ences, workshops, and seminars, special events are held on 
the campus throughout the year with the co-operation of na-
tional and loca l p rofessional and civic organizations. In con-
junction w ith these meetings, dist inguished educators and lead-
ing businessmen from a 11 parts of the nation enriched the 
educational opportunities ava i lable to students, and extended 
the influence of the School throughout its service area. 
Dr. Travis Kirkland, Director 
School of Business 
Administration 
and Economics 
The School of Business Adm inistration and Economics was 
organized to provide its students with an opportun ity to ac-
quire a broad knowledge of the internal problems of business 
organ ization and control as well as understanding of how busi-
ness may be affected by the complex forces in the economic 
framework with in which it operates. For this reason, emphasis 
is placed on the development of a wel I-rounded knowledge of 
business fundamenta ls and an appreciation of the structure and 
processes of the American economy. 
In add ition to the regular program of instruct ion, confer-
ences, workshops, and seminars, special events are held on 
the campus throughout the year w ith the co-operation of na-
tiona l and local professional and civic organizations. In con-
junct ion with these meetings, distinguished educators and lead-
ing businessmen from all parts of the nation enriched the 
educational opportun ities available to students, and ex tended 
the influence of the School throughout its service area. 
Dr. Travis Kirkland, Director 
Seniors 
Anesi, John D. 
Business 




Johnson City, Tennessee 
Clincho, Virginia 
Business Lynch, Kentucky 
"T" Club 56-59; ROTC Lt. and Captain 57-59; Scabbard & 
Blade 5B-59; lntramurals 57-59; Footba ll 55-59, Co-Captain 59. 
Barlow, Esther 
Business 
Bethea, Edward E. 
Jonesboro, Tennessee 
Business Augusta, Georgia 
Kappa Delta Pi 56-58, President; Veterans' Club 56. 
Best, Ralph 
Accounting 
Young Republicans 56-57. 
Bledsoe, Curtis V., Jr. 
Accounting 
Bolus, Michael D. 
Business 
Brazeal, John W. 
Jellico Plains, Tennessee 
Church Hill, Tennessee 
Johnson City, Tennessee 
Finance Oak Ridge, Tennessee 
USB 56-59; Student Activity Committee 58-59; Budget 
Committee 58-59; Homecoming Committee 58-59, Chairman 
58-59; Student Welfare Committee Chairman 57-58; Election 
Commission 57-58; Student Advisor 58-59. 
Britt, Charles 
Accounting 
Dean's List, Summer 58. 
Britt, Charles H. 
Business 
Brook, Howard F. 
Business 




Caton, Robert M. 
Accounting 
Elizabethton, Tennessee 
Johnson City, Tennessee 
Johnson City, Tennessee 
Coeburn, Virginia 





Coates, Paul A. 
Business 
Cooke, Elden M. 
Blountville , Tennessee 
Business Bakersville, N. C. 
Delta Sigma Pi 56-58, Treasurer 57, Veterans' Club 56-58. 
Coulson, Eric F. 
Business 




Daniels, Jack D. 
Accounting 




Delta Sigma Pi, Treasurer 58-59. 
Dennison, Jack S, 
Bus iness Administration 
Dishner, Gene 
Damascus, Virginia 
Business Clinchport, Virginia 
Sigma Phi Epsilon 57-59, Pledge Tra iner 58-59, Comptroller 
58-59, Colleg ian 57-59, Circulation Manager 58-59, Electio ns 
Commission 58-59, Senator 57-58. 
Duncan, Robert S. 
Business 
Edens, John B., Ill 
Business 
Eiche, Jon J. 
Glade Springs, Virginia 
Elizabethton, Tennessee 
Merchandising Johnson City, Tennessee 
IFC 56-57, Senator 56-57; Beta Epsilon 56-58, President 
57-58; Canterbury Club, President 56-57; Sigma Ph i Epsi lon, 
Rush Chairman, Senator; ROTC Sponsor Corps Dril lmaster 
58-59, 2nd Lt. 57-58, Lt. Colonel 58-59, 1st Sgt. 58-59; Who's 
Who 57-59. 
Elliott, Thomas L. 
Business Bristol, Tennessee 
Glee Clu b 56; 'T ' Club 57-59; Sigma Phi Epsilon 56-59, 
Guard 56-57, Pledge Trainer 57-59; ROTC Lt. and Captain 
58-59, Scabba rd & Blade, V. President 58-59; lntramura ls 56-59; 
Collegiai, 58-59; Senior Class President 58-59; Football Man-
ager 56-59, Head Manager 57-59. 








Roan Mounta in, Tennessee 
Chucky, Tennessee 
1st Lt ., Scabbard & Blade 
Rogersville, Tennessee 
Seniors 
Foster, Johnny 0 . 
Business Johnson City, Tennessee 
Frye, Marilyn 
Business Elizabethton, Tennessee 
Transfer from Emory and Henry College. 




Hampton, Murrel Kent 
Business 




Business Webster Springs, W. Va. 
Transfer from Florida State University; Delta Sigma Pi 58. 
Hankla, William Alfred 
Business Chester, Virginia 
Transfer from Ferrum J r. College. 
Hardin, Samuel L. 
Business Elizabethton, Tennessee 
Haulsee, David L. 
Business Kingsport, Tennessee 
ROTC, Scabbard & Blade 58-59, 2nd Lt. 58-59. 





Business Johnson City, Tennessee 
Glee Club 57-58. 
Hilton, Kathryn Jane 
Business Gate City, Virginia 
Glee Club 56-58; Westminster 57-58. 
Hines, Patricia 
Accounting Jonesboro, Tennessee 
Kappa Delta Pi 57-58. 
Hodge, Luther H. 
Business Elizabethton, Tennessee 
Holmes, Coy Thomas, Jr. 
Business Bristol, Tennessee 




Hurley, Bruce W . 
Business and Economics Rogersvil le, Tennessee 
Transfer from Texas Western; USB 58-59; BSU 57-58; Home 
coming Committee 57-58; Delta Sigma Pi 57-59, Senator 58-5' 
MC Pledge Class 57; Veterans' Club 56-59, Vice Cornman, 
57, Commander 57-58; Young Republicans 56-59, Presid 
58-59; Election Committee 58-59; Camera Club 58-59; Stu, 
Handbook Committee 58; J unior Class May Court Repre, 
tive; Goat Club 58; Hall of Fame; Homecoming King :.~ j9. 
Hutton, Ronnie H. 
Business Marion, Virginia 
Transfer from Emory and Henry College. 
Jaynes, Jerald K. 
Business Administration Chucky, Tennessee 
Transfer from Tuscolum Col lege. 
Jones, James G. 
Business Administration Grundy, Virgin ia 
Transfer from Lee's McRae College; Lambda Chi Alpha 
55-59. 
Jones, William J ., Jr. 
Accounting Erwin, Tennessee 
Delta Sigma Pi, President 58-59; lntramurals 56. 
Justice, Elaine 
Business Erwin, Tennessee 
Glee Club 55-57; Kappa Delta 56-59, Collegian 55-56. 
Kelly, Robert L. 
Business 




King, Billy Joe 
Bristol, Tennessee 
Kingsport, Tennessee 
Johnson, City, Tennessee 
Accounting Jel lico, Tennessee 
Veterans' Club 57-58; Young Republicans 56-57. 
Kirk, Clarence Dale 
Business 
Kite, Dane A. 
Business 
Krause, James William 
Johnson City, Tennessee 
Johnson City, Tennessee 
Business Flint, Michigan 
"T" Club 55-59; lntramurals 55-59; Football 55-59. 
Larkey, Stuart B. 
Business 
Lemons, Marvin C. 
Business 
Westminster 57-59; Pi Kappa Alpha 
President, Potpourri 58-59, All-Sing 59; 
Kingsport, Tennessee 
Pulaski, Virginia 
58-59, Pledge Class 
lntramurals 57-59. 
Seniors 
lewis, Wendell H. 
Business 
USS, Senator 58-59; I nterdomitory, 
Phi Sigma Kappa, Vice President 57. 
Live Oak, Florida 
La ke Street Cottage; 
l ewis, William R. 
Business Johnson City, Tennessee 
McAm is, Bill C. 
Business 
Tra nsfer 
Johnson City, Tennessee 
from Greenbrier Military School; Delta Sigma Pi 
Vice President. 58; Senior 
McCloud, Thomas R. 
Account ing Appalachia, Virginia 
Transfer from Carson-Newman College. 
McMillian, Edward Burton 
Accounting 
Delta Sigma Pi 57-59, 
Veterans' Club 56-57. 
McMillian, Rodne y 
Economics 
Marshall, Ho pe M. 
Business 
Massey , Marvin C. 
Business 
Newport, Tennessee 




Beta Epsilon 57-58, Vice President. 
Meade, Le onard B. 
Business 




Mullins, Nile D. 
Business 









Johnson City, Tennessee 
Clintwood, Virginia 
Johnson City, Te nnessee 




Mumpower, Barbara Hill 
Business Big Stone Gap, Virginia 
Panhellenic 57-59 Beta Epsilon 56-59, Secretary 58, Vice 
President 59; FTA 57; Delta Zeta 56-59, Historian 56, Treasurer 
57-58, Social Cha irman; Freshman Counselor 59. 
Nunn, Roy E. 
Accounting 
Wesley 57-59; Veterans' Club 57-58. 
Pulaski, Virginia 
Ousley, De nnis 
Business Knoxvil le, Tennessee 
Transfer from University of Tenn.; Pi Kappa Alpha. 
Patterson, Denzil 
Merchandising Athens, Tennessee 
Transfer from Tennessee Wesleyan College; Glee Club 57-58; 
Phi Sigma Nu at TWC; Future Business Leaders of America 
TWC. 
Parsons, Charles W. 
Business Jonesville, Virginia 
Transfer from Hiwassee Col lege; Veterans' Club 58, Public 
Relations Manager; Young Democrats 58. 
Parker, Glenn A. 
Business Arministration Miami, Florida 
Transfer from University of Miami. 






V. P. I.; Delta Sigma Pi 57-59; Veterans' 
Business Kingsport, Tennessee 
Pi Kappa Delta 56-57, Secretary 56-57; BSU; Sigma Phi 






Johnson City, Tennessee 
Coeburn, Virginia 
Business Elizabethton, Tennessee 
Transfer from George Washington Un iversity. 
Galloway, Pierson 
Business 
Poe, Everett R. 
Business 
Porter, Robert C. 
Business 
Rambo, Malcolm S. 
Finance 
Delta Sigma Pi. 
Johnson City, Tennessee 
Johnson City, Tennessee 
Johnson City, Tennessee 
Butler, Tennessee 
Seniors 
Ripley, Kyle D. 
Business 
Salye r, Bobby V. 
Business Administration 
Greeneville, Tennessee 
De lta Sig ma Pi 57-59; ROTC, Officer 
Blade 5B-59, Pershing Rifles 54-57. 
St. Paul, Virginia 
57-59, Scabbard & 
Sangid, Virginia Ellen 
Business Bristol, Tennessee 











Johnson City, Tennessee 
Accounting LaFollette, Tennessee 
Veterans' Club 55-58; Young Republicans 56-57. 
Shirley, Richard H. 
Business 
Sluder, Bobby R. 
Accounting 
Smith, Don Erskine 
Social Studies 
Smoot, Marvin I. 
Business 




Taylor, Russe ll 
Business 
Tester, Mary Ellen 
Knoxvil le, Tennessee 
Shady Valley, Tennessee 
Johnson City, Tennessee 
Kingsport, Tennessee 
Johnson City, Tennessee 
Johnson City, Tennessee 
Kingsport, Tennessee 
Business Johnson City, Tennessee 




Tho mas, Raymond Re id 
Business Kingsport, Tennessee 
USS 55; lnterdomitory 55-56; IFC 56-59, V. Pres. 58-59; 
BSU 55-58; Lambda Chi Alpha 55-59, Pledge Trainer 55-56, 
President 57-59, Young Democrats 56-57; Cheerleader 56-58; 
Buccaneer 55-56; Collegian 55-56. 
Tolliver, Ro nald 
Business 
Treadway, Sara Lynn 
Kingsport, Tennessee 
Business Johnson City, Tennessee 
Alpha Delta Pi 56-59, Recording Secretary 59; Senior Class 
Pin-up. 
Vesser, Samuel f rank 
Business Maryville, Tennessee 
lnterdomitory 57-58; Westminster 57-58; Pi Kapp• Alpha 
57-59, Pledge Trainer 58-59; Veterans' Club 57-59, Secretary 
57-58; Young Democrats 58-59; Col legian 57-59, Circulation 
Manager 58, Business Manager 58-59; Constitutional Revisions 
Committee. 
Ward, Roy F. 
Accounting Kingsport, Tennessee 
Mu Delta Kappa 58; Veterans' Club 57-58. 
Wayland, Ronald f . 
Economics Greeneville, Tennessee 
Pi Kappa Delta 56-58; Westminster 52-58; Military, Scabbard 
& Blade 56-58, Pershing Rifles 54-58, Executive Officer 58, 
Honor Guard 58; Delta Sigma Pi 55-58. 
Wilson, James D. 
Business Bristol, Tennessee 
Lambda Chi Alpha 55-58, Treasurer 58; ROTC Officer 57-58. 
Woods, Bob W. 
Business Bristol, Tennessee 
Transfer from the University of Tennessee. 
Worfe, Fre d D. 
•Business 
Transfer from Berea College. 
Cooter, Wanye N . 
Business 
Peters, Rhonda Wayne 
Business 
Clinchport, Virginia 
Johnson City, Tennessee 
Elizabethton, Tennessee 
Nursing 
The East Tennessee State College School of Nursing offers a degree 
of Bachelor of Science in Nursing. This School, in conjunction with Memorial 
Hospital and Holston Val ley Commun ity Hospital, is the f i rst of its kind 
in the East Tennessee area. 
For some t ime interest in a degree program had been expressed by 
the officials of Memorial Hospital School of Nursing and the administration 
of Holston Valley Community Hospital, area med ica l and nursing organi-
zations, and interested individuals. After much study and planning by 
these groups in consu ltation with members of the Tennessee Board of 
Nursing and directors of similar degree programs, East Tennessee State 
College, in collaboration with the area hospitals, established the School 
of Nursing, September 14, 1954. 
It is the purpose of the School of Nursing to develop nurses who 
w ill be qualified professionally to give competent nursing care to the sick, 
who can function adequately in sociological hea lth, and preventive-medicine 
programs, and effectively contribute to an everchanging society. 
Mr. John P. Lamb, Chairman Department of Heal!h Educa!ion and 
Co-ordinator, School of Nursing. Mr. Edgar H. Stohler, Administra!or 
Memorial Hospi!al. Mr. William A. Phillips, Adminis!rator Holston Va lley 
Community Hospital. 
Miss Hazel H. Fowler 
Direc!or 
Below, left to right: Vestal L. Swart%, Director of 
Nursing Service, Memorial Hospi!al. Ira Dean Lane, 
Director of Nursing Educa!ion, Hols!on Valley 
Community Hospital. 
Below, left to right: Mrs. Harvey E. McDowell, lnstruc!or, Memorial 
Hqspital. Mrs. Carl J. Snow, lns!ruc!or, Memorial Hospi!al. Eileen 
Johnson, Instructor, Memorial Hospital. Mrs. Chester W . Blankenship, 




Class of '59 
Louise Calvert Barton Johnson City, Tennessee 
Mary Diane Davis Church Hill, Tennessee 
!Gloria Faith Deaton Erwin, Tennessee 
Barbara Young Duncan Jonesboro, Tennessee 
Margaret Louise Estep Bluff City, Tennessee 
Julia Ann Harmon Greeneville, Tennessee 
Charlotte Ragsdale Hoover Kingsport, Tennessee 
Elizabeth Ann Leath Elizabethton, Tennessee 
Mary Emily Paradis Johnson City, Tennessee 
Ada Kathleen Carrier Bristol, Tennessee 
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Nursing 1960 
Nancy Kathleen Bowers 
Anna Elizabeth Bowman 
Clara Jane Brown 
Marjorie Lynn Cartwright 
Barbara Ann Clark 
Alice Marie Donnelly 
Wanda Jane Hughes 
Carolyn Sue Ingram 
Charlotte Marie Linville 
Janice Carolyn McQueen 
Judith Ann Rhodarmer 
Nancy Lou Showers 




Rose Eleanor Beneman 
Anna Lee Bi lka 
Mitzi Lynn Brink 
Nannie Kathryn Brooks 
Vivian Ruth Bull ington 
Donna Lee Cox 
Mary Mozelle Garber 
Carol Ann Geisler 
Glenda Imogene Harris 
Betty Lou Headrick 
Lindell June Henderson 
Martha Bailey Kegley 
Peggy Jane Kiser 
Armeta Bennett Nease 
Norma Jane Osborne 
Winifred Irene Reeves 
Naomi Fern Roberts 
Linda Gay Shell 
Mary Alice Testerman 
Dorothy Vandergriff 
Kay Carolyn Whitener 
Carol yn Rose Whitson 
Nursing 
Becky May Alderson 
Judith Carol Blakely 
Patricia Mae Brown 
Clara Canary 
Nancy Ferguson 
Maudie Catherine Fleenor 
Kay Louise Flora 
Anita Ruth Houk 
Carol Ann Lehman 
Sandra Leonard 
Phyllis Ann Lowe 
Wi lma Ruth Martin 
Diane Monroe 
Jud ith NeSmith 
Helen Christine Norris 
Prisci lla Peery 
Judith Lee Russell 
Linda Donnell Slagle 
Sally Sutton 
Erma Lee Waye 
Alice Sandra Webb 
Clara Lou Willett 
1962 
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Our STUDENT UNION BUILDING 
Built by 
TRAMMELL CONSTRUCTION, INC. 
Bristol, Tennessee 
229 
BROADWAY TOURIST COURT and RESTAURANT 
On Broadway of America U.S. Highway Nos. 11-E, 411, 19 and 23 
Ga teway to Appalach ians a nd Great Smokies 
For reservations 
Phone 4200 
Johnson City, Tennessee 
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Double AA Rating and 










COURTESY MOTOR CO. 
COTHRAN MOTORS 









FAIRCLOTH CHEVROLET CO. BYRD'S RESTAURANT 
Honey Makes the Diffe rence 
232 
... 







East Tennessee State College 
Bookstore 
-First Floor- Administration Building 
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C.R. Green Stamps 










OFFICE MACHINES CO. 
Smith-Corona Typewriters 
Victor Adding Machines - Calculators 
JOHNSON CITY LAUNDRY 
COMPANY 
Sanitone 
Tenn. at W. Walnut 
Ph. 3088 200 S. Boone 
Ph. 3688 
808 S. Roon 
Ph. 860 




We Give S. & H. Green Stamps 




One - 1 Day Service 
103 Wilson Ave. Phone 3708 




Beaunit Mills, Inc. 
and 
North American Rayon Corporation 
235 
MUNFORD DO-IT-YOURSELF STORES 
425 W . Walnut 
Phone 5464 Johnson City 
HOME FEDERAL SAVINGS 
AND LOAN ASSOCIATION 
of 
Johnson City and Greeneville 
"Exclusive .Men's Wear" 
Botany "500" Suits - Arrow Shirts 
Elizabethton, Tennessee 
Compliments of 
WOFFORD BROS., INC. 
Johnson City 






116 Buffalo Phone 5206 
CARR ENTERPRISES 
Ask Those We Serve 
800 W. Walnut Phone 4140 
Johnson City 
Fine Foods 
c/ o The Franklin Club 
Elizabethton Tennessee 
GUNNAR TEILMANN FLORIST 
318 E. Main 
Phone 511 Johnson City 
Eat at The 
COLLEGE GRILL 
at 
Walnut and Lake 
SEAVER ' S BAKERY 
Delicious Cakes, Pies, and 
Doughnuts 
Old Jonesboro Road,. Route 6 
Johnson City, Tennessee 
COLLEGE I N N 
511 West Walnut 
(Beside Foremost Dairy) 








Of Johnson City 
with 
Drive-In Branch on 
West Walnut Street 
J . E. GREEN COMPANY 
General 
Contractors 
Johnson City, Tennessee 
DIXIE DRIVE-IN RESTAURANT 
" The Pride of East Tennessee" 
Famous for Good Food 
"From a Sandwich to a Complete Dinner" 
Students Welcome 
425 fost Main St. Johnson City, Tennessee 
·~~~,:,--
... , .. ,wo o ;;,:::. :;;:::;;;;;;....._, 
FOUNDRY & MACHINE WORKS, Inc. 
~~ 
Structural Steel Division - Tenn. Bridge & Steel Co. 
Johnson City, Tennessee 
If It's Made of Iron or Steel, 














Corner of Main and Roon Street-Johnson 
THE BOOK SHOP 
JOHN SEVIER HOTEL BUILDING 
Roon and Market Streets 
Phone 2937 
Johnson City Tennessee 
George Oldham Associates, Inc. 
George Oldham Jack Monroe 
General Insurance - T ravel Agency 
John Sevier Hotel B'ldg. Ph. 1200 
Johnson City, Tennessee 
PETER'S GI FT SHOP 
" Fine Gifts for Everyone" 
325 E. Main Street Phone 1719 
ED MOTTERN JEWELERS 
Keepsake Diamonds 
12 l Fountain Sq. Johnson City, Tenn. 
238 
403 Roan St. "Complete Office Outfitters" Phone 1935 
Johnson City, Tennessee 
BOLTON BLOCK COMPANY 
Concrete - Cinder 
P. 0. Box 166 Phone 30 
Johnson C ity, Tennessee 
HARRIS MANUFACTURING CO. 
Manufacturers of Hardwood Flooring 
Johnson City, Tennessee 
DOSSER'S DEPARTMENT STORE 




of 60-65-7 5-85-110-120 
or 133 Screen Halftones 
and Zinc Etchings 





Press-Chronicle Bldg. Phone 2993 






Batter Whipped Sunbeam Bread 
CARDER HARDWARE CO. 
Johnson City 




CALFEE & SWANN INC. 





Johnson City, Tennessee 
Jonesboro, Tennessee 
North Johnson City Branch 
3% Interest Paid on 
Certificate of Deposit 
2½% Interest Paid on 
Savings Accounts 




LAKESHORE GRILL & CABINS 
Parties and Banquets 
Wm. Charles LePorte 
Phone 21 22 Hampton, Tennessee 
MARKET STREET DRUG STORE 
Your REXALL Store 
134 W. Market Johnson City 
·· Compliments of 
RENTZ Jeweler's 
Home of Blue-White Diamond, 
305 S. Roan Street Phone 90 
KINKEAD'S FLOWERS 
Phone 191 
Majestic Theatre Building 
First Federal Savings & Loan Assn. 
of 
Johnson City Tennessee 301 S. Roan 
Johnson City 
Comp Ii men ts 
of 
P.l,one 3456 
GENERAL SHALE PRODUCTS CORP. 
Compliments 
of PEERLESS STEAK HOUSE 
WALLACE'S 
2 15 E. Main Johnson City 
"Where Good Food Tastes Better" 
Bristol - Kingsport Highway 
TRIANGLE SUPPLY CO., INC. FOLSOM PRINTING COMPANY 
Plumbing & Building Supplies 
"Printers of Everything" 
708 E. Elk Ave. Phone LI 3-2632 
820 W. Walnut St. Johnson City Elizabethton, Tennessee 
EAST TENNESSEE PETROLEUM 
ASSOCIATION 
ESSO STANDARD OIL CO.-Esso 
J. B. THOMAS, JR.-Gulf Distributor 
HOLSTON OIL COMPANY-Texaco Distributor 
STEVE LACEY OIL COMPANY-Pure Oil Distributor 
ROYAL OIL COMPANY-Super Oil Distributor 
VOLUNTEER OIL COMPANY-Shell Oil Distributor 
WATAUGA OIL COMPANY-Wolf's Head Oil Distributor 
W. 0 . FREEDLE OIL COMPANY-Sinclair Oil Distributor 
240 
WHITE CITY LAUNDRY 









NEAR THE COLLEGE 
831 W. Walnut Johnson City 
RUTH AN DREWS FLORISTS 
303 S. Roan St reet Phone 316 
H. E. HART'S JEWELRY 
214 East Main Street Phone 289 
MASSENGILL'S SPECIAL TY SHOP 
Distinctive Fashiens for 
WOMEN AND MISSES 
Johnson City, Tennessee (Since 1916) 
THOMAS' 








East Tennessee's Finest 
925 West Market Street Phone 4149-J 
Johnson City 
Johnson City, Tennessee 
BECKNER'S 
Jewelers for 71 Years 
232 Main Street 
LOUIS' SHOE SHOP 
Tennes·see 
"1 S % Discount to College Students" 
117 Buffalo Street Phone 1 568-J 
SMYTHE ELECTRIC COMPANY 
Records and Record Players 
238 East Main Phone 3133 
RAINBOW CORNER 
Sodas - Sandwiches - Magazines 




"Boiled Burgers," 19c 
"Thick Shakes" 
l 000 W . Market 
New Jonesboro Hwy. 
VOLUNTEER 
For clothes that ore smart, that 
will give the boy's heart 
a start, try 
NETTIE LEE SHOPS 
240-242 E. Main Street 
Phone 2647 Johnson City 
COMPANY 
Phone 4010 






602 North Roan Street 
Johnson City, Tennessee 





Eggs - Meats - Poultry 
Johnson City 
Phone 2954-85 
120 McClure Street 
Tennessee 
JOHN SEVIER HOTEL 
225 Rooms - Air-Conditioned 
FOUR DISTINCTIVE RESTAURANTS 
Petite Coffee Shop 
Steak House 
Roundtable Room 
The Te rrace 
Famous for Sunday Evening Smorgasbord 
242 
413 West Walnut Street 
"Where the BUC who knows 
tokes his clothes" 
Phone 2838 Johnson City 
--
THE MASON AND DIXON LINES, INC. 
Extends Best Wishes to the Class of 1959 
In 
magazines and 
textbooks, in tablet, 
novels and envelopes 
EAST 
TENNESSEE STATE STUDENTS 
USE MEAD PAPERS 
EVERY DAY 
THE MEAD CORPORATION 
Paper Makns To Am<'rica 
243 
KLOPMAN MILLS, INC. 
Gloria Plant 
Johnson City, Tennessee 
OTHER PLANTS AT: 
Asheboro, N . C. 
Centra l Falls, N . C. 
Gastonia, N . C. 
High Point, N. C. 
Newton, N . C. 
Ramseur, N. C. 
Rockingham, N. C. 
KUPPENHEIMER CLOTHES ~ VARSITY-TOWN CLOTHES 
M:i~ i PORTSWEAR LI A ffN A LI f NUNN-BUSH SHOES 
'-~;v~·-. , ... ,P 
,,,, ... , '-·· 
~: ✓''\~ 
"Eal to pleas(' 
dress lo please 
"Your Qualit y Clothin g S tore Since 1912'' 
thyself, but 
others." DRESS RIGHT - you can't afford not to! 
- Benjamin Frankl i n 
EUSTIS L.ANCAST£R ASSOCIATES 
JOHN S£Vl£11t t40T£L BLOC.. 
GINt:t:RS JINO DISTRIBUTORS 
JOHNSON CITY PHONE 3200 
.... DREW JOHNSON t<OTEL Ill.DC. 
OIRt:CT MJINUF.IICTURt:RS JIGt:NT 
KNOXVILLE DIAL • ·•623 
Better Than Good . . . it's 
FOREMOST 





EAST TENNESSEE STATE UNIVERSITY 
11n111111111m1~1 
3 6302 0073 8004 9 
J~~ a&d d. 
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